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Production Planning with Risk Hedging
Liao Wang
We study production planning integrated with risk hedging in a continuous-time stochas-
tic setting. The (cumulative) demand process is modeled as a sum of two components:
the demand rate is a general function in a tradable financial asset (which follows another
stochastic process), and the noise component follows an independent Brownian motion.
There are two decisions: a production quantity decision at the beginning of the planning
horizon, and a dynamic hedging strategy throughout the horizon. Thus, the total terminal
wealth has two components: production payoff, and profit/loss from the hedging strategy.
The production quantity and hedging strategy are jointly optimized under the mean-
variance and the shortfall criteria. For each risk objective, we derive the optimal hedging
strategy in closed form and express the associated minimum risk as a function of the pro-
duction quantity, the latter is then further optimized. With both production and hedging
(jointly) optimized, we provide a complete characterization of the efficient frontier. By
quantifying the risk reduction contributed by the hedging strategy, we demonstrate its
substantial improvement over a production-only decision.
To derive the mean-variance hedging strategy, we use a numeraire-based approach, and
the derived optimal strategy consists of a risk mitigation component and an investment
component. For the shortfall hedging, a convex duality method is used, and the optimal
strategy takes the form of a put option and a digital option, which combine to close the gap
from the target left by production (only).
Furthermore, we extend the models and results by allowing multiple products, with
demand rates depending on multiple assets. We also make extension by allowing the asset
price to follow various stochastic processes (other than the geometric Brownian motion).
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A manufacturing firm usually runs its production on a cyclic basis, such as monthly or
quarterly. The production quantity decision depends largely on the forecast of market
demand; and the simplest model to make this decision is the newsvendor (NV) model, which
determines the optimal tradeoff between over-producing (units that cannot be sold will
incur a loss) and under-producing (unmet demand means reduced profit). Specifically, the
NV model finds an optimal production quantity Q, to maximize an expected value/payoff
function, which takes the form of net profit from sales (the smaller ofQ and realized demand)
minus net cost (cost minus salvage value). The optimal production quantity, QNV, is widely
known to be determined by the so-called “critical ratio” applied to the inverse distribution
function of the demand.
The NV solution is considered as a risk-neutral decision as it does not account for
the uncertainty associated with the production profit. There is an established operations
management literature addressing production risk quantification and management, which
is reviewed in §3 of this chapter. This thesis connects and contributes to this body of
literature.
In the NV production setting, the only uncertainty at the decision-making time stems
from randomness of the demand. A new trend in production planning is to account for ex-
plicitly risk factors that impact demand other than its intrinsic volatility (often represented
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as the forecast error). Clearly, one such factor is the general economy. Many products
will sell better when the economy is booming; on the other hand, certain low-end products
may see an increased demand during a recession. In more specialized settings, demand for
a certain product may directly correlate with a tradable asset. Consider some real-world
examples where demand depends on the underlying economy or on certain financial assets:
• Wal-Mart experienced increased demand during the last financial crisis as consumers
sought lower-priced goods and its smaller-sized competitors went out of business.
(Wall Street Journal, Nov 14, 2008, “Wal-Mart Flourishes as Economy Turns Sour.”)
• The U.S. automobile industry sharply increased forecast and production when the
last recession ended. (Wall Street Journal, Jan 14, 2014, “Auto Makers Dare to Boost
Capacity – North American Factories Will Build One Million More Cars a Year.”)
• A firm that manufactures certain equipment for planting or harvesting corn, a tradable
commodity, experienced volatile demand for its product as the corn price fluctuates
on the futures market. (Wall Street Journal, May 14, 2014, “Deere Needs to Wait to
Harvest Its Bounty.”)
In the first two examples above, we can view the underlying tradable asset as a broad
financial index (e.g., S & P500), and use it as a proxy for the general economy. More
generally, even if the product does not have a direct tie to any tradable asset, insofar as its
demand may depend on the general state of the economy, we can use a tradable asset such
as a broad financial index (e.g., S & P500) as a proxy.
Thus, we model demand as a stochastic process with two components: in addition to
the usual Gaussian component to capture demand volatility, there is a “trend” component,
which takes the form of a function µ̃(Xt), with Xt representing the value of an underlying
tradable asset at time t. In addition to the production quantity decision Q, which is made
at the beginning of a planning horizon [0, T ], there is also a risk-hedging decision, which
takes the form of a trading strategy (on the underlying asset) ϑ := {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} that must
be dynamically carried out over the horizon. The value function now also has a second
component: wealth from hedging, in addition to the usual production payoff in the NV
model. Specifically, let HT (Q) be the payoff of a production quantity Q and χT (ϑ) stands
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for the payoff associated with the hedging strategy ϑ, both at time T ; then the total terminal
wealth is HT (Q) + χT (ϑ).
Using NV setting with this demand model and the additional decision variable of hedging
strategy, we study the risk minimization under two different objectives. First, we pursue
a mean-variance optimization by jointly optimizing the production and hedging so as to
minimize the variance of total terminal wealth (i.e. Var(HT +χT )), subject to a given mean
(i.e. E(HT + χT ) = m for a given m). In this framework, mean is a natural measure of
return, and variance is a quantification of uncertainty/risk. Mean-variance optimization was
first proposed in Markowitz (1987) for portfolio investment analysis, and Harry Markowitz
won Nobel prize in economic sciences for his work in portfolio theory. Although initially
developed for financial investment analysis, mean-variance framework is widely used as a
basic risk analysis tool in many fields, inside and outside financial realm, for its natural
economic intuition and mathematical tractability.
Under a different application context where there is a target of earnings/profits, m,
that the agent is obliged to meet, we are interested in minimizing the gap of the total
terminal wealth below this target, termed shortfall, defined as (m − HT − χT )+, where
(x)+ := max(x, 0). Our motivation is to capture the prevailing managerial concern of
meeting or beating a pre-specified target. Established studies on corporate finance show
that meeting or beating earnings targets brings positive impacts to share prices (Bartov et
al. (2002), Kasznik and McNichols (2002)) whereas failing to do so has serious negative
consequences: bringing down share prices, adding uncertainty to and dimming the firm’s
outlook, and increasing the possibility of lawsuits (Graham et al. (2005)). Furthermore,
in the case of missing profit target, the magnitude of shortfall matters (more so than, for
instance, the probability of a shortfall event).
2 Organization and Contributions
In this thesis, we study production planning jointly optimized with risk hedging, focusing
on variance and shortfall as risk measures, as motivated by different application contexts
above. Literature on integrated operational and financial risk management, which is the
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broader scope where this thesis falls in, is reviewed in §3 as part of this chapter.
In Chapter 2, we begin with the setup of the thesis by reviewing the classical newsvendor
(NV) model; then, mean-variance/target-shortfall efficient frontiers are studied under the
NV setting. Next, a demand model capturing impact from tradable financial assets is
formally proposed, followed by a brief discussion and quick examples on how to calibrate
the model to given data sets. The NV setting with the proposed demand model is the basic
setting for both Chapter 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3, we study production with mean-variance hedging under the setup of
Chapter 2. Specifically, we jointly optimize the production and hedging strategy such that
the variance of the total terminal wealth (i.e. the sum of wealth from selling the production
and from hedging), is minimized, with a constraint on the expected total wealth attaining a
pre-specified level. The solution method follows the numeraire-based approach in quadratic
hedging literature and turn the hedging problem (with a given Q) into a minimization of
mean-square-error (MSE) problem. Once the hedging problem is solved, the associated
minimum variance is explicitly expressed, and finding the optimal Q amounts to a 1-dim
minimization problem. With the explicit expressions, we are able to fully characterize the
mean-variance efficient frontier, quantify risk reduction and study properties of optimal
production.
In Chapter 4, we analyze production planning integrated with risk hedging to minimize
the shortfall. Under this setting, we impose a partial information assumption and a budget
constraint on the hedging wealth so as to cap any loss from trading. The solution approach
to the hedging problem (with a given Q) is duality-based: we find a dual, lower-bound
problem, the optimal solution of which coincides with the original problem. Then, the
associated minimum shortfall is obtained in closed-form, and the minimization over Q turns
out to be a convex problem. After the production and hedging problem is jointly optimized,
we study properties of the optimal production quantity, and quantify the shortfall risk
reduction brought by hedging. The remarks section of this chapter provides a compare and
contrast to the mean-variance hedging case.
In Chapter 5, production planning with mean-variance hedging using multiple financial
assets is studied in a multi-product setting. In this chapter, the asset and demand model
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in Chapter 2 is raised to higher dimension: the demand rate of each product depends (in
its own way) on a set of financial assets. Therefore, the demand correlation comes from
two sources: the functional dependence on the asset prices, and the statistical dependence
through the covariance of forecast errors. We derive the optimal hedging strategy (also in
multi-dimension) in closed-form, given the production quantities, and provide an explicit
objective function by which the production quantities can be solved as a static optimization
problem.
A production model incorporating nonlinear cost function is considered in Chapter 6.
The demand model of Chapter 2 is used, but with a general asset price process built in the
demand rate (as opposed to the geometric Brownian motion used in the previous chapters).
Then, we extend Chapter 3 and 4 to this setting and find that the core results in these two
chapters still hold. In particular, for the mean-variance hedging model, we derive explicit
solution for a mean-reverting asset price process (which is suitable for modeling commodity
prices).
We end this thesis with several remarks and discussion in Chapter 7, including comments
related to Modigliani-Miller Theory, as well as some possible modifications to the models
in this thesis so as to accommodate other modeling aspects.
3 Literature Review
We start with the papers that closely relate to this thesis. In the first place, this thesis is
largely motivated by Caldentey and Haugh (2006), where a general operational model with
financial hedging is considered under a continuous-time stochastic setting. The operational
payoff is assumed to partly depend on a tradable financial asset, and the optimal hedging
strategy is derived to maximize a quadratic utility function on the total terminal wealth,
with a given operational policy. This model is studied under complete information (i.e.
hedging can access all information) and partial information (hedging can only access finan-
cial information), respectively, and the value of information is quantified. In their governing
setting, the operational payoff is kept general by not assuming any specific form, hence the
authors only point out that the operational policy can be optimized by maximizing the
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utility function in presence of hedging; further characterization of the optimal policy is not
discussed. As a special case, an NV model with demand depending on the financial asset
with a specific functional form is considered, and the optimal order quantity is searched nu-
merically. In terms of the solution approach to the hedging problem, they follow Schweizer
(1992). Another closely related paper is Wang and Wissel (2013), which studies mean-
variance hedging of price risk born by kerosene consumers (or producers) with pre-specified
consumption (or production) using crude oil futures, and a stochastic term structure model
is formulated for the futures prices. Since the operational payoff/cost is given and fixed,
only hedging (using the futures) needs to be optimized, and the associated hedging prob-
lem is solved based on the approach in Rheinlander and Schweizer (1997). Kouvelis et al.
(2013) consider a model that is similar to Wang and Wissel (2013): optimization under the
mean-variance criterion, and financial hedging is in the setting of producing or storing a
commodity that can be used to supply customer demand. They use a discrete-time dynamic
programming approach to generate the hedging strategy, as opposed to the continuous-time
stochastic control approach in Wang and Wissel (2013). Also related to this thesis in sev-
eral ways is Caldentey and Valdés (2015), where a general risk management framework is
formulated to maximize the value of operational profit with risk aversion. In their model,
profit from corporate operations depends partly on financial market or economic indices,
and financial hedging is optimized jointly with operational policies. A family of risk mea-
sures, the generalized mean-variance, is considered, and the hedging problem so formulated
and solved falls into the quadratic hedging category.
Next, we review several relevant papers in the broader literature of integrated financial
and operational risk management, in particular those that study risk hedging in a production
or operational environment with uncertainties— via demand, raw material costs, etc.—
linked to tradable financial assets. Gaur and Seshadri (2005) study a single-period NV
problem, and model demand at T as a linear and increasing function of a tradable asset
price (also at T ), and thus turn the NV model into a contingent claim. They then construct
a portfolio of options (and the underlying) at t = 0 as a hedging strategy. In addition to
variance, they also consider other risk-averse utility functions. Martinez-de-Albeniz and
Simchi-Levi (2006) consider uncertain demand and material costs, along with discrete-time
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hedging using contracts provided by the suppliers written on the raw material (specifically,
items bought from the suppliers cannot be resold to the spot markets, and vice versa).
They solve a mean-variance optimization problem and characterize the efficient frontier.
Chowdhry and Howe (1999) consider a firm serving both domestic and foreign demands that
are uncertain. To hedge against exchange rate risk, they study a discrete-time strategy using
forwards and options. Under the mean-variance criterion, they study how the operational
decision, in the form of capacity allocation, can be improved when supplemented by hedging.
In a similar setting as Chowdhry and Howe (1999), Ding et al. (2007) study the integration
of operational and financial hedging by considering an international corporation facing both
domestic and foreign demand risks, along with currency exchange risk. They solve a mean-
variance problem allowing a one-shot hedging using currency exchange options to mitigate
the price risk in foreign markets. In a recent paper, Sun et al. (2016) considers a multi-
product newsvendor problem under a stochastic setting similar to that in Caldentey and
Haugh (2006), and maximizes a mean-variance utility function (with a given risk-averse
coefficient) by solving for the optimal hedging strategy.
All the papers reviewed above use mean-variance optimization to model the risk-return
tradeoff. As motivated in §1 (also see Chapter 4), under certain application context we
are interested in minimizing the downside risk, shortfall, relative to a given target. Besides
being a meaningful risk objective in its own right, shortfall serves as the building block
of CVaR (conditional value at risk); refer to (Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002)). Known
as a coherent risk measure of risk, CVaR has in recent years attracted much attention in
the operations management literature, in particular in the newsvendor setting (and its
variants). Gotoh and Takano (2007) derive closed-form solution for the optimal order
quantity by minimizing CVaR. Ahmed et al. (2007) and Choi and Ruszczynsk (2008) study
risk minimization problems under general coherent risk measure, with CVaR being a special
case. Chen et al. (2009) study joint inventory and pricing decisions with a CVaR objective.
Chen et al. (2015) consider a variant of CVaR and solve for the optimal order quantity.
Jammernegg and Kischka (2012) carry out comparative analysis of models using VaR (value
at risk), CVaR and mean-VaR. Tomlin and Wang (2005) compare multi-product supply
networks that differ by resource flexibility and diversification, under different risk attitudes,
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and the risk-aversion is incorporated by CVaR. Hanasusanto et al. (2015) formulates a
robust optimization problem for the multi-product NV model with correlated multimodal
distributions, and the objective is to minimize the CVaR of the total costs. An efficient
numerical algorithm is developed to solve the resulted NP-hard problem. None of the works
reviewed here considers financial hedging when minimizing CVaR, since dependence on asset
price is not part of their demand models. The only exception known to us is Gao et al.
(2011), where they study demands that are negatively affected by weather, and use options
written on weather indices for risk hedging. With a CVaR objective, they derive the joint
optimal ordering and hedging decisions and analyze the return-risk tradeoff.
There are also some papers that use exponential utility function to express risk attitude
while including hedging. For example, Chen et al. (2007) consider a multi-period inventory
and consumption planning model, under which the risk-averse utility takes the form of a
sum of exponential functions. While the main part of the paper does not concern finan-
cial hedging, in an extension section, a dynamic programming model is outlined to allow
hedging using tradable securities. To study the relationship between operational flexibility
and financial hedging, Chod et al. (2010) consider correlated demands that are also corre-
lated with tradable contracts, along with one-shot hedging using options to maximize an
exponential utility function.
In addition to financial hedging, there have been studies in the last decade or so ad-
vocating operational hedging in using production and other logistical means to increase
operational flexibility to hedge against risk; refer to Boyabatli and Toktay (2004), which
presents a critique on existing definitions of operational hedging in the literature, focusing
on activities creating operational flexibility, thus decreasing negative impacts, without using
financial instruments. In Van Mieghem (2010), the author gives an overview of risk miti-
gation in operations, and emphasizes the importance of using financial hedging as a tool to
assist operational hedging. To illustrate, the author cites the example of a high correlation
between a retail sales growth index and the S&P500 index, and hence the possibility to
mitigate demand risk using index options. This is also the basic premise that motivates our
study here.
So far, we reviewed the papers that are relevant to this thesis in terms of research
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question and problem setting. Next, we give a brief account of research work that is closely
related to the approaches used in this thesis to solve the hedging problems. We start
with papers for quadratic hedging, which will be involved in all mean-variance optimization
setting of the subsequent content. The work that we closely follow is Gourieroux et al.
(1998). In this paper, under a general continuous semimartingale setting, the hedging
problem is solved by using an appropriately chosen numeraire to denote the primitive assets,
so as to translate the problem to another probability measure under which the solution
is obvious to find. As an alternative approach, Rheinlander and Schweizer (1997) solve
the quadratic hedging problem in a view of L2 projection of stochastic integrals; also see
Schweizer (1992). Many papers in quadratic hedging build around the concept of “variance
optimal martingale measure” (VOMM), which closely connects to the optimal solution in
general. For example, see Schweizer (1996), Delbaen and Schachermayer (1996b), and Cerny
and Kallsen (2007); but in this thesis, we do not rely on this approach. For an overview of
quadratic hedging, refer to Schweizer (2001).
Next, we review papers on shortfall hedging. The earliest study of shortfall risk mini-
mizing by carrying out dynamic trading strategy is Föllmer and Leukert (1999, 2000). In
Föllmer and Leukert (2000), a dynamic hedging problem that minimizes shortfall risk was
considered. The structure of the optimal hedging strategy was found by using Neymann-
Pearson Lemma. As an alternative approach, the solution was also derived by adopting a
variant of the convex duality method used in Cvitanić and Karatzas (1999), which we also
follow in this thesis. An early work that lays out this approach in a general continuous
time stochastic setting is Pliska (1986), in which a general utility maximization problem is
solved. Karatzas et al. (1987) studied a general utility maximization problem that opti-
mizes over a pair of dynamic consumption and investment processes, and solved the utility
maximization problem using the method described above. In a similar model, Cox and
Huang (1989) considered a general investment/consumption problem and solved the utility
maximization problem in similar way. Most of the subsequent work in shortfall hedging deal
with market incompleteness; for example, see Cvitanić (2000), Pham (2000, 2002), Schied
(2004), Rudloff (2007, 2009), and Leung et al. (2013).
Last, we remark that although the approaches to quadratic hedging and shortfall hedg-
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ing are very different, they share a common trait: instead of directly finding the optimal
hedging strategy, it is the optimal payoff that is found first; then the associated strategy
can be derived, for instance, by martingale representation technique. This is a standard
methodology in stochastic control; refer to Pham (2000) for a detailed account.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries and Demand Model
In this chapter, we will start with reviewing the newsvendor (NV) model, which is the basic
production setting for this thesis. Then, we introduce a demand model that captures the
impact from a tradable financial asset, as motivated in Chapter 1.
1 Preliminaries
In the classical newsvendor (NV) model, a production-quantity decision Q is made at time
t = 0 to supply a random demand DT at time T > 0, the end of the planning horizon, with
the objective: maxQ≥0 E[HT (Q)], with
HT (Q) := p(Q ∧DT )− c(Q−DT )+, (2.1)
where p is the unit profit (selling price minus cost), c is the net cost (cost minus salvage
value) per unit, ∧ denotes the min operator, and (x)+ := max{x, 0}.
Note, from a ∧ b = a− (a− b)+, we can write
HT (Q) = pQ− (p+ c)(Q−DT )+; (2.2)
and hence,
E[HT (Q)] = pQ− (p+ c)E[(Q−DT )+]. (2.3)
Taking derivative w.r.t. Q, and recognizing
d
dQ
E[(Q−DT )+] = P(DT ≤ Q) := F (Q),
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From (2.3), we know E[HT (Q)] is concave in Q; and specifically, it is increasing in Q ∈
[0, QNV] and decreasing in Q ∈ [QNV,∞). Furthermore, HT is supermodular in (Q,DT ),
hence the optimal production QNV is increasing in DT .
As detailed in §1 of Chapter 1, this thesis will focus on variance and shortfall as two
respective risk measures, as motivated by different application contexts. It turns out that
QNV plays an important role in both. For the rest of this preliminary section, we lay the
foundation of this thesis by studying these two risk objectives in the classical NV setting
as reviewed above.
1.1 Newsvendor with a Mean-Variance Objective
Taking variance on HT (Q) in (2.2), we have










(In fact, the above follows from exchanging the derivative and the expectation, justified by












Var[HT (Q)] = 2(p+ c)
2E[(Q−DT )+][1− P(DT ≤ Q)] ≥ 0. (2.6)
That is, Var[HT (Q)] is increasing in Q, for all Q.
Thus, we can conclude that for Q ∈ [0, QNV], where QNV follows (2.4), E[HT (Q)] and
Var[HT (Q)] form an efficient frontier: they are both increasing in Q — a larger mean
corresponds to a larger variance and vice versa. This result is known; refer to Choi et al.
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(2008). Yet, more can be said about the efficient frontier. For any given m ≥ 0, let QNV(m)
be the quantity such that E[HT (Q
NV(m)] = m holds, i.e.,
pQNV(m)− (p+ c)E[(QNV(m)−DT )+] = m. (2.7)
Due to the concavity of HT (Q), there are two solutions, one smaller than Q
NV and the
other larger than QNV; take the smaller one as the solution.
Lemma 2.1. Given m, let QNV(m) be the quantity satisfying E[HT (Q
NV(m))] = m, and
let mNV := E[HT (Q
NV)]. Then, Var[HT (Q
NV(m))] is increasing and convex in m, for
m ∈ [0,mNV].
Proof. From (2.7), we have dQ
NV(m)













= 2(p+ c)E[(QNV(m)−DT )+]
1− P(DT ≤ QNV(m))
p/(p+ c)− P(DT ≤ QNV(m))
.
Clearly, the above derivative is non-negative; it is also increasing in QNV(m), and thus
increasing in m, for m ∈ [0,mNV]. 
Denote vNV(m) := Var[HT (Q
NV(m))]. The above lemma says, the efficient frontier
(m, vNV(m)) is an increasing and convex curve, meaning at a higher mean any further
increase in the (mean) return will demand a steeper incremental increase in variance. Thus,
as we approach the NV optimal quantity QNV (from below), the price we pay, is the maximal
incremental increase in variance (among all Q values on the efficient frontier).
1.2 Newsvendor with a Shortfall Objective
Now we consider minimizing the shortfall, [m − HT (Q)]+, where the constant m ≥ 0 is a
pre-specified target (as opposed to mean). There are two cases:
[m−HT (Q)]+ =
[
m+ cQ− (p+ c)DT
]+
, m ≤ pQ, (2.8)
where taking into account (a+− b)+ = (a− b)+ when b ≥ 0, we can treat (Q−DT )+ simply
as Q−DT ; and
[m−HT (Q)]+ = m− pQ+ (p+ c)(Q−DT )+, m ≥ pQ. (2.9)
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From (2.8) and (2.9), the shortfall is clearly increasing in the first case, and equal to m −
E[HT (Q)] in the second case. Thus, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Given m, the solution to minQ≥0 E[m −HT (Q)]+ := sNV(m) is QNV(m) :=
m
p ∧Q
NV, with QNV following (2.4). Furthermore, sNV(m) is increasing (and convex) in m,
which constitutes an efficient frontier. 
Observe that the increasing convexity of the efficient frontier follows directly from sub-
stituting QNV(m) into the shortfall objective. It is also clear that there is no point to set the
target m > pQNV, since in that case QNV(m) = QNV and the shortfall, m − E[HT (QNV)],
will grow linearly in m.
Note, in our application context we view Q more as a surrogate for capacity, rather than
a mere production quantity decision in a narrow and literal sense. Specifically, we view Q as
a decision that is often called upon to provide a proper response to a firm’s revenue/profit
target, once the latter is set for a certain planning horizon (say, the next quarter). Although
in this context, the planning horizon is much longer than the one in a typical application
of the NV model, the Q decision, once made, would be difficult if not impossible to change,
just as in the NV model.
2 A New Demand Model
The NV setting detailed in §1 is general, in the sense that it does not carry any assumption
on distribution and/or structure of the demand. In this section, we propose a demand
model that captures the impact from a tradable financial asset. Let {Ω,Ft,P} be a filtered
probability space, upon which all processes below are defined. Here the filtration Ft is the
one associated with two independent standard Brownian motions, {Bt} and {B̃t} that are
used to build the demand and asset price models below.
Let Xt denote the price at time t of a tradable asset (including a broad market index
such as S&P 500), and assume it follows a geometric Brownian motion:
dXt = Xt(µdt+ σdBt), (2.10)
where µ and σ are positive constants.
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Denote η := µ/σ. Then, η is what’s known as the “market price of risk.” (Here, we
assume, without loss of generality, the risk-free interest rate is 0.) Let Dt denote the
(cumulative) demand up to t, and assume the following dynamics:
dDt = µ̃(Xt)dt+ σ̃dB̃t, (2.11)
where σ̃ is a positive constant; and µ̃(x) ≥ 0 is a non-negative function. (Note, requiring
µ̃(x) to be non-negative is consistent with Dt being the cumulative demand up to t.) This
way, in addition to the usual Gaussian noise (the σ̃dB̃t term) associated with demand
volatility, the above model also takes into account the impact on demand from the asset
price, or from the financial market — as a proxy for the general economy.
Two important remarks are in order. First, although B̃t is assumed independent of Bt,
the demand Dt in (2.11) above does depend on Bt, and does so in a very strong, first-order
manner via the rate function µ̃(x). This functional dependence is much stronger than the
statistical dependence via, for instance, including a dBt term in (2.11) to correlate with
the dBt term in (2.10). Not to add, it will be quite impossible to collect data to capture
the correlation between forecast noise and market idiosyncrasy; whereas the rate function
µ̃(·) is readily specified via machine learning on demand and asset price data. Second, note
that here Dt, for any t ∈ [0, T ), is the forecast demand; the actual demand will only realize
at t = T , not before. Thus, that Dt need not be increasing in t (due to the dB̃t term) is
not a handicap, as forecast typically will be adjusted up and down over time. Indeed, even
the realized (cumulative) demand need not have a monotone path due to returned goods
or canceled orders, as widely acknowledged in the inventory literature; e.g., Zipkin (2000).
For the realized demand at t = T , we do enforce the non-negativity of DT by D
+
T :=







One implication of this non-negative DT is (Q−DT )+ ≤ Q; hence, HT is bounded.
Note that µ̃(x) need not be an increasing function. Depending on the product in ques-
tion, µ̃(x) could very well be a decreasing function (as motivated earlier in the Wal-Mart
example). In general, no monotonicity in either direction is assumed of this rate function.
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Also note that we do not impose any specific form on the rate function µ̃, thus allowing
it to be machine-learned from data sets that are application and firm specific; we briefly
discuss this in §2.1 below.
Before proceeding, we remark that the assumption of geometric Brownian motion model
in (2.10) for asset price can be relaxed, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
2.1 Learn the Rate Function from Data: an Example
In this section, we provide some discussion on how to learn the demand rate function, µ̃,
specific to a given data set. The discussion below is not exhaustive and only serves as a
proposal of a few simple and practical approaches, among all possibilities. More refined
learning with customized fine-tuning to accommodate the characteristics of each data set
should be exercised in practice. Since this is not the central issue to be addressed in this
thesis, we will not go into details.
In general, we can expect that the asset price data of relatively small time granularity
(for example, daily) can be easily accessed from both open (Google Finance, for example)
and commercial (like Bloomberg terminals) resources. If the same holds for demand data
(for instance, the agent is the manager of the firm who can easily access historical daily
order quantities), then learning µ̃ can be made based on the discretized equation of the
demand model (2.11):
Dti+1 −Dti = µ̃(Xti)(ti+1 − ti) + σ̃
√
ti+1 − tiεi; (2.13)
where Dti (resp. Xti) is the cumulative demand (resp. asset price) on time ti, and εi
are i.i.d. Gaussian noises that are independent from everything else. Again, for this case
ti+1 − ti is assumed to be small (for instance, one day). Then, learning the functional form
of µ̃ and the parameter σ̃ amounts to fitting a single-variable regression model.
However, if the agent does not have direct access to internal demand data such as above,
she has to obtain the data from public resources. Then, two complications arise, nevertheless
both with remedies. First, although published data (in accounting disclosures, for instance)
is usually not exactly the demand, under many circumstances they provide good estimates
of demand. For example, though revenue is considered as a censored version of demand, if a
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significantly positive level of inventory is observed across the reference period, revenue is a
very appropriate proxy of demand. The second possible difficulty might arise from the low
updating frequency of such data. For example, revenue and inventory numbers are updated
every three months and released in quarterly reports. Even if some firms do release their
sales numbers more frequently, they usually do so monthly (see the examples below). Hence
for our situation in discussion, simple discretization in (2.13) is not appropriate anymore.
But data-specific learning of µ̃ is still possible, and below we illustrate this with two quick
examples.
The first example is illustrated in Figure 2.1. For this case, monthly sales data from
John Deere over the period 2011-15 is available, together with the daily price data for corns
over the same time window. Clearly, given the smaller updating frequency of the sales data
relative to asset price, discretization like (2.13) is not appropriate. To tackle this, we start
with imposing a linear functional form on µ̃(·):
µ̃(x) = β0 + β1x.
Substitute this into the demand model (2.11), we have:






where Dti+1 −Dti is the sales for the i− th month (starting at time ti and ending at ti+1),
Xs is the corn price at time s, and εi is an independent Gaussian noise. Since we have
corn prices in daily frequency, it is appropriate to replace the integral part by discretized
approximation, and the equation above reduces to:






where Xsj is corn price on day j of month i, δt is one day (in practice this number might
vary with j, but here we assume it is a constant for easier illustration), and ni is number
of data points of corn prices in month i. To this end, it is clear that the above equation
is a simple linear regression model with predictor being δt
∑ni
j=1Xsj . Essentially, we are
regressing the monthly sales against the daily average of corn price for the same month,
which is consistent with common sense. Same analysis for General Motor’s monthly sales
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Figure 2.1: John Deere’s monthly sales versus corn price.
data versus S&P500 is done and the plot is in Figure 2.2; the summary statistics for both
cases is in Table 2.1.
To conclude this section, we remark that the approaches proposed above are just simple
examples of a wide range of methods that are suitable for function fitting. In particular,
there is a rich set of machine learning methods we can choose from, and the majority of
such methods will assume certain functional structure on the function to be learned (µ̃(·),
for our case); our example given above just assumes a linear functional form. We expect
careful model selection (i.e. decide functional form of µ̃(·)), for example, cross-validation
(see Hastie et. al. (2008)), to be carried out specific to each case and/or data. A unifying
framework to govern all possible ways of learning µ̃(·) appears to impossible. However,
this thesis does not assume any functional form of the rate function, which is exactly the
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Figure 2.2: General Motor’s monthly sales versus S&P500 .
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Table 2.1: Regression statistics for John Deere and General Motors.
John Deere General Motors




p-value 0.00014 < 2.2E−16
sample size 60 84
SSE(DF) 349.5(58) 23140(82)
KS p-value 0.778 0.925
Signif. codes: “***” 0.001 “**” 0.01 “*” 0.05 “·” 0.1
“ ”
Notes. For John Deere, monthly sales of combine har-
vesters is regressed against daily average corn price
over 2011 2015; for General Motors, monthly sales
of all vehicles is regressed against daily average price
of S&P500 index. “SSE” stands for “sum of squares
of errors” and “DF” stands for “degree of freedom”.
“KS” stands for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normal-
ity, with null hypothesis being the standardized regres-
sion residuals coming out of a standard normal distri-
bution.
† No seasonality is detected in the original or daily av-
erage corn price data. In general, commodity prices
should be adjusted for seasonality (if any) before ap-
plying the regression analysis.
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strength of this work.
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Chapter 3
Mean-Variance Hedging
In this chapter, we propose and solve a mean-variance hedging model under the newsvendor
setting reviewed in 1 of Chapter 2, using the demand and asset price models proposed in
(2.11) and (2.10).
1 Model Formulation
The focus of this section is on the model formulation. In §1.1 we study one of the two
components of the terminal wealth, the one due to production, HT (Q). We derive its
projection over the horizon [0, T ], in the form of a martingale under a risk-neutral measure.
Terms involved in the martingale representation will play a key role when we derive the
hedging strategy in the next section.
Recall, there are two decisions involved: in addition to the (one-time) production quan-
tity decision Q that must be made at t = 0, there is also the continuous-time hedging strat-
egy, denoted by ϑ, over the horizon [0, T ]. Accordingly, in addition to the end-of-horizon
newsvendor profit, HT (Q), we also have χT (ϑ), the terminal wealth — the cumulative
gain/loss at t = T from hedging. (Here we assume χ0 = 0.) We want to solve the following




{Var[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] |E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m}. (3.1)
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Here, m is a model parameter, specifying the desired mean total payoff from both produc-
tion and hedging (as before, and throughout below, we shall assume m ≥ 0); R+ denotes the
set of non-negative real values; and AX denotes the admissible class of hedging strategies.
We want this admissible class to be as broad as possible, to include basically all “reason-
able” strategies. Thus, for ϑ := {θt}t∈[0,T ] to be admissible, it should be Ft-predictable
(meaning no clairvoyance) and Xt-integrable, such that the cumulative wealth up to t,
χt(ϑ) :=
∫ t
0 θsdXs, is well defined. Other qualifications on the admissible class are technical
conditions that will only be used in proofs, and hence deferred to the next section where
the proofs are detailed; refer to §3.1.1 in particular.
Assuming a given Q, we write
B(m,Q) := inf
ϑ∈AX
{Var[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] |E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m}. (3.2)




A few remarks follow the problem formulation in (3.2). Note it is a mean-variance
hedging problem in incomplete market, as the demand noise cannot be replicated by the
hedging strategy. But the underlying financial market (i.e. Xt) is complete: the asset
price is driven by a single source of randomness (i.e. Bt). One example of financial market
incompleteness is Heston model (Heston (1993)), where the volatility of the asset price
follows a stochastic process driven by another Brownian motion.
1.1 A Related Contingent Claim
There are two components of the terminal wealth, HT (Q) and χT (ϑ). Let’s focus on HT (Q)
for now. The expression of HT (Q) is stated in (2.2) of Chapter 2, and for easy reference we
reiterate it here:
HT (Q) = pQ− (p+ c)(Q−DT )+. (3.4)
From its expression in (3.4), in particular the second term, (Q−DT )+, it resembles the
payoff of a put option at maturity T (with Dt playing the role of the “underlying,” and Q
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the “strike price”), also known as a contingent claim. Of course, this is not a typical put
option, as Dt depends only partially on the tradable asset Xt. Nevertheless, as we shall see
below the optimal hedging strategy that minimizes B(m,Q) in (3.2) is closely associated
with terms involved in the value dynamics of this contingent claim, i.e., its projection (via
conditional expectation) on the filtration Ft, the “history” associated with the demand and
the asset price.
To this end, we start with some technical preparations. Let PM and EM denote the
probability and expectation operators under the equivalent martingale measure M corre-
sponding to the market price of risk (vector) (η, 0). (The usual P and E will be reserved
for the physical measure.) Then, following standard change-of-measure results (Girsanov’s
theorem), BMt := Bt + ηt is a P












we know Xt is also a P
M -martingale. Denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative ZT and the




and Zt := E(ZT |Ft) = e−ηBt−η
2t/2. (3.6)
We then have, for any function f(x) such that the following expectations exist:
EM [f(Xt)] = E[ZT f(Xt)] = E[Ztf(Xt)] = E[f(Xte
−µt)], ∀t ∈ [0, T ]; (3.7)
where the second equality follows from Zt = E(ZT |Ft), and the last one from direct veri-
fication. Intuitively, the effect of ZT is to cancel out the drift term µt in Xt (and thereby
making it a martingale). Refer to (3.5), and recall ση = µ. More generally, for any function
F (·) that applies to the process X := {Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]} we can write
EM [F (X )] = E[F (XM )], (3.8)





−µt, which is a
P-martingale.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Vt(Q) := E
M [HT (Q)|Ft]. Then, Vt is a PM -martingale and admits the
following representation:







where V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and
ξt(Q) = −(p+ c)gx(t,Xt, Dt), δt(Q) = −σ̃(p+ c)gd(t,Xt, Dt); (3.10)
with
g(t,Xt, Dt) := E
M [(Q−DT )+ | Ft] = EM [(Q−DT )+ |Xt, Dt]; (3.11)
and the function g(t, x, d) satisfies the following PDE:






σ2x2gxx = 0, (3.12)
with gt, gx and gd denoting the partial derivatives of g(t, x, d) with respect to t, x and d;
and gdd and gxx denoting the second-order partial derivatives.
Proof. First, Vt is a P
M -martingale; hence, (3.9) follows directly from the martingale
representation theorem.
Next, with g(t,Xt, Dt) := E
M [(Q−DT )+|Ft], we can write
Vt(Q) = pQ− (p+ c)EM
[
(Q−DT )+
∣∣Ft] = pQ− (p+ c)g(t,Xt, Dt).
Applying Itô’s lemma, we have
dVt(Q) = −(p+ c)dg(t,Xt, Dt)
= −(p+ c)
[
gxdXt + gddDt +
(











Then, comparing the above with Vt in (3.9) — matching the coefficients of the relevant
terms and taking into account dXt and dDt in (2.10) and (2.11) — leads to the expressions
in (3.10) and the PDE in (3.12). 
The processes ξt and δt in Lemma 3.1 will play a central role in characterizing, respec-
tively, the optimal hedging strategy (Theorem 3.5) and the variance it minimizes (Theorem
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3.4). So, let’s pursue a bit further to express them in more explicit forms. We focus on ξt
as δt is analogous, and assume the function µ̃(·) is differentiable, along with mild regularity
condition to allow interchanging of derivative and expectation. First, based on (3.7,3.8), we
write
g(t,Xt, Dt) = E
M [(Q−DT )+|Xt, Dt] = E[(Q−DMT )+|Xt, Dt].
(Note, Xt and Dt are given; hence, no need for the
M designation.) Here {DMt } is the
demand process driven by {XMt }. In particular, we can write DMT given (Xt, Dt) as







u−t)du+ σ̃(B̃T − B̃t)
)+
, (3.14)
where X0s := exp(σBs − σ2s/2), s ∈ [0, T ]. (Note, here {Bt} is a P−martingale, and so is
{X0t }.) Thus, we have












where Z follows the standard Normal distribution. Taking (partial) derivatives on g(t, x, d),
we have






























Similarly, we can derive:
δt(Q) = σ̃(p + c)E
[
P














) ∣∣∣Xt, Dt]. (3.17)
For future reference, note from the above expressions that δt(Q) is positive, and increasing
in Q; ξt(Q) is positive or negative, and increasing or decreasing in Q, corresponding to
whether the (demand) rate function µ̃(·) is increasing or decreasing.
2 Optimal Solution to the Hedging Problem
In this section, we focus on solving the mean-variance hedging problem in (3.2). We first
present the full solution, including both the optimal hedging strategy and the minimal
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variance it attains. Then, in three subsections we study whether the hedging strategy can
be self-financing in some sense; how much variance reduction it can produce; and how a
special case, one-shot hedging (i.e., taking a position at t = 0 and holding it throughout
[0, T ]), may perform.
To start with, observe that for any random variable Y and constant parameter λ, we
can write
Var(Y ) = Var(Y − λ) = E[(Y − λ)2]− [E(Y )− λ]2.





λ−HT (Q)− χT (ϑ)
)2]
; (3.18)
and adding to the above another term, (m − λ)2, we would reasonably expect B(m,Q) =
A(λ)− (m− λ)2, with a suitable choice of λ. Indeed, this is made precise in the following
lemma. (The proof is omitted, which follows from mimicking the proof of Proposition 6.6.5
in Pham (2009).)
Lemma 3.2. The variance, B(m,Q), corresponding to a given meanm and over the optimal







Furthermore, the λ that solves the maximization problem above will induce the optimal
hedging strategy for A(λ) in (3.18), which will also be the optimal hedging strategy for
B(m,Q) in (3.2). 
Note that B(m,Q) in (3.19) and A(λ) in (3.18) form a conjugate dual relationship.
Specifically, this means, given m, let λm denote the maximizer in (3.19), then with λ = λm
in (3.18), m is the minimizer.
Based on the above lemma, we will first derive A(λ) in (3.18), and then translate it into
B(m,Q) by solving the quadratic optimization problem in (3.19).
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where V0(Q) and δt(Q) are terms involved in the martingale representation of Vt(Q) in (3.9);
in particular, V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and δt(Q) follows (3.17).
We defer the proof of the above theorem to next section in §3.1, so as to proceed
immediately to derive B(m,Q) via (3.19), and thus solve the problem in (3.2).









where V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and δt(Q) follows (3.10).
Proof. Note, A(λ) − (m − λ)2 is concave in λ, since e−η2T < 1. Hence, the solution to







Substituting the above into A(λ)− (m− λ)2 yields the B(m,Q) expression in (3.21). Note
that V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)] follows trivially from (3.9); and recall, δt was already derived in
Lemma 3.1. 
Next, we present the optimal hedging strategy below, with the proof detailed in §3.2 of
the next section.
Theorem 3.5. The optimal hedging strategy, ϑ∗ = {θ∗t , t ∈ [0, T ]}, is







where ξt is specified in (3.10,3.16), Vt in (3.9); and χ
∗
t is the wealth process from hedging
associated with ϑ∗ (i.e. χ∗t = χt(ϑ
∗)). 
Note that similar to m setting the target terminal wealth, m = E(HT ) + E(χT ), λ does
this too. Since the hedging strategy is determined from A(λ), we focus on using λ as the
target. Then, λ− Vt − χ∗t measures the gap between the current wealth achieved, Vt + χ∗t ,
and the target, λ. Thus, the optimal hedging strategy θ∗t maintains two positions at any
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time t. The first one is a position to “cancel” out the ξt in Vt. (To hedge is essentially to
mitigate risk by taking a position on the opposite side of investment.) The second position
is to invest an amount equal to the gap from the target in the financial asset (Xt), weighted
by the ratio η/σ. (This second position is usually referred to as feedback in the quadratic
hedging literature.)
Listed below are some remarks on the variance B(m,Q) in (3.21) and the hedging
strategy in (3.23).
• When σ̃ = 0, the second term of B(m,Q) vanishes; but the first term is still positive
if m 6= V0(= EM (HT )). This is the case in which the demand depends only on
the financial market, and there is no other random factors. The hedging strategy
can replicate the risk-neutral pricing of HT , i.e., E
M (HT ), but not the gap between
EM (HT ) and m.
• When η → 0, i.e., the risk-neutral world and the real world coincide, PM = P. In
this case, hedging yields zero return: E(χT ) = 0; hence m = E(HT ) = λ. So, the first
term both of B(m,Q) and of A(λ) vanishes. From (3.23), we have θ∗t = −ξt; i.e., the
hedging strategy is just to cancel out the ξt part of Vt.
• The other extreme is the case of a large η. (Note, we cannot let η → +∞, as that will
result in E[(ZT )
2] = eη
2T → ∞, violating the notion of equivalent martingale mea-
sures (see (3.39) in §3.1.1 in the next section), which is crucial in defining admissible
strategies.) Observe that both terms of B(m,Q) are decreasing in η, implying that
risk hedging is more effective when η is large. From (3.23), it is also evident that a
larger η puts more weight on achieving the target wealth as opposed to canceling out
the risk involved in Vt.
2.1 How Much Does Hedging Cost?
Here we address the issue whether the hedging strategy can self-finance 1 in some sense,
or might it need to borrow too much so as to draw the wealth process into the negative
1This is not the usual notion of self-financing meaning no withdrawal or injection of funds over the trading
horizon. Note that, under the usual notion, the hedging strategy in the model is indeed self-financing.
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territory. The results below are reassuring. First, the hedging strategy indeed achieves
self-financing in that the expected total wealth — from both production supplying demand
and from hedging — is guaranteed to be non-negative at any time point throughout the
horizon. Second, the same non-negative throughout the horizon also holds for the wealth
from hedging alone in the case when the demand rate µ̃(·) is a decreasing function. (The
same property has also been observed in numerical examples when µ̃(·) is increasing, but
we do not have a proof for this case.)
We start with specifying the dynamics of the total wealth process.
Proposition 3.6. Let Wt := Vt +χ
∗
t denote the total wealth process, where χ
∗
t follows the
definition in Theorem 3.5. Then, Wt admits the following representation:








where Zt follows (3.6), δt is in (3.10, 3.17), and recall λ = (me
η2T − V0)/(eη
2T − 1). Fur-
thermore, for every t ∈ [0, T ], we have the following mean and variance of Wt, under the
physical measure P:
E(Wt) = λ− (λ− V0)e−η
2t, (3.25)






Refer to §6.1 of the Appendix for a proof of the above proposition. Observe that
following the mean and variance expressions in (3.25) and (3.26), we have E(WT ) = m
and Var(WT ) = B(m,Q) as expected. Note the latter equality takes into account the
following relation between λ and m, which follows from the λ expression in (3.22):





From the above, taking into account ρ > 1, we have
Proposition 3.7. The following order relations hold among λ, m and V0, along with the
range and monotonicity of E(Wt):
(i) Suppose m ≥ V0. Then, λ ≥ m; E(Wt) is increasing in t, and E(Wt) ∈ [V0, λ].
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(ii) Suppose m ≤ V0. Then, λ ≤ m; E(Wt) is decreasing in t, and E(Wt) ∈ [λ, V0].
In both cases, E(Wt) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. The results in (i) and (ii) follow directly from the equations in (4.63), along with
the E(Wt) expression in (3.25).
To argue E(Wt) ≥ 0, note this trivially holds in Case (i), since E(W0) = V0 ≥ 0, and
E(Wt) is increasing in t. For Case (ii), this amounts to E(WT ) ≥ 0, or λ ≥ (λ − V0)e−η
2T ,
which does hold since the right side is equal to λ−m following (3.22). 
From (3.21), it is clear that if m < V0, then the variance, B(m,Q), can be made smaller
by increasing m to V0 (to reduce the first term on the right side, whereas the second term
will stay the same). In other words, it is inefficient to set m below V0. (Also see Lemma
3.15 below.) Thus, only Case (i) in the above proposition is of practical interest. The next
proposition shows that more can be said about this case.
Proposition 3.8. Consider Case (i) in Proposition 3.7, i.e., λ ≥ m ≥ V0, where E(Wt)
is increasing in t. This implies E(dWt) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Furthermore, suppose the
demand rate µ̃(·) is a decreasing function. Then, E(dχ∗t ) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ]; hence, E(χ∗t )
is increasing and non-negative for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. First, E(Wt) increasing in t means E(dWt) := E(Wt+dt −Wt) ≥ 0. For the other
result, recognizing dχ∗t = θ
∗
t dXt, we have, from (3.23),
dχ∗t = −ξtdXt +
ηdXt
σXt
(λ−Wt) = −ξtdXt + η(ηdt+ dBt)(λ−Wt). (3.28)
Making use of the above along with the E(Wt) expression in (3.25), we have
E(dχ∗t ) = E(−ξtdXt) + η2[λ− E(Wt)]dt = µE(−ξtXt)dt+ η2e−η
2t(λ− V0)dt; (3.29)
and E(dχ∗t ) ≥ 0 follows from ξt ≤ 0 when µ̃(·) is a decreasing function — see (3.16), along
with λ ≥ V0. That E(dχ∗t ) ≥ 0 implies E(χ∗t ) increasing in t is trivial, which also implies
E(χ∗t ) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ] taking into account χ0 = 0. 
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2.2 Variance Reduction Achieved by Hedging
Suppose we set m = E[HT (Q)] and want to compare B(m,Q) in (3.21) with Var[HT (Q)] of
(2.5), i.e., to compare the two variances corresponding to with and without hedging while
maintaining the same mean. From (3.2), we know B(m,Q) must be the smaller of the two,
since {θt = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]} is an admissible hedging strategy, leading to a variance that
equals Var[HT (Q)]. The question is what is the difference between the two variances. The
answer is given in the proposition below, and the proof is in §6.2 of the Appendix.
Proposition 3.9. For a given Q, the difference between the two variances corresponding
to with and without hedging is as follows (with m = E[HT (Q)]):
















The above proposition can be extended to other values of m.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose Q is given, and m = E[HT (Q)] + E(χ
∗
T ), where χ
∗
T is the
terminal wealth attained by the optimal hedging strategy that achieves B(m,Q) in (3.2).
(Recall B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q) + χ
∗
T ].) Denote
mmin := E[HT (Q)] ∧ EM [HT (Q)], mmax := E[HT (Q)] ∨ EM [HT (Q)].
Then, we have
B(m,Q) ≤ Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ), for m ∈ [mmin,mmax];
B(m,Q) ≥ Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ), for m 6∈ [mmin,mmax].
In particular, when m = mmin or m = mmax, we have B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ).
Proof. Given Q, omit it from the argument for simplicity. From the optimality of χ∗T , we
must have the following (which follows from the orthogonality of the optimal solution to
the mean-square-error projection in a Hilbert space):
E[(λ−HT − χ∗T )χ∗T ] = 0 ⇒ E(HTχ∗T ) = λE(χ∗T )− E(χ∗2T ).




T ) = E(HTχ
∗
T )− E(HT )E(χ∗T ) = [λ− E(HT )]E(χ∗T )− E(χ∗2T ).




T ) = −Var(χ∗T ) + (ρ− 1)(m− V0)[m− E(HT )]. (3.30)
When m ∈ [mmin,mmax], the second term on the right hand side is ≤ 0. (Recall, V0 =
EM (HT ) and ρ > 1.) That is, Cov(HT , χ
∗
T ) ≤ −Var(χ∗T ); and hence,
B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q)] + Var(χ
∗
T ) + 2Cov(HT , χ
∗
T ) ≤ Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ).
The above inequality is reversed when m 6∈ [mmin,mmax], as this implies (m − V0)[m −
E(HT )] ≥ 0, and hence Cov(HT , χ∗T ) ≥ −Var(χ∗T ). When m = mmin or m = mmax, the
second term on the right hand side of (3.30) vanishes; and thus, B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q)]−
Var(χ∗T ). 
2.3 One-Shot Hedging
A special case of the hedging strategy is a one-time buy-and-hold strategy, i.e. take a
position at t = 0 and clear the position at t = T . In this case, the hedging strategy now
degenerates to a single, real-valued decision variable θ:
B̄(m,Q) := inf
θ∈R
{Var[HT (Q) + θ(XT −X0)] |E[HT (Q) + θ(XT −X0)] = m} (3.31)















ξ̄t(Q) = −(p+ c)σXtḡx(t,Xt, Dt), δ̄t(Q) = −σ̃(p+ c)ḡd(t,Xt, Dt);
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with
ḡ(t,Xt, Dt) := E[(Q−DT )+|Ft] = E[(Q−DT )+|Xt, Dt],
and ḡx and ḡd denoting the partial derivatives of ḡ(t, x, d) with respect to x and d.
Proof. First observe that given Q, the required target m will determine θ, which is the θ̄
expression stated in the proposition. To derive B̄(m,Q), the approach parallels the proof
of Lemma 3.1, and the only difference is to deal with the physical measure P, instead of the
risk-neutral measure PM . Specifically, start with the following martingale representation:







Then, the derivation of ξ̄t(Q) and δ̄t(Q) is completely analogous to the derivation of ξt and δt
in Lemma 3.1, i.e., by taking partial derivatives on V̄t and then matching the coefficients of
dBs and dB̃s terms with those in the above expression. (Note, the first integral in V̄t involves
dBs, as opposed to dXs in the case of Vt in Lemma 3.1, which explains the additional factor
σXt in the ξ̄t expression.)
Next, write




(Note X̄t = Xte
µ(T−t).) Using the above representations and taking into account HT (Q) =
V̄T and XT = X̄T , we obtain





















where in the second equality we have dropped the deterministic terms E[HT (Q)]+θ̄[E(XT )−
X0], and the last equality follows from Itô’s isometry. 
Analogous to (3.16) and (3.17), we can derive similar expressions for ξ̄t(Q) and δ̄t(Q).
Furthermore, like ξ, ξ̄ is positive or negative corresponding to µ̃ being increasing or decreas-
ing. The following results are immediate.
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Corollary 3.12. (i) For the NV model—without hedging, but allowing demand dependent




E[ξ̄2t (Q) + δ̄
2
t (Q)]dt,
where ξ̄t and δ̄t are defined in Proposition 3.11.
(ii) Suppose the production quantity Q has been decided in the above NV model. For the
one-shot hedging decision θ̄ to achieve variance reduction, it must take a short position, i.e.,
θ̄ < 0, (resp. a long position, i.e., θ̄ > 0) on the tradable asset Xt if the demand rate µ̃(Xt)
is increasing (resp. decreasing).
Note, in the increasing µ̃ case, taking a negative hedging position (θ̄ < 0) will reduce
the risk, but at the price of also decreasing the mean return, as m = E(HT ) + θ̄E(XT −X0).
(Note E(XT − X0) > 0, due to µ > 0.) In contrast, in the decreasing µ̃ case, taking a
positive hedging position (θ̄ > 0) will not only reduce the risk, but also increase the mean
return. These results are intuitive. Since the demand rate depends on the tradable asset, to
hedge against risk, go in the opposite direction: short the asset when the rate is increasing,
and long when the rate is decreasing. On the other hand, since the asset price is upward
trending (µ > 0), a short position will result in loss (in the mean return), whereas a long
position will yield a gain.
The efficient frontier for one-shot hedging appears to be a bit different from the dynamic
hedging case analyzed above, and the details are separately put in the section below.
2.3.1 Efficient Frontier for One-Shot Hedging




B̄(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q)] + θ̄
2Var(XT ) + 2θ̄Cov[HT (Q), XT ],
s.t. E[HT (Q)] + θ̄E(XT −X0) = m. (3.35)
It turns out that we need to relax the “= m” constraint above to “≥ m”; and the reason
will become evident below. To simplify notation, re-express the above problem as follows:
min
x≥0,y
f(x, y), s.t. h(x) + ay ≥ m; (3.36)
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where (x, y) := (Q, θ̄), f(x, y) represents the right side of B̄(m,Q) in (3.35), h(x) :=
E[HT (x)], and a := E(XT − X0) > 0. With fx, fy, h′ denoting the derivatives, and ` ≥ 0,
the Lagrangian multiplier, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (necessary for opti-
mality) are (in addition to the constraints h(x) + ay ≥ m and x ≥ 0):
fx = `h
′, fy = `a, `[h(x) + ay −m] = 0. (3.37)
Let (xm, ym) denote a (any) solution to the above equations. Then,
d
dm







We want to show the above derivative is non-negative. Substituting (3.37) into the above,
we have, separating the two cases ` = 0 and ` > 0,
` = 0 ⇒ d
dm
f(xm, ym) = 0; ` > 0 ⇒
d
dm











where the last equality follows from taking derivatives with respect to m on both sides
of h(x) + ay = m, an equation implied by the last KKT condition in (3.37) with ` > 0.
Therefore, we have established that B̄(m, Q̄∗(m)), with Q̄∗(m) being the optimal order
quantity associated with the one-shot hedging θ̄ (also optimized), is increasing in m, and
hence forming an efficient frontier.
From (3.38), it is clear that on the efficient-frontier, there will in general be flat segments
corresponding to ` = 0. Let [m0,m1] denote such a segment. Then, for a given m ∈
[m0,m1), the above algorithm returns a solution (xm, ym) satisfying fx = fy = 0, the
first two equations in (3.37) with ` = 0. (The third equation is automatically satisfied when
` = 0.) Furthermore, the solution will achieve the target return m1, i.e., h(xm)+aym = m1.
In other words, the algorithm will skip the flat segment, getting directly to its right end-
point.
Now return to the original “= m” constraint in (3.35). Then, (3.37) becomes
fx = `h
′, fy = `a, h(x) + ay −m = 0;
where ` is not necessarily non-negative. Indeed, the above (three equations with three
unknowns) can return a solution (xm, ym) along with a negative `, which will lead to (similar
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to the second part in (3.38))
d
dm
f(xm, ym) = ` < 0,
implying the solution cannot be efficient: an increase (sufficiently small) in m will result in
a decrease in the variance. And this is exactly what happens in the case of m falling into
a flat segment of the efficient frontier, which is skipped over in the relaxed formulation as
explained above.
Proposition 3.13. For any given m, there exists a production quantity Q̄∗(m) that min-
imizes the variance, along with a one-shot hedging position θ̄. Furthermore, the pair
(Q̄∗(m), θ̄), expressed as (x, y), is a solution to the KKT conditions in (3.37) and achieves
a target mean that is at least m. Consequently, B̄(m, Q̄∗(m)) is increasing in m, forming
an efficient frontier. 
3 Key Steps
In this section, we put down the details of solving (3.18), and thereby prove Theorem 3.3
and Theorem 3.5.
3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.3
We follow closely the numeraire-based approach of Gourieroux et al. (1998), but derive
explicit results exploiting our specific problem context, as opposed to the more abstract
(and general) setting in Gourieroux et al. (1998). We divide the proof into three parts:
the first part sets things up and presents all required preliminary results, including a key
Lemma 3.14 (without proof); the second part derives the main result, the optimal (minimal)
value of A(λ) in (3.20); the third part provides a proof to Lemma 3.14.
3.1.1 Technical Preparations
First, we define the set of equivalent martingale measures with respect to Xt with square
integrable densities (Radon-Nikodym derivatives):
MX := {PM̄ ∼ P :
dPM̄
dP
∈ L2(P), Xt is a PM̄ -martingale}. (3.39)
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Recall the measure PM defined in §1 is clearly in MX , hence MX 6= ∅. Indeed, PM is
known as the “variance-optimal martingale measure” in the literature (Gourieroux et al.




We remark that in general, the martingale requirement inMX above should be replaced
by local martingale, which is weaker (hence, more general). Refer to Gourieroux et al.
(1998). But in our context, it is easy to verify that if Xt is a P
M̄ -local martingale, and
dPM̄
dP ∈ L2(P), then it is a P
M̄ -martingale. Thus, there is no loss of generality in imposing
the martingale requirement in MX .
Next, recall in §1, we briefly touched upon the basic requirements for a strategy to belong
to the admissible class AX , i.e., it should be Ft predictable and Xt-integrable. Furthermore,
for each admissible strategy ϑ ∈ AX , the corresponding wealth process χt(ϑ) should satisfy
the following property: there exists a sequence of simple strategies {ϑ(n)} (specified below),
such that as n→∞,
χt(ϑ
(n))
P→ χt(ϑ) ∀t ∈ [0, T ]; and χT (ϑ(n))
L2→ χT (ϑ). (3.40)
A simple strategy is a linear combination of strategies h1(τ1,τ2](t), where τ1 ≤ τ2 are stopping
times such that Xt∧τ2 is bounded, and h is a bounded Fτ1-measurable random variable.
Refer to Cerny and Kallsen (2008), and Wang and Wissel (2013).
The above characterization then guarantees that {χT (ϑ) |ϑ ∈ AX}, the set of terminal
wealth attainable by admissible hedging strategies, is closed; specifically, it is the closure of
the set of attainable terminal wealth achieved by simple strategies. (Refer to Lemma 2.6 of
Cerny and Kallsen (2008).) This is necessary because the optimization problem in (3.2) is
a mean-square-error (MSE) prediction problem in the Hilbert space; and the closedness of
the space guarantees the existence of an optimal solution.
Following Cerny and Kallsen (2008), we can express AX in the equivalent form below:
AX := {ϑ : ϑ is Xt-integrable; χT (ϑ) ∈ L2(P);
∀PM̄ ∈MX , χ(ϑ) is a PM̄ -martingale}. (3.41)
(It is also known that the above characterization of admissible strategies guarantees no
arbitrage; refer to Delbaen and Schachermayer (1996a).)
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The key idea in solving the minimization problem in (3.18) is to turn it into the form
of a mean-square-error (MSE) projection. To this end, working with the Radon-Nikodym
derivative process Zt in (3.6) is not good enough, for the simple reason it is not a P
M -
martingale (it is a P-martingale). So, here we define
ZMt := E
M (ZT | Ft). (3.42)
Then, ZMt is a P
M -martingale; and we can derive it explicitly, via the standard change of
measure and making use of the expressions in (3.6):
ZMt = E






ZMT = ZT and Z
M
0 = e
η2T = E(Z2T ). (3.44)





where, as introduced earlier, BMt = Bt + ηt is a P
M -Brownian motion.
In view of the above, and analogous to using ZT = dP
M/dP to change measure from
P to PM , we can use ZMT /Z
M
0 to further change measure from P
M to yet another measure
denoted PR, such that BRt := Bt + 2ηt is a P





























































, t ∈ [0, T ], N1t :=
Xt
ZMt
, t ∈ [0, T ]. (3.47)
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where as introduced above, BRt = Bt + 2ηt is a P




Now, in parallel with MX and AX , we define





∈ L2(P), N0t and N1t are PR̄-martingales}, (3.49)
and
AN := {ϕ : ϕ is Nt-integrable; ZMT πT (ϕ) ∈ L2(P);
∀PR̄ ∈MN , π(ϕ) is a PR̄-martingale } (3.50)
where the notation parallels χ(ϕ): π(ϕ) := {πt(ϕ), t ∈ [0, T ]}, with ϕ := {φt = (φ0t , φ1t ), t ∈















Likewise, we define πT (AN ) := {πT (ϕ)|ϕ ∈ AN} to be the attainable terminal wealth by
admissible strategies in AN . There is a one-to-one relationship between the two admissible
classes AX and AN as specified bellow.
Lemma 3.14. (i) For any given Xt-admissible trading strategy ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX ,
there exists an Nt-admissible strategy ϕ = {φt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AN , such that ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
χt(ϑ)
ZMt
= πt(ϕ), and φt = (χt(ϑ)− θtXt, θt).
(ii) Conversely, given any Nt-admissible strategy ϕ = {φt = (φ0t , φ1t ), t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AN , there
exists an Xt-admissible trading strategy ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX , such that ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
χt(ϑ)
ZMt






(iii) Combining (i) and (ii), we have:






: ϑ ∈ AX
}
.
Consequently, πT (AN ) is closed under L2(PR).
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We defer the proof of the lemma to §3.1.3 below, but want to first note here that the
trading strategy as spelled out in the above lemma splits the wealth χt at time t into two
components: a position of θt in asset Xt (corresponding to η as market price of risk), and
the rest in a risk-free asset (with a nominal zero market price of risk), but with both assets
denominated in ZMt .
3.1.2 Deriving (3.20)
Applying Lemma 3.14, part (iii) in particular, to the A(λ) expression in (3.46), we have



















∣∣Ft] is a PR-martingale, it admits the following decomposition (similar to










φHs · dNs +
∫ t
0
γsdB̃s, t ∈ [0, T ]. (3.53)
where the φHt process may not be unique. This point will be addressed below in §3.2. In
addition, we need to verify that φHt ∈ AN , which is also addressed in §3.2.
To continue, from Lemma 3.14, part (i) or part (ii) and along with (3.51), we can write
χT (ϑ)
ZMT




Combining the above with (3.53) (letting t = T ), and taking into account (3.53), we can

















































where the last equality is due to the vanishing cross term, since B̃t and Nt are independent,
and the two integrals involving dNt and dB̃t are square integrable martingales under P
R.
From the last line above, we can immediately conclude that the optimal trading strategy
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that solves the minimization problem in (3.54) is to choose the AN -strategy to be φt = φHt




























What remains is to translate back from the PR measure to the PM and the P measures,










































where the last equality makes use of (3.43). Substituting the above back into (3.55), we




















The last line above is the expression in (3.20). (Recall V0 = E
M (HT ).)
3.1.3 Proof of Lemma 3.14












Hence, Mt is a P
R-square-integrable martingale. Next we want to show that Mt can be
expressed as a stochastic integral with respect to Nt, the πt expression in (3.51), as specified
in the lemma.
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where the last equality takes into account N1t = XtN
0








t dXt + dN
0
t dXt,
which, in comparison with dN1t in (3.61), yields













t , and taking into account
dχt = θtdXt, we have,
dMt = d(χtN
0




t dXt + dN
0
t dXt).









which, along with the dN1t and dN
0




















The last one is the desired result in the lemma. But it is also clear that we can choose to
represent dMt in terms of dN
0
t alone as in (3.62) (or in terms of dN
1
t alone). Since we have
established χt(ϑ)
ZMt
= πt(ϕ), we will use the two quantities interchangeably below.
What remains is to verify that ϕ = (χt−θtXt, θt) ∈ AN . The first two defining conditions
in AN clearly hold. To verify the last (martingale) condition, we make use of the following
one-to-one correspondence between MX and MN : PR̄ ∈ MN if any only if there exists


















Refer to Proposition 3.1 in Gourieroux et al. (1998). Hence, starting from PR̄ ∈ AN that
defines ϕ, we pick the PM̄ that corresponds to PR̄ in (3.64); thus, PM̄ ∈MX . From (3.64),
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we have dPR̄/dPM̄ = ZMT /Z
M
0 ; and it is easy to verify that Z
M
t is a P
M̄ -martingale, taking
into account Xt a P
M̄ -martingale as part of the specification ofMX . Consequently, we can
use ZMt to change measure from P











where the second equality follows from the definition of AX , i.e., χ is is a PM̄ -martingale.
Thus, the above confirms that πt =
χt
ZMt
is a PM̄ -martingale.
For the converse part, consider any given ϕ = {φt}t∈[0,T ] ∈ AN , and let’s start with
the one-dimensional case. Specifically, assuming N1t is 0 and let Nt be N
0
t , then drop the






























To derive θt from (3.67), it helps to write out key terms involved in both sides explicitly in
BRt , the P
R-martingale (and recall BRt = B
M
t + ηt = Bt + 2ηt):
dXt = Xt(−µdt+ σdBRt ), dZMt = ZMt (−ηdBRt + η2dt), dNt = NtηdBRt .
Hence, there are two kinds of terms on both sides of (3.67), involving dBRt and dt. (Note,








(Matching the dt terms on the two sides gets the same result.)













t . The new term dN
1
t completely parallels the above derivation,
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s )− φ0tN0t − φ1tN1t
)
+ φ1t , (3.70)
which is the desired conclusion in part (ii) of the lemma.
Finally, verifying ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX is completely analogous to verifying ϕ ∈ AN .
This completes the proof of (ii). 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.5




∣∣Ft] admits the decomposition in (3.53), and for this
section, we drop the superscript H in φHt for simplicity and write φ
H






























t , t ∈ [0, T ]. (3.72)
That is, while the process φt need not be unique, as long as it satisfies (3.72), it will satisfy
(3.71), and all such φt will give the same wealth process since∫ t
0






Using the fact that M̂t is a square integrable martingale under P
R, it is easily verified that
φt ∈ AN ; φt is then an optimal solution to (3.54), as shown in §3.1.2.












Thus, even there might be multiple φt satisfying (3.72), θt above is unique, as it is repre-
sented by the unique yt from the martingale representation of M̂t in (3.71). (In other words,
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whereas there are different ways to choose the underlying assets to carry out the trading













where the first equality follows from Lemma 3.14, the second is (3.51), and the last has just


















∣∣∣Ft] = λ− Vt
ZMt
.
























Applying Itô’s product rule to the both sides, and equating the terms that involve dBRt , we
have
−η(λ− Vt) + ZMt yt = −σξtXt;





Substituting the above into (3.74) leads to the optimal trading strategy (writing θt as θ
∗
t
and χt as χ
∗
t ):
θ∗t = −ξt +
η
σXt
(λ− Vt − χ∗t ),
By Lemma 3.14 (ii), θ∗t is the optimal solution to (3.2), which is the desired result in (3.23).
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4 Properties and the Efficient Frontier
Here we address two related issues, a) how to set m, the target mean; and b) how to set Q,
the production quantity, including the optimal Q that solves the minimization problem in
(3.3). First, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.15. (i) For a given Q, B(m,Q) is increasing in m for m ≥ V0 and decreasing for
m ∈ [0, V0). (Recall V0 := EM [HT (Q)]; refer to (3.21).)
(ii) Suppose we set m = E[HT (Q)] := m(Q), i.e., set E[χT (ϑ)] = 0. Assume µ̃(x) in (2.11)
is monotone (i.e., increasing or decreasing) in x. Then, B(Q) := B(m(Q), Q) is increasing
in Q ∈ [0, QNV].
Proof. (i) From (3.21), it is obvious that the first (quadratic) term on the right hand
side is increasing in m for m ≥ V0 and decreasing for m ∈ [0, V0); and the second term is
independent of m.
(ii) Recall from §1 of Chapter 2, the mean m = E[HT (Q)] is increasing in Q ∈ [0, QNV], and
hence it suffices to show B(Q) := B(m(Q), Q) is increasing in Q, for all Q. Note the second
term on the right hand side of (3.21), the integral, is clearly increasing in Q, following the
δt(Q) expression in (3.17). So, it suffices to show [m−V0(Q)]2 in the first term is increasing
in Q. Taking into account m = E[HT (Q)], V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and the HT (Q) expression
in (2.1), we know the derivative (w.r.t. Q) of [m− V0(Q)]2 is equal to
2(p+ c)2
[
E[(Q−DT )+]− EM [(Q−DT )+]
][




E[(Q−DT )+]− E[(Q−DMT )+]
][
P(DT ≤ Q)− P(DMT ≤ Q)
]
, (3.77)









Since Xt > 0 and 0 < e
−µt ≤ 1, we have Xte−µt < Xt, and hence, DMT ≤ (respectively,
≥) DT if µ̃(x) is increasing (resp. decreasing). In either case, the two differences in (3.77)
have the same sign; hence, the derivative in question is always non-negative. Thus, we
conclude that [m− V0(Q)]2 is increasing in Q. 
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4.1 Choice of m
From part (i) of the last lemma, clearly we should always pick m ≥ V0 := EM [HT (Q)]. For
if m < V0, then we can (and should) increase m to V0, while reducing the variance.
Now, suppose we set m = E[HT (Q)], we require zero return from hedging: E[χ
∗
T (ϑ)] = 0.
In this case, the hedging basically follows a pure replicating strategy: to replicate E[HT (Q)].
The result is a minimized variance, which has two parts, the two terms in (3.21): (a) the
squared difference between the valuations of HT (Q) in the“real” (or physical) world and
the “risk-neutral” world, and (b) the unhedgeable part of the risk, the δt(Q) term, as the
demand depends on another random factor that is independent of the financial market. In
particular, if Q = QNV, then setting m = E[HT (Q
NV)] is efficient. That is, should we set
the return (m) at a higher value, m′ > m, then the additional return, m′ −m, will have to
come from hedging, and at an increased level of risk, i.e., B(m′, QNV) > B(m,QNV).
On the other hand, when µ̃(·) is a decreasing function, we will have E[HT (QNV)] ≤
EM [HT (Q
NV)]. So, setting m = E[HT (Q
NV)] will result in a non-efficient situation, i.e., we
may increase the mean while reducing the variance. Hence, in this case it’s better to set m
at a higher value, EM [HT (Q
NV)].
Proposition 3.16. Suppose Q ∈ [0, QNV] is given, where QNV is the optimal NV solution
(refer to (2.4) of Chapter 2).
(i) Suppose µ̃(·) is an increasing function. Then, setting m = E[HT (Q)] (i.e., a pure repli-
cating strategy for hedging) is efficient: any higher return will have to come from a super-
replicating strategy and undertake additional risk.
(ii) Suppose µ̃(·) is a decreasing function. Then, the pure replicating strategy in (i) is not
efficient. Instead, we should set m = EM [HT (Q)] ≥ E[HT (Q)], and let the hedging cover the
gap EM [HT (Q)] − E[HT (Q)]. This way, we can achieve a higher mean (m = EM [HT (Q)]),
and at the same time reduce the variance (to the second term only on the right hand side
of (3.21)).
(iii) In light of Lemma 3.15, (m(Q), B(m(Q), Q)) for Q ∈ [0, QNV] form efficient frontiers
(constrained to the specified choice of m as a function of Q) for both (i) and (ii). 
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4.2 Choice of Q
Given m ≥ 0, we now address the issue of how to choose Q; in particular, how to find the
Q that minimizes B(m,Q), denoted as Q∗(m), i.e.,
Q∗(m) := arg min
Q≥0
B(m,Q) (3.78)
To this end, rewrite B(m,Q) (refer to (3.21)) as: B(m,Q) = C[m − V0(Q)]2 + Ψ(Q),
with C := 1/(eη
2T − 1) > 0 and Ψ(Q) denoting the second term on the right hand side of
(3.21). Let Q◦M (m) be the solution to the equation: V0(Q
◦M (m)) = m ∧mNV(M), where
mNV(M) := V0(Q
NV(M)) is the NV solution under the risk-neutral measure, i.e., replacing
DT by D
M
T . (To rule out uninteresting cases, assume m
NV(M) ≥ 0, which further implies
QNV(M) > 0.) That is,
pQ◦M (m)− (p+ c)E[(Q◦M (m)−DMT )+] = m ∧mNV(M). (3.79)
Then, we must have Q ≤ Q◦M (m), because increasing Q beyond Q◦M (m) will only in-
crease both terms of B(m,Q). (Recall Ψ(Q) is increasing in Q.) Thus, on the interval
[0, Q◦M (m)], B(m,Q), which is continuous in Q, must attain its minimal value. (Note,
since m ∧mNV(M) ≥ 0, we must have Q◦M (m) ≥ 0, as evident from (3.79).)




B(m,Q) = 2C[m− V0(Q)][−V ′0(Q)] + Ψ′(Q) = 0 ⇒ Q∗(m). (3.80)
In general, there will be multiple roots (critical/stationary points) to the above equation,
as B(m,Q) is not necessarily convex in Q (although its first term is). In addition to these
critical points, the boundary 0 is also a candidate for optimality. Putting the two (critical
points and boundary) together, we have
Q∗(m) · ∂
∂Q
B(m,Q∗(m)) = 0. (3.81)












B(m,Q∗(m)) · (Q∗′(m) + 2C[m− V0(Q∗(m))]. (3.82)
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We want to show this derivative is non-negative; i.e., B(m,Q∗(m)) is increasing in m, and
thus constitutes an efficient frontier.
There are two cases. First, suppose Q∗(m) is a critical point, i.e., a solution to the
equation in (3.80). Then, the first term on the right hand side above vanishes; and the
second term, 2C[m− V0(Q∗(m))] ≥ 0, since C > 0 and Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m) implies
V0(Q
∗(m)) ≤ V0(Q◦M (m)) = m ∧QNV (M) ≤ m. (3.83)
Thus, ddmB(m,Q
∗(m)) ≥ 0. Second, suppose Q∗(m) = 0. Taking derivative with respect to
















Thus, the first term on the right hand side of (3.82) also vanishes, and hence ddmB(m,Q
∗(m)) ≥
0, in this case as well.
Finally, note that Q∗(m) is increasing in m, which follows from B(m,Q) in (3.21) being
submodular in (m,Q) (note that V0(Q) is increasing in Q for Q ≤ Q◦M (m)), along with
standard results in minimizing submodular functions (Topkis (1978)).
To summarize, we have
Theorem 3.17. For any given m ≥ 0, (i) the minimizer of B(m,Q), denoted Q∗(m), exists,
is increasing in m, and can be obtained from the equation in (3.80); (ii) Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m),
where Q◦M (m) is the solution to the equation in (3.79); and (iii) B(m,Q∗(m)) is increasing
in m ≥ 0, and thus constitutes an efficient frontier with m. 
In contrast to the efficient frontier in the NV model, where the mean return m has
an upper bound, mNV = E[HT (Q
NV)], attained by the optimal solution QNV, the efficient
frontier with risk hedging has no upper limit on m. When m > mNV, the hedging strategy
will contribute to fill up the gap m−mNV; and the higher m is set, the higher will be the
corresponding variance as concluded in the above theorem. Of course, even when m ≤ mNV,
the optimal Q∗(m) may still be less than QNV, meaning part of the (mean) return will be
contributed by hedging as well. This is made precise as follows.
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Corollary 3.18. Consider the two cases in Proposition 3.16 (i) and (ii). Specifically, for (i),
m is fixed at m = E[HT (Q
NV)]; and for (ii), m is fixed at m = V0(Q
NV) = EM [HT (Q
NV)];
where, as before, QNV is the NV solution following (2.4) of Chapter 2.Then, in both cases
we have Q∗(m) ≤ QNV, where as above Q∗(m) is the minimizer of B(m,Q) given m.
Proof. Case (ii) follows directly from Theorem 3.17, sincem = EM [HT (Q
NV)] ≤ mNV(M) :=
V0(Q
NV(M)) as argued earlier. For Case (i), as argued earlier, QNV(M) ≤ QNV. So, if we
increase Q beyond QNV, then EM [HT (Q)] will decrease (further from its maximal value,
attained at QNV(M)), since QNV(M) ≤ QNV and HT (Q) is concave in Q. This will hence
increase the first term of B(m,Q) (note, m ≥ EM [HT (QNV(M))]), as well as its second term.
Hence, we must have Q∗(m) ≤ QNV. 
Finally, we note that many results in this section concerning both the choice of m and the
choice of Q (including the optimization of the latter) apply, quite naturally, to the special
case of one-shot hedging in §2.3. In particular, when the rate function µ̃(·) is increasing,
the optimal production quantity under one-shot hedging is always no greater than the NV
solution QNV, when the target is set at mNV = E[HT (Q
NV)]. This is because if Q > QNV,
we will have θ̄ > 0. Then, decreasing Q to QNV will decrease θ̄ to zero, while also decreasing
ξ̄t and δ̄t, and thereby decreasing B̄(m,Q) in (3.32). (Recall, δ̄t is always increasing in Q;
whereas ξ̄t is increasing in Q when µ̃
′(·) ≥ 0.) This also says that at the pure NV solution
Q = QNV, no hedging (θ̄ = 0) remains efficient. This is consistent with the conclusion
reached in Proposition 3.16 (i) for the general case of dynamic hedging. It is also evident
from Corollary 3.12: for the one-shot hedging to reduce risk, m will have to be reduced
(from mNV = E[HT (Q
NV)]). When the rate function µ̃(·) is decreasing, however, this pure
NV solution will not be efficient, same as what’s concluded in Proposition 3.16 (ii). This is
also evident, again, from Corollary 3.12: a long position taken by the one-shot hedging will
reduce risk and increase return, and this can be done by increasing m (to m > E[HT (Q
NV)])
and/or reducing Q (to Q < QNV).
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5 Numerical Examples
Here we present numerical examples to illustrate the analytical results in §2 and §4, focusing
on the production and hedging decisions, their performances, the mean-variance tradeoff
and the corresponding efficient frontiers.
Numerical Procedures
Two components in our model require numerical computation. First, to evaluate B(m,Q),
in particular to evaluate the conditional expectation involved in δt in (3.17), we need Monte
Carlo simulation. To this end, we first generate sample paths of Bt and B̃t, at discretized
intervals of size ∆t = 1252 (i.e. 1 trading day). Based on these, we construct paths of Xt and
Dt, respectively. Then, to compute every gd(t,Xt, Dt) along each path of {Xt , Dt}, given
the generated value Xt = x, we generate paths of X
M





u−t)du (via the trapezoidal rule) along each path of X
M
u . The
same Monte Carlo method also evaluates the hedging strategy, in particular ξt following
(3.16); and the evaluation of Vt is very similar. The second component is, to derive Q
∗(m),
the minimizer of B(m,Q) given m, we do a line search over [0, Q◦M (m)] as specified in
Theorem 3.17.
Model Instances and Parameters
The following parameters are used in all examples below:




(Note the time horizon [0, T ] is a quarter of a year, or 63 trading days.)
In all tables and figures, we compare four cases:
(i) NV: the base newsvendor model;
(ii) NV+: the NV production quantity, along with the optimal hedging strategy corre-
sponding to this NV production quantity;
(iii) one-shot: the one-shot hedging strategy derived in §2.3, along with its own optimal
production quantity;
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Table 3.1: Production quantity and risk for the case of µ̃(x) = k0x.
µ̃(x) = k0x
model prod. quantity target mean risk
k0 = 10
NV 4103 3807 328
NV+ 4103 3807 292 (-10.9%)
one-shot 3847 (98.4%, 1.6%) 250 (-23.8%)
optimal 3859 (98.5%, 1.5%) 212 (-35.4%)
k0 = 5
NV 2100 1842 287
NV+ 2100 1842 264 (-8.0%)
one-shot 1869 (96.8%, 3.2%) 208 (-27.4%)
optimal 1869 (96.8%, 3.2%) 177 (-38.4%)
k0 = 3
NV 1302 1053 277
NV+ 1302 1053 254 (-8.2%)
one-shot 1075 (94.4%, 5.6%) 196 (-29.2%)
optimal 1078 (94.5%, 5.5%) 164 (-40.7%)
Notes. The target mean is set at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], the NV solution; the two percent-
ages in parentheses are the contributions from production and from hedging. Risk is
the standard deviation of the total terminal wealth; the percentage in parentheses is
the reduction from the NV case.
Table 3.2: Updating frequency and hedging performance for the case of µ̃(x) = k0x.
µ̃(x) = k0x
k0, target mean/risk frequency mean risk and reduction from (NV, one-shot)
k0 = 10
3807/212
daily (n = 63) 3807 234 (−28.7%,−6.4%)
weekly (n = 13) 3807 235 (−28.4%,−6.0%)
monthly (n = 3) 3798∗ 228∗ (−30.5%,−8.8%)
k0 = 5
1842/177
daily 1842 191 (−33.5%,−8.2%)
weekly 1842 194 (−32.4%,−6.7%)
monthly 1838∗ 198∗ (−31.0%,−4.8%)
k0 = 3
1053/164
daily 1053 181 (−34.7%,−7.7%)
weekly 1053 183 (−33.9%,−6.6%)
monthly 1053 189 (−31.8%,−3.6%)
Notes. In the first column, the target mean is set at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], the NV solution, and the risk is the optimal
(minimal) value. The asterisks in the third and fourth columns indicate cases where the target mean is not met
due to low updating frequency. In parentheses in the fourth column are the percentage risk reductions from the
NV and the one-shot hedging solutions (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Efficient frontiers for the case of µ̃(x) = k0x.
return





















































Notes. The labels “return” and “risk” stand for, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the
total terminal wealth.
(iv) optimal: the optimal production quantity Q∗(m) as specified in Theorem 3.17, along
with the optimal hedging strategy corresponding to Q∗(m).
The Case of µ̃(·) Increasing
First, consider an increasing rate function:
µ̃(x) = k0x, for k0 = 10, 5, 3.
Optimal solution and efficient frontier
In Table 3.1, the target mean is fixed at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], the mean achieved by the
NV optimal solution. The last column (under “risk”) reports the standard deviation of the
total terminal wealth (i.e., the square root of B(m,Q)), and the percentage in parentheses
is the reduction from the no-hedging (NV) case. In the “target mean” column , the two
numbers in parentheses that add to 100% represent the breakdown of the target mean as
contributed by production (E[HT (Q)]) and by hedging (E(χ
∗
T )), respectively. Note, since
the demand rate µ̃(·) is increasing, in the NV+ case the production quantity is the same
as in the base NV case (refer to Proposition 3.16 (i)); thus, the hedging strategy returns a
zero terminal wealth.
Several observations are of interest. First, only a small portion of the target mean
is contributed by the hedging strategy (under 6%). And this is a desirable feature of
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the model: production remains the primary function of the firm, whereas hedging/trading
serves primarily as a risk-management tool. Second, as k0 decreases, so does the demand
rate; and consequently, so do the production quantities, as well as the target mean and the
associated risk, in all cases. Third, the risk reductions achieved in both the one-shot and
the optimal cases are significantly higher than the NV+ case. This points to the importance
of optimizing the production quantity as well as optimizing the hedging strategy. The NV+
case, in contrast, optimizes the hedging strategy while fixing the production quantity at the
NV solution, resulting in a rather mediocre variance reduction.
In Figure 3.1, we plot the risk-return curves. Results in Table 3.1 correspond to the
right end of the curves. Note that the curves corresponding to the NV+ and the one-shot
cases have cross-overs, but when approaching the right end (i.e., for higher levels of the
target mean), the one-shot case has a significantly lower variance, which is consistent with
what’s observed in Table 3.1.
Hedging strategy and performance
Results concerning the hedging strategy are illustrated In Figure 3.2. In the top three
panels, the dotted line is the target mean m; the solid curve represents the total wealth
process, E(Wt) = E(Vt) + E(χ
∗
t ) (refer to Proposition 3.6); and the dashed curve represents
the wealth contributed by production, E(Vt). The expectations are obtained by averaging
over 10,000 simulation runs on the hedging strategy. As expected, E(Wt) is increasing in t
and reaches m at t = T ; refer to Proposition 3.6. The gap between the solid and the dashed
curves is the expected wealth from hedging, E(χ∗t ). (Note the y-axis here starts from a
high value, i.e., way above 0.) The bottom three panels report the average daily profit/loss
(“P/L”) from hedging, E(dχ∗t ) = E[θ
∗(ti)(X(ti+1) − X(ti))], with ti being the discretized
time points. Hence the area covered by the vertical bars, up to time t, gives E(χ∗t ). Two
observations are worth mentioning. First, the average daily trading profits/losses are all
non-negative (i.e. they are profits, as opposed to losses). Second, the daily profit appears
to increase over time, and this trend appears to diminish as k0 decreases from 10 to 3.
Two components of the hedging position
In Figure 3.3, we take a closer look at the dynamics of the hedging position (i.e., number
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of shares of the asset), θ∗t . Recall, from (3.23), θ
∗
t has two components: the first one, −ξt,
performs the real hedging function in canceling out the ξt term in Vt of (3.9); the second
component, ησXt (λ−Vt−χ
∗
t ), carries out the “investment” function in trying to make up the
gap from the target λ. The top three panels in the figure break down E(θ∗t ) (the solid curve)
into these two components, the dashed “hedging” curve and the dotted “investment” curve.
Observe in this case (of an increasing demand rate function), the “hedging” component
is a short (negative) position, which gradually closes out towards the end of the horizon;
i.e., the magnitude (absolute value) of the position decreases over the horizon. Intuitively,
this reflects upon the diminished influence of the asset price on demand as the end of
the horizon approaches. The same decreasing trend is also observed in the “investment”
component, which can be explained by the gap between the total wealth and the target
closing up towards the end of the horizon. The sum of the two components, the overall
hedging position, is upward trending though and stays positive all the time.
In the middle and bottom panels of Figure 3.3, we plot E(θ∗t ) against E(Xt) and E(Dt),
respectively. Note the x-axis (in all six panels), in addition to representing E(Xt) or E(Dt),
represents time as well, exactly as in the top three panels: t goes from 0 to 63 days,
with daily increments. As t increases, so does E(Xt). (In fact, the mapping is one-to-one:
E(Xt) = X0e
µt following the geometric Brownian motion model in (2.10).) The same holds
for E(Dt) =
∫ t
0 E[µ̃(Xs)]ds, as µ̃(·) is increasing. It is interesting to observe that in this
case, the hedging position (on average) is also increasing in both E(Xt) and E(Dt), as well
as increasing over time. These increasing patterns tend to flatten out as the coefficient k0
decreases, which is intuitive, since the influence of the asset price on demand is reduced.
Updating frequency
In practice, the continuous-time hedging strategy in (3.23) can only be executed at
pre-specified discrete time points, t = ti, i = 1, · · · , n. For instance, we can set ti =
i
nT , i.e., divide the planning horizon into n equal segments or “periods”, and update the
hedging position (once) for each period. Note following (3.23), θ∗ti depends only on the state
(Xti , Dti , χ
∗
ti), which is observable at each ti.
In Table 3.2, the target mean, set at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], and the associated minimum
standard deviation (“risk,” based on (3.21)) are stated in the first column for each model
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instance; the realized mean and standard deviation (“risk”) of the total terminal wealth
are reported for each updating frequency. Observe as the updating frequency decreases,
the realized return might not reach the target mean, which, however, only happens when
n = 3 (monthly frequency), and the gap from the target is almost negligible. As to the
realized risk, it is only slightly higher than the theoretical minimum value (associated with
the continuous-time hedging), and substantially lower than both the NV model and the one-
shot hedging solution (with the percentage reductions reported in parentheses). Overall,
daily or weekly updates appear to be adequate; and this seems consistent with other studies
on related topics (e.g., Rogers and Singh (2010)).
The Case of µ̃(·) Decreasing




, for k1 = 1.2× 106, 0.6× 106, 0.3× 106.
In Table 3.3, we set m := E[HT (Q
NV)], the optimal value achieved by the NV model, same
as in the increasing µ̃ case above. Hence, the production quantity for NV+ is set as the
solution to: EM [HT (Q)] = m; refer to Proposition 3.16 (ii). Consequently, in this case
production alone cannot achieve the target mean, of which a small portion (less than 1%
for all three values of k0) needs to come from hedging. This also applies to the NV+ case
in the efficient frontier curves in Figure 3.4. Also note, this will not affect the optimal
production quantity Q∗(m), as we still have Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m) ≤ QNV.
All results in this case, with the exception of the hedging position, are qualitatively no
different from the increasing demand rate case above. In particular, in all problem instances,
the contributions of hedging towards the target mean remain small, and the average daily
trading performance remains positive (i.e., profit, no loss) throughout the horizon. For the
hedging position, it becomes decreasing in the state variables. While its two components
are still both decreasing in magnitude over time (same as in the increasing demand rate
case above), both components are positive (long positions) here; thus, the overall hedging
position is also decreasing over time.
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Figure 3.2: Hedging performance for the case µ̃(x) = k0x.
Notes. The top three panels show how the expected total wealth (solid curve) E(Wt) increases to the target
mean m (dotted line) over time; the dashed curve is the expected wealth due to production, E(Vt); the gap
between the solid and dashed curves is the expected wealth due to hedging. The bottom three panels show
the daily P/L (profit/loss) of the hedging strategy, E(dχ∗t ), which is positive in all cases (meaning, profit).
The cumulation of the shaded area over time is the expected terminal wealth from hedging, E(χ∗t ), which is
equal to the gap between the solid and dashed curves in the top panels.
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Figure 3.3: Hedging strategy for the case µ̃(x) = k0x.
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Notes. The top three panels show how the hedging position (number of shares), E(θ∗t ), evolve over time t (the
solid curve). Its two components, E(−ξt) (“hedging”) and E[ ησXt (λ− Vt − χ
∗
t )] (“investment”), are plotted
as the dashed and dotted curves, respectively. (The dashed and dotted curves sum up to the solid curve.)
The middle and bottom panels plot E(θ∗t ) against E(Xt) (asset price) and E(Dt) (cumulative demand), over
t ∈ [0, T ]. Note, the x-axis in these six panels, in addition to representing E(Xt) or E(Dt), also represents
time, exactly as in the top three panels: t goes from 0 to 63 days, with daily increments.


























































Notes. The labels “return” and “risk” stand for, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the
total terminal wealth.
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model prod. quantity mean return risk
k1 = 1.2× 106
NV 7659 7368 323
NV+ 7445 (99.4%, 0.6%) 160 (-50.4%)
one-shot 7369 (98.9%, 1.1%) 176 (-45.4%)
optimal 7376 (99.0%, 1.0%) 134 (-58.5%)
k1 = 0.6× 106
NV 3879 3622 285
NV+ 3720 (99.2%, 0.8%) 175 (-38.7%)
one-shot 3638 (98.2%, 1.8%) 173 (-39.1%)
optimal 3627 (98.0%, 2.0%) 138 (-51.5%)
k1 = 0.3× 106
NV 1992 1744 275
NV+ 1872 (99.1%, 0.9%) 193 (-30.0%)
one-shot 1756 (96.4%, 3.6%) 175 (-36.3%)
optimal 1757 (96.4%, 3.6%) 141 (-48.6%)
Notes. The target mean is set at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], the NV solution; the two percentages
in parentheses are the contributions from production and from hedging. Risk is the standard
deviation of the total terminal wealth; the percentage in parentheses is the reduction from the
NV case.





k1, target mean/risk frequency mean risk and reduction from (NV, one-shot)
k1 = 1.2× 106
7368/134
daily(n = 63) 7368 150 (−53.6%,−14.8%)
weekly(n = 13) 7368 151 (−53.3%,−14.2%)
monthly(n = 3) 7380∗ 167∗ (−48.3%,−5.1%)
k1 = 0.6× 106
3622/138
daily 3622 149 (−47.7%,−13.9%)
weekly 3622 153 (−46.3%,−11.6%)
monthly 3631∗ 166∗ (−41.8%,−4.1%)
k1 = 0.3× 106
1744/141
daily 1744 158 (−42.6%,−9.7%)
weekly 1744 159 (−42.2%,−9.1%)
monthly 1750∗ 168∗ (−38.9%,−4.0%)
Notes. In the first column, the target mean is set at m = E[HT (Q
NV)], the NV solution, and the risk is the
optimal value. The asterisks in the third and fourth columns indicate cases where the target mean is not met due
to low updating frequency. In parentheses in the fourth column are the percentage risk reductions from the NV
and the one-shot hedging solutions (see Table 3.3).
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Figure 3.5: Hedging performance for the case µ̃(x) = k1√
1+x
.
Notes. The top three panels show how the expected total wealth (solid curve) E(Wt) increases to the target
mean m (dotted line) over time; the dashed curve is the expected wealth due to production, E(Vt); the gap
between the solid and dashed curves is the expected wealth due to hedging. The bottom three panels show
the daily P/L (profit/loss) of the hedging strategy, E(dχ∗t ), which is positive in all cases (meaning, profit).
The cumulation of the shaded area over time is the expected terminal wealth from hedging, E(χ∗t ), which is
equal to the gap between the solid and dashed curves in the top panels.
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Figure 3.6: Hedging strategy for the case µ̃(x) = k1√
1+x
.
Notes. The top three panels show how the hedging position (number of shares), E(θ∗t ), evolve over time t (the
solid curve). Its two components, E(−ξt) (“hedging”) and E[ ησXt (λ− Vt − χ
∗
t )] (“investment”), are plotted
as the dashed and dotted curves, respectively. (The dashed and dotted curves sum up to the solid curve.)
The middle and bottom panels plot E(θ∗t ) against E(Xt) (asset price) and E(Dt) (cumulative demand), over
t ∈ [0, T ]. Note, the x-axis in these six panels, in addition to representing E(Xt) or E(Dt), also represents
time, exactly as in the top three panels: t goes from 0 to 63 days, with daily increments.
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6 Appendix
In all sections in this Appendix, with the exception of §2.3.1, the argument Q is dropped,
since Q is assumed given in those parts. Note that the proofs in §6.1 and §6.2 build upon
the derivations in §3.
6.1 Proof of Proposition 3.6
From (3.9), we have dVt = ξtdXt + δtdB̃t, which, combined with dχ
∗
t in (3.28), yields
dWt = dVt + dχ
∗
t = η(λ−Wt)(ηdt+ dBt) + δtdB̃t;
and direct verification shows that Wt in (3.24) uniquely solves the above stochastic differ-
ential equation.















dB̃s are two square-integrable mar-
tingales under L2(P) that have zero covariation. Then, the stated expression for E(Wt)
follows immediately.
To obtain Var(Wt), it remains to compute E(W
2
t ) as follows. First, by direct algebra we
have:



























with the constant k := e−η










from the derivation of E(Wt), and E(Z
2
t ) = e
η2t. We derive the remaining two terms as
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Putting all the terms together yield the desired formula for Var(Wt). 
6.2 Proof of Proposition 3.9
For any given λ, we can write
Var(HT ) = Var(λ−HT ) = E[(λ−HT )2]− (λ−m)2.













where M̂t is the P















Translating back into the P measure (refer to the end of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in
§3.1), and recognizing ER(y2t ) = e−η
2tE(y2tZ
2
t ), we have
Var(HT ) = e


















Setting λ as in (3.22) yields A(λ) − (λ − m)2 = B(m,Q), and hence the desired result,
taking into account ZMt = Zte
η2(T−t) from (3.43). 
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Chapter 4
Shortfall Hedging
A production planning problem with shortfall hedging is formulated and solved in this
chapter. We build the formulation and analysis upon the newsvendor (NV) setting as
detailed in Chapter 2, using the demand and asset model in (2.11) introduced in that
chapter, which we copy here for easy reference:
dXt = Xt(µdt+ σdBt), (4.1)
where µ and σ are positive constants. For the demand model (2.11) in Chapter 2, it turns





then we can express:
DT = AT + σ̃B̃T ; (4.3)
note the second component, σ̃B̃T , is independent from AT and normally distributed with
mean 0 and variance σ̃2T . Recall in Chapter 2 we impose non-negativity on DT , and write
D+T as DT to save notation. But to keep clarity of derivations in this chapter, we keep the
notation DT as it is in (4.3), and use D
+
T explicitly to represent realized demand.
1 Partial Information and Budget Constraint
Although the production and demand setting is the same as that in Chapter 3 where
the mean-variance hedging model is studied, the motivation and application context for
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shortfall hedging here are quite different. In Chapter 1, some motivation on the shortfall-
minimization objective is provided, and here we want to supply more details by elaborate
discussions and real business examples to motivate the problem formulation.
As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, the shortfall minimization is to address the managerial
concern of meeting or beating profits/earnings targets. In our model, the target level m can
be chosen to represent some of the primary concerns to executives (Graham et al. (2005)),
such as same-quarter earnings from last year, or analyst consensus forecasts. Moreover, as
opposed to minimizing the probability of a shortfall event, we focus on the magnitude of the
gap below the target: while marginal misses might be overcome by accounting adjustments
and/or costs-cutting actions (Graham et al. (2005) and Bhojraj et al. (2009)), large gaps are
difficult to close and have more damaging impacts. A recent example is Amazon.com Inc:
the firm’s quarterly earnings fell significantly below the analyst forecast, sending its shares
6% down. (Wall Street Journal, Oct 27, 2016, “Amazon Takes Hit as Costs Surge: Results
Disappoint as Retail Giant Invests Heavily on Warehouses, Trimming Delivery Time”)
There is no shortage of reports in recent business news about manufacturing firms miss-
ing revenue or earnings targets due primarily to fluctuations of certain asset price in the
financial market. A case in point is Caterpillar Inc. Around 2010, anticipating booming
commodity prices, Caterpillar set ambitious sales goals and invested heavily in equipment
production. But in the subsequent years, earnings (and revenues) dropped sharply amid the
low demand for mining equipment (Bloomberg Markets, Oct 18, 2016, “As 100 Billion Goal
Crumbles, Caterpillar Shakes Up C-Suite.” ), due to weak commodity prices (Wall Street
Journal, Oct 17, 2016, “How Caterpillar’s Big Bet Backfired: CEO Doug Oberhelman In-
vested Heavily in Production of Machinery and Equipment then Commodities Began Their
Slide.”). The firm then suffered earnings drops several years in a row (Wall Street Journal,
Jan 27, 2015, “Caterpillar Slips Off Its Upward Profit Path Again: Heavy-Machinery Maker
Warns on Falling Oil, Coal, Copper Prices”). Besides the plunging stock price, this badly
affects the firm’s outlook (Wall Street Journal, Oct 25, 2016, “Caterpillar Says Sales Woes
Could Linger: Shares Fall as Heavy-Equipment Maker Cuts Full-Year Forecast”), leading
to substantial job cuts (Wall Street Journal, Jul 26, 2016, “Caterpillar Cuts Guidance,
Announces More Job Cuts.”).
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The second feature of our model is a problem formulation that is based on partial in-
formation, i.e., assuming risk hedging has access to and makes use of the financial market
information only. As to the demand, hedging will have knowledge about its rate, which,
as mentioned above, is a function of some financial asset price (including possibly a broad
market index); but hedging does not rely on any demand information from forecast, specifi-
cally, the Gaussian noise part of the demand. This enhances the practicality of the hedging
strategy, which is usually executed based on real-time data and information from the fi-
nancial market. In contrast, demand forecast is usually updated much less frequently, and
often requires piecing together disperse information garnered from polling the sales staff.
If a hedging strategy requires real-time demand forecast updates, it will be a handicap for
any practical implementation. Thus, in the research literature partial information has an
important model (e.g., see Caldentey and Haugh (2006)).
The third feature of our study is a budget constraint on the hedging strategy, which
imposes a floor on the wealth due to hedging at any time over the horizon, and this lower-
limit constraint is in the strong, pathwise sense. This budget constraint is a close reflection
on several practical concerns, such as margin requirements. When the loss exceeds a firm’s
available cash and it cannot timely fulfill the margin requirement, the firm will be forced
to close the account, i.e., terminate the hedging, and bear the loss. (This was exactly what
happened to Metallgesellschaft AG, an industrial conglomerate, in 1993; a well-known case
discussed in Wilmott (2006).) The budget constraint in our model allows the firm to cap
any loss from hedging within the firm’s liquidity limit or risk tolerance, thus preventing a
catastrophic crisis. Technically, a budget constraint also makes the shortfall a meaningful
objective . Not imposing such a constraint means allowing unlimited borrowing; as such,
any gap from any desired target can be closed. Indeed one of our asymptotic results below
shows that when the budget limit approaches infinity, the shortfall approaches zero, for any
given target; refer to §4.3.
Now we are ready to give the formal formulation of the problem. In addition to the
production quantity decision Q, which must be made at t = 0, we also have the real-time
hedging decision ϑ := {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]}. We are given a target level of total terminal wealth
m ≥ 0, and a budget or credit limit C > 0 to carry out the hedging strategy. We want to
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θsdXs ≥ −C, θt ∈ FXt , t ∈ [0, T ].
2 Derive the Hedging Strategy
In a nutshell, here is how we plan to solve the problem in (4.4), for a given Q. First,
we find a lower bound on the objective function and use it to replace the latter. Second,
we turn the constraint in (4.4), which must be enforced for every t ∈ [0, T ], into a single
constraint for t = T only. These two steps combined transforms the problem of finding
the real-time strategy ϑ := {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} into a static optimization problem, with the
only decision variable being the terminal wealth that minimizes the lower-bound objective.
What remains is then to identify a real-time strategy ϑ that attains the optimal terminal
wealth (and is also feasible).
For the rest of this section, m and Q are assumed given (and hence omitted as arguments
wherever possible).
2.1 The Lower-Bound Problem
To solve the problem in (4.4), as mentioned above, we first identify a lower bound on its
objective function. Apply conditioning:
E
[






(m−HT − χT )+ |AT , XT , χT
]]
:= E[f(AT , XT , χT )],
where f is a convex function in χT . Conditioning again (this time leaving out χT ), and
applying Jensen’s inequality, we have










AT , XT ,E(χT |AT , XT )
)]
Denote VT := E(χT |AT , XT ), and the above is
E[f(AT , XT , χT )] ≥ E[f(AT , XT , VT )]. (4.5)
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That is, the left hand side is the original objective function in (4.4), whereas the right hand
side is the lower bound we will focus on next.
We can write out the f function explicitly as follows (which will become useful later):
f(a, x, v) := Eξ
[(





where ξ denotes the standard normal random variable. Note, here we have made use of the




Tξ) is independent of VT , which follows from χt ∈ FXt . (This will not
hold without the assumption of partial information.)
Next, the lower bound constraint in (4.4) trivially implies that E(χT |AT , XT ) ≥ −C.
But there’s a deeper implication, which involves a change of measure. Let PM and EM
denote the probability and expectation operators under the equivalent martingale measure
M corresponding to the market price of risk η. (The usual P and E will be reserved for the





and Zt := E(ZT |FXt ) = e−ηBt−η
2t/2. (4.7)
Then, BMt := Bt + ηt is a P









is also a PM -martingale. Consequently, χt, being a stochastic integral, is a (local) P
M -
martingale, and being bounded from below is a supermartingale. Furthermore, we have
EM
[




ZTE(χT |AT , XT )
]
= E(ZTχT ) = E
M (χT ) ≤ 0, (4.8)
where the second equality follows from ZT being a function of XT ; that E
M (χT ) ≤ χ0 = 0,
is due to the supermartingale property.
To summarize, we have turned the original problem in (4.4) (with Q fixed), one of finding





(m−HT − VT )+
]
(4.9)
s.t. VT := E(χT |AT , XT ) ≥ −C, EM (VT ) ≤ 0.
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The relation between the two problems is captured in (4.5): the objective in (4.9) is a lower
bound of the objective in (4.4). Then, if a hedging strategy, a feasible solution to (4.4),
can achieve a terminal wealth V ∗T that is the optimal solution to (4.9), then it must be
the optimal solution to (4.4). (Note, with V ∗T , the objective values of the two problems
coincide.) To this end, we shall start from V ∗T , construct a hedging strategy ϑ
∗ that attains
V ∗T , and show ϑ
∗ is feasible to (4.4); hence, ϑ∗ must be optimal.
Proposition 4.1. Let V ∗T be the optimal solution to (4.9), then E
M (V ∗T ) = 0. Define
χ∗t := E





Then, ϑ∗ = {θ∗t , t ∈ [0, T ]} is the optimal solution to (4.4).
Proof. First, EM (V ∗T ) = 0 is obvious, otherwise a positive constant can be added to V
∗
T to
further decrease the objective function value in (4.9), contradicting the optimality of V ∗T .
Next, clearly θ∗t ∈ FXt and χ∗t ≥ −C (since V ∗T ≥ −C), and this establishes the feasibility
of θ∗t to (4.4).




T , i.e., θ
∗
t achieves the optimal
value of the lower-bound problem. Thus, any θt that’s feasible to (4.4) cannot achieve a
lower objective value. Specifically, writing χT =
∫ T
0 θtdXt, we have
E[(m−HT − χT )+] ≥ E[(m−H − E(χT |AT , XT ))+] ≥ E[(m−HT − V ∗T )+],
where the first inequality is the equivalent form of (4.5), and the second inequality follows
from the feasibility of E(χT |AT , XT ) to (4.9) and the optimality of V ∗T to the same problem.
Also note that with χ∗T = V
∗
T , the objective values of (4.4) and (4.9) coincide, both being
equal to E[(m−HT − V ∗T )+]. 
2.2 Solving the Lower-Bound Problem
The problem in (4.9), being the minimization of a convex objective over a linear constraint,
can be solved using the standard Lagrangian multiplier approach. Writing the objective
function as f in (4.6), the Lagrangian problem is, with λ ≥ 0 as the multiplier :
min
VT≥−C
E[f(AT , XT , VT )] + λ[E(ZTVT )]. (4.10)
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Note that we have replaced EM (VT ) by E(ZTVT ), where ZT is the Radon-Nikodym derivative
in (4.7).
Observe that given (AT , XT ), VT is a function of (AT , XT ), and ZT a function of XT
— via BT , again refer to (4.7). Consequently the minimization in (4.10) can be carried out
inside the expectation. Thus, writing a := AT , x := XT and z := ZT , v := VT , we want to
solve the following problem,
min
v≥−C
L(v) := f(a, x, v) + λzv. (4.11)
The optimal v obtained from (4.11) is a function of (a, x, λ). Replacing (a, x) by (AT , XT ),
VT := v(AT , XT , λ) is the optimal solution to (4.11), with λ being the solution to the
binding constraint: EM (VT ) = 0. (Note, in particular, that λ ≥ 0 is a given parameter, not
a decision variable in the minimization problem in (4.10).)
Recall in the NV model, the proper relation between m and Q is m ≥ pQ. Here, the
analogous relation is m+C ≥ pQ, which will be motivated further later on when we optimize
Q in §3. From
L(v) = Eξ
[(







our first observation is that the optimal v need not go beyond m+cQ. This is because when
v = m+ cQ the first term on the right side above is already 0; further increasing v, the first
term will stay at 0 whereas the second term will increase, as λ and z are both non-negative.
Thus, below we shall assume, without loss of generality, v ≤ m+ cQ throughout.












Case 1. λz > 1. Then, L is increasing in v; hence, the minimizer is v = −C.
Case 2. λz ≤ 1. First observe that if v < m− pQ, then the probability in (4.12) is equal to
1; and hence, L is decreasing at that v value. So, in this case we must have v ≥ m − pQ.
Observe that the ∂L∂v above is clearly increasing in λ (z is positive), i.e., L is supermodular
in (v, λ), which implies that as λ decreases, the minimizer v will increase. This is what we
will observe below. Also, here v ≥ m− pQ ≥ −C, the second inequality being the relation
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between m and Q stipulated above, is consistent with what supermodularity implies, as
v = −C is the minimizer in Case 1.
Denote
d̂ := a+ σ̃
√
TΦ−1(λz), if λz ≤ 1; d̂ := +∞, if λz > 1.
Observe that













Below we break into several cases depending on where λz is located on [0, 1].
Case 2a. δ < λz ≤ 1. Since v ≥ m− pQ, we can remove the outer + in the probability term
















with the right hand side following from removing the + on the left, since v ≤ m+ cQ. Since
Q ≥ m+cQ−vp+c (from v ≥ m − pQ), we know the right side above is ≤ δ ≤ λz. So, in this
case L is increasing; and hence, the minimizer must be v = m− pQ.
Case 2b. δ0 < λz ≤ δ. This is the case where we can expect the derivative in (4.12) to be
equal to 0, the first-order optimality equation. Making use of the expression in (4.14), in
particular, equating the right side with λz yields
v = m+ cQ− (p+ c)d̂ = (p+ c)(Q− d̂) +m− pQ.
Recall, in this case Q ≥ d̂, refer to (4.13). Also note that the v value has increased from
m− pQ in in the previous case.
Case 2c. 0 ≤ λz ≤ δ0. In this case, the probability in (4.14) must be ≥ δ0 (since m+cQ ≥ v),
and hence ≥ λz. So, L is decreasing in v; so the minimizer must be v = m+ cQ.















D̂T := AT + σ̃
√
TΦ−1(λZT ), if λZT ≤ 1; D̂T := +∞, if λZT > 1. (4.16)
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Observe
D̂T ≤ 0 ⇔ λZT ≤ ∆0 and 0 ≤ D̂T ≤ Q ⇔ ∆0 ≤ λZT ≤ ∆. (4.17)
Also,
P(DT ≤ 0) = E(∆0) and P(DT ≤ Q) = E(∆).
Proposition 4.2. (i) Given m and Q, with m + C ≥ pQ (as noted above), the optimal
solution to (4.9) (hence also to (4.4)), V ∗T (m,Q), is
(1) If λZT > 1, then V
∗
T = −C.
(2a) if ∆ < λZT ≤ 1, then V ∗T = m− pQ.
(2b) if ∆0 < λZT ≤ ∆, then V ∗T = (p+ c)(Q− D̂T ) +m− pQ = m+ cQ− (p+ c)D̂T .
(2c) if 0 ≤ λZT ≤ ∆0, then V ∗T = m+ cQ.
Here, λ is determined by the constraint EM (V ∗T ) = 0.
(ii) The optimal V ∗T can be expressed as follows, unifying all cases:
V ∗T (m,Q) = (p+ c)
[





m+ C + cQ
p+ c
. (4.18)
Furthermore, the achieved shortfall is
s(m,Q) := E
[(











The expression in (4.19) is the only object that remains to be discussed. Combining the









(m+ C − pQ)1{λZT ≥ 1}+ (p+ c)
(
(Q−D+T )
+ − (Q− D̂+T )
+
)]+
= (m+ C − pQ)1{λZT ≥ 1}+ (p+ c)
(
(Q−D+T )
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where the second equality is directly verified by considering two cases: (i)Q < D̂+T (obvious);
and (ii) Q ≥ D̂+T , which implies λZT < 1 (see (4.17), and note ∆ < 1). Note the first term
on the right side of s(m,Q) in (4.19) is equal to the first term on the right in (4.20); whereas
the other term of s(m,Q) can be rewritten as follows:
(Q ∧ D̂+T −D
+
T )









where the second equality takes into account (a+ − b)+ = (a− b)+ for b ≥ 0. This justifies
(4.19).
Note from (4.18), we can view V ∗T (and equivalently, χ
∗
T ) as a portfolio consisting of:
a cash (short) position of −C; and two “derivatives”, each with a (long) position of p + c
units, one is a digital option of payoff K−Q with the knock-in condition being λZT ≤ 1; the
other, a put option with strike price Q. To appreciate this structure of the optimal hedging,
first observe that after the contribution from production (HT ), the remaining shortfall is:
m−HT (Q) = (m− pQ) + (p+ c)(Q−D+T )
+.
The first term on the right side, m − pQ, is the payoff of the digital option. The second
term is the payoff of the put option, with DT replaced by D̂T . This is only natural given
the partial information: hedging has no access to demand forecast, thus using D̂T as a
surrogate. In other words, hedging tries to use the two options to cover the gap from the
target left by production.
Having derived the expression for V ∗T as summarized in the above proposition, the
hedging strategy ϑ∗ leading to this terminal wealth, and thus the optimal solution to (4.4),
is derived by the standard martingale representation technique. The result is stated in the
following proposition, with the proof collected in the appendix.































t = −(p+ c)EM
(
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where X◦u−t = Xu/Xt. 





t , correspond, respectively, to what’s referred to above as the “put option” and the
“digital option”.
Having completely solved the hedging problem, it appears natural to ask, if we set
Q = mp ∧ Q
NV, the production quantity that minimizes shortfall in the NV model, and in
addition, carry out the optimal hedging strategy, then, will s(m,Q), the minimized shortfall
with hedging, be increasing in m (i.e., same as in the case of the NV model)? The answer is
affirmative. This is because, with Q = QNV(m), the constraint that determines λ becomes
[(m− pQNV)+ + C]PM (λZT ≤ 1) + (p+ c)EM [(QNV(m)− D̂+T )
+] = C.
Clearly, increasing m will lead to an increased λ so as to maintain the left side at constant
C, since QNV(m) is increasing in m and D̂T defined in (4.16) is increasing in λ. On the
other hand, from (4.19), we have




which is increasing in both m and λ, but λ is also increasing in m as argued above. Hence,
Corollary 4.4. With Q = QNV(m) = mp ∧ Q
NV, the production quantity that minimizes
the shortfall in the NV model (refer to Lemma 2.2 Chapter 2), s(m,QNV(m)) in (4.19) is
increasing in m. 
3 Optimize Q and Characterize the Efficient Frontier




Recall, earlier, in finding the optimal V ∗T , we specified the parametric relation m+C ≥
pQ. Let’s provide more motivation here. From the K notation in (4.18), m + C ≥ pQ
is equivalent to K ≥ Q. If we do not impose this condition, then, the V ∗T solution in
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Proposition 4.2 still holds, with Q replaced by K ∧ Q. (In particular, K − Q becomes
K − (K ∧Q) = (K −Q)+.) Thus, when Q ≥ K, we have
s(m,Q) = (p+ c)E
[(





Recall D̂T (λ) as defined in (4.16) increases in λ. Also recall λ is the root of E(V
∗
T ) = 0, and
in this case the equation becomes
EM
[(






hence, λ increases in Q, since K also increases in Q. Putting these together, we know:
s(m,Q) increases in Q for Q ≥ K, or equivalently, for Q ≥ (m + C)/p. In other words,
to find the optimal Q, there’s no point to look beyond (m + C)/p, bringing back to the
relation pQ ≤ m+ C. Thus, hereafter this parametric relation is always assumed when we
discuss the production quantity decision (along with hedging).
Proposition 4.5. (i) Q∗(m), the minimizer defined in (4.21), must satisfy Q∗(m) ≤ (m+
C)/p.
(ii) s(m,Q) is convex in Q ∈ [0, (m + C)/p]. Hence, Q∗(m) can be obtained from the
first-order optimality equation: dsdQ = 0; or, at the boundary: Q
∗(m) = 0 or (m+ C)/p.
(iii) s(m,Q∗(m)) is increasing in m, and hence constitutes an efficient frontier. 
Part (i) has already been established above; Part (ii) follows directly from Lemma 4.6






















where the first inequality follows from m1 ≤ m2; the second one from optimizing the hedging
strategy, given (m1, Q
∗(m2)); and the third one from optimizing Q given m1.
To prove the convexity (inQ) of the shortfall objective, Part (ii) of the above proposition,
we find it necessary to explore in depth several terms involving D̂T . From Proposition 4.2,
it is clear that D̂T (defined in (4.16)) is created in the hedging strategy to serve as a
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“surrogate” for DT = AT + σ̃
√
Tξ (with ξ denoting the standard normal random variable);
in particular the two share a common term AT ; whereas the other component of DT is
replaced by σ̃
√
TΦ−1(λZT ) in D̂T due to partial information.
Consider the two cases λZT > 1 and λZT ≤ 1. In the former case DT ≤ D̂T with prob-
ability 1; and in the latter case, {DT ≤ D̂T } ≡ {ξ ≤ Φ−1(λZT )}, and Pξ[ξ ≤ Φ−1(λZT )] =
λZT . Thus, we have




= P(λZT > 1) + λP
M (λZT ≤ 1).(4.22)
From (4.7), we know lnZT follows a normal distribution with mean −12η
2T and variance
η2T ; and it’s easy to verify under PM , the mean becomes 12η
2T and the variance stays the
same. From these distributions, we can derive:






















and b := a+ η
√
T . (4.24)
The following identity (to be used later) can be directly verified:
φ(b)− λφ(a) = 0, (4.25)
where φ(x) = ddxΦ(x) denotes the density function of ξ. The following relations are also
directly verified:
PM (ZT ≥ λ) = P(λZT ≤ 1), P(ZT ≥ λ) = PM (λZT ≤ 1).
Furthermore, from (4.22), we can write
P(DT ≤ D̂T ) = 1− β = λ− ψ, (4.26)
where
β := Φ(b)− λΦ(a) and ψ := λΦ(−a)− Φ(−b). (4.27)
The following are easy to verify:
β ∈ [0, 1], ψ ∈ [0, λ], λ ∈ [0, ψ + 1]; λ ≥ 1 ⇔ ψ ≥ β.
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For instance, ψ ≥ 0 follows from
λPM (λZT > 1) = E[λZT1{λZT > 1}] ≥ E[1 · 1{λZT > 1}] = P(λZT > 1).
We can also write
β= E[(ZT − λ)+] = E[(1− λZT )+], ψ= E[(λ− ZT )+] = E[(λZT − 1)+]. (4.28)
Now, to establish the convexity in Proposition 4.5(ii) our starting point is the shortfall
objective (under the optimal hedging) and the constraint EM (V ∗T ) = 0 that defines λ. The
two are reproduced here, and rewritten as functions of (Q,λ):





v(Q,λ) := (m+ C − pQ)Φ(a) + (p+ c)EM [(Q− D̂+T )
+] = C. (4.30)
Note that D̂T depends on λ, and λ depends on Q via (4.30); and hence, we write the two




dλ λQ. In addition, both a and b are functions of λ. Below
is a summary of the results.
Lemma 4.6. Denote λQ :=
dλ
dQ , and use the a, b notation in (4.24). Also, recall ∆ in (4.15),
and Φ and φ denoting the distribution and density functions of the standard normal dis-
tribution. The first- and second-order derivatives of the shortfall (with hedging optimized)
w.r.t. Q are as follows:
ds
dQ
= −p[Φ(−b) + λΦ(a)] + (p+ c)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )], (4.31)
d2s
dQ2













≥ 0, ∀Q ∈ [0, (m+ C)/p]. (4.32)
Proof. Recall both a and b, defined in (4.24), are functions of λ, and their derivatives are
denoted aλ and bλ (note aλ = bλ).
Taking derivative on the expectation term on the right side of s(Q,λ) in (4.29), we have:
d
dQ
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The first expectation on the right side above is equal to
E[1{D̂T > Q}1(Q ≥ AT + σ̃
√
Tξ)] = E[1{D̂T > Q} ·∆],
where the equality follows from first taking expectation on ξ conditioning on AT and ZT .
Similarly, the second expectation on the right side of (4.33) is equal to
E
[












where the equality follows from first conditioning on ZT (and AT ) leading to P(D̂T ≥ DT ) =
P[Φ−1(λZT ) ≥ ξ] = λZT . Hence,
ds
dQ
= −pΦ(−b)− (m+ C − pQ)φ(b)bλλQ + (p+ c)E[1{D̂T > Q} ·∆]




Applying the same approach to taking derivatives on both sides of (4.30), we have
−pΦ(a) + (m+ C − pQ)φ(a)aλλQ + (p+ c)PM (D̂T ≤ Q)
= (p+ c)EM
[






Observe that the expectation on the right side of (4.35) is the same as the last expectation
on the right side of (4.34) via change of measures. So we can substitute (4.35) into (4.34).
Doing so simplifies the latter as follows, taking into account φ(b) − λφ(a) = 0 (refer to
(4.25)) and aλ = bλ,
ds
dQ
= −p[Φ(−b) + λΦ(a)] + (p+ c)
(
E[1{D̂T > Q} ·∆] + λPM (D̂T ≤ Q)
)
.
Recall, from (4.17), we have {D̂T ≤ Q} ≡ {λZT ≤ ∆}. Hence,
λPM (D̂T ≤ Q) = λEM [1{D̂T ≤ Q}] = E[λZT1{λZT ≤ ∆}],
and similarly,
E[1{D̂T > Q} ·∆] = E[1{λZT > ∆} ·∆].
This way, we have arrived at the expression in (4.31):
ds
dQ
= −p[Φ(−b) + λΦ(a)] + (p+ c)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )].
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Next, take derivative w.r.t. Q again on both sides of the above. The derivative of the




− p[Φ(−b) + λΦ(a)]
)
= −pΦ(a)λQ,
taking into account, again, φ(b) − λφ(a) = 0 and aλ = bλ. The derivative of the second




























The above two terms, combined with −pΦ(a)λQ derived earlier, lead to the second-order
derivative in (4.32), which we now show to be non-negative. The second term on the right
side of the above equation is non-negative; hence it suffices to argue the first term combined
with −pΦ(a)λQ is non-negative. Following (4.35), we have,[
− pΦ(a) + (p+ c)PM (D̂T ≤ Q)
]
λQ
= −(m+ C − pQ)φ(a)aλλ2Q + (p+ c)EM
[






since m+C − pQ ≥ 0 (as the assumed range for Q); aλ ≤ 0, as evident from the a notation
in (4.24); and dD̂Tdλ ≥ 0. 
The ∧ in (4.31) leads to bounds on ds/dQ, which turn out to be quite useful later. By
the relation
λZT ∧∆ = λZT − (λZT −∆)+ < λZT − (λZT − 1)+
(since ∆ < 1), and take into account (4.28), we have
E(λZT ∧∆) < (λ− ψ) ∧ E(∆) = (1− β) ∧ E(∆), (4.36)
where the last equality follows from (4.26). On the other hand, from
λZT ∧∆ = ∆− (∆− λZT )+ > ∆− (1− λZT )+,
we have, accounting for (4.28),
E(λZT ∧∆) > E(∆)− β. (4.37)
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Combining (4.36) and (4.37) with (4.31), and taking into account Φ(−b) + λΦ(a) = 1− β,
leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. The derivative, ds/dQ in (4.31) is bounded as follows:
(p+ c)E(∆)− (p+ cβ) < ds
dQ
< [(p+ c)E(∆)− p(1− β)] ∧ [c(1− β)], (4.38)
where ∆ follows (4.15) and β follows (4.28). 
Thus, to find the optimal Q∗ := Q∗(m), given m, all we need is to solve the equation
ds
dQ = 0 making use of the expression in (4.31), and this can be done by a simple line search
(e.g., bisection) over Q ∈ [0, (m+C)/p], since dsdQ is increasing in Q. At each step, we need
to find the λ value (corresponding to Q) that satisfies the constraint in (4.30). This can be
done by another line search on λ, since v(Q,λ) is clearly decreasing in λ (given Q), taking
into account m+C − pQ ≥ 0 and D̂T increasing in λ. The monotonicity of both dsdQ and v
also means that the solutions (to both line searches) must be unique.
4 Properties of the Optimal Production Quantity
Here, we study the behavior of the optimal production quantity Q∗(m), defined in (4.21), as
the target level m varies. Recall, to obtain Q∗(m), given m, we solve a convex minimization
problem over the feasible region Q ∈ [0, (m+C)/p]. Thus, we want to be able to characterize
the behavior of Q∗(m) at the two boundary points. Related to the upper boundary, we want
to know the asymptotics of Q∗(m) as m→∞. In addition, we also study the impact of the
budget C on the production decision. (Some proofs in this section are quite technical, and
hence collected in the appendix.)
4.1 Q∗(m) for Small m
It is natural to ask whether we have Q∗(m) → 0 as m → 0, as this is the case in the NV
model (see Lemma 2.2 Chapter 2). Part (i) of the proposition below confirms this (and
more) as a general result; whereas Part (ii) says, under an extremely mild condition, Q∗(m)
can be bounded away from zero.
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Proposition 4.8. (i) There exists a δ > 0, such that Q∗(m) = 0 when m ∈ [0, δ]; in
particular, Q∗(m)→ 0 as m→ 0.
(ii) Q∗(m) > 0 for m ≥ m◦(ε0) := CΦ̄(τ(ε0))/Φ(τ(ε0)) > 0 (recall, C is the budget con-
straint; and Φ̄ := 1− Φ), where
ε0 := (1 +
c
p
)P(DT ≤ 0) and τ(ε0) := −Φ−1(ε0)− η
√
T . (4.39)
(iii) When ε0 → 0, we have m◦(ε0)→ 0; and hence, δ → 0 as well. 
Several important observations:
• For all practical purpose, we expect ε0 → 0, since ε0 ∼ P(DT ≤ 0) = P(D+T = 0),
i.e., the probability of zero demand over the entire planning horizon. As an example,
for µ = 20%, σ = 15% (hence η = 4/3), and T = 63/252 (three months), we have
ε0 ∼ 10−6.
• Thus, Part (iii) above should be the prevailing scenario. When ε0 → 0, we have
τ(ε0)→∞; hence, m◦(ε0)→ 0 at the order of φ(τ(ε0))/τ(ε0). (Recall Φ̄(x) ∼ φ(x)/x
as x→ +∞.)
• It’s tempting to ignore the constant term η
√
T in τ(ε0) (as the other term → ∞),










In other words, m ≥ Cε0 would be (order of magnitude) too small to ensure Q∗(m) >
0.
4.2 Q∗(m) for Large m
To emphasize the dependence of λ on m and Q (recall λ must satisfy the constraint in








when Q is set at the upper boundary (m+ C)/p, and
λ∗(m) := λ(m,Q∗(m)).
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Also, write β in (4.28) as β(λ) to emphasize its dependence on λ.
Since Q∗(m) is upper-bounded by (m+C)/p, which grows linearly in m, one is naturally
concerned that Q∗(m) might, too, be unbounded as m→∞. Proposition 4.10 below assures
that this will not happen. But first observe that for Q∗(m) to be bounded, necessarily it
must stay away from the boundary (m+ C)/p when m is large. This is formally stated in
the next lemma.











has a solution (which must be unique), and the solution is ≥ m◦(τ0) (defined in Proposition
4.8), then denote it as m◦; otherwise, set m◦ = m◦(τ0). Then, 0 < Q
∗(m) < m+Cp for all
m ≥ m◦.
(ii) λ∗(m) ↑ ∞ as m→∞. 
The above lemma says, with m ≥ m◦, the optimal Q∗(m) cannot be at either boundary,
0 or (m+C)/p; hence, we must have ds/dQ = 0 at Q∗(m). Substituting this zero derivative
into Lemma 4.7, we have, for m ≥ m◦,
(p+ c)E(∆)− [p+ cβ(λ∗(m))] < 0 < (p+ c)E(∆)− p[1− β(λ∗(m))],
where ∆ follows (4.15) with Q = Q∗(m). Recognizing E(∆) = P(DT ≤ Q∗(m)) = F (Q∗(m))












Combining the above with QNV in (2.4) (see Chapter 2), and taking account of β ∈ [0, 1],
we have,











Since β(λ) ↓ 0 (following (4.27)) as λ = λ∗(m) ↑ ∞ (by Lemma 4.9), the right hand side
above is decreasing (in m) to 0, and thus can be made arbitrarily small with a sufficiently
large m. To summarize, we have
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Proposition 4.10. Q∗(m)→ QNV as m→∞; thus, supm≥0Q∗(m) <∞. 
Proposition 4.10 says Q∗(m) approaches QNV as m gets large. In fact we can say more on
how this convergence behaves. Specifically, for any (small) ε > 0, we have |Q∗(m)−QNV| ≤ ε
for allm ≥ m◦∨mε, withm◦ defined in Lemma 4.9 andmε being them value that guarantees
the right hand side of (4.43) to be bounded by ε.
To further characterize the (finite) supmQ
∗(m) in Proposition 4.10, below we provide
an upper bound, followed by a special case.
Corollary 4.11. With m◦ defined in Lemma 4.9,




























Proof. Write β(λ∗(m)) as β∗(m); and ∆∗(m) denotes the ∆ in (4.15) with Q = Q∗(m).






, ∀m ≥ m◦. (4.46)
where, recall, F (·) is the cumulative distribution function of DT . Now, by Lemma 4.9,
λ∗(m) increases in m, hence the upper bound on Q∗(m) derived in (4.46) strictly decreases






, ∀m ≥ m◦. (4.47)
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.5(i), Q∗(m) ≤ (m◦ + C)/p for all m ≤ m◦, and









, ∀m ≥ 0. (4.48)
When (4.48) takes value (m◦ + C)/p, we have (4.44). Otherwise, (4.48) is further
improved as the following. First, the same argument as applied to m◦ above can also be
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applied to any m̃ ≥ m◦







, ∀m ≥ 0.
When m̃ = m◦, the right hand side of the inequality above takes value of the F−1 term.
However, since (m̃+C)/p increases in m̃ while the F−1 term decreases in m̃, we can increase
m̃ to further decrease this upper bound. Formally,













and clearly this m̃ is unique. Putting together this second case gives exactly (4.45), which
completes the proof. 
In a special case, the limit and the supremum in Proposition 4.10 coincide.






Proof. Here, m is given, and dsdQ has value with Q = Q
NV. ∆ follows (4.15) with Q = QNV;
and we write λ = λ(m,QNV) and β = β(λ).
First, by Proposition 4.5 (i),
m ≤ pQNV − C ⇒ Q∗(m) ≤ QNV.




= (p+ c)E(λZT ∧∆)− p(1− β) ≥ 0 ⇔ Q∗(m) ≤ QNV, (4.49)
where, by (4.27), Φ(−b) + λΦ(a) in (4.31) is replaced by 1− β.
First, we make use of the fact E(∆) = P(DT ≤ QNV) = p/(p+ c) to further reduce dsdQ :
(p+ c)E(λZT ∧∆)− p(1− β) = (p+ c)E(∆)− (p+ c)E[(∆− λZT )+]− p+ pβ
= (p+ c)
[




where the first equality uses the fact x ∧ y = x− (x− y)+.
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Next, we will show that ∆ and (1 − λZT )+ are negatively correlated. Recall ZT is a
decreasing function of XT , and thus (1 − λZT )+ is an increasing function in XT . Then,
realize














by writing out ∆ defined in (4.15) and AT defined in (4.2); and also by the fact that XT is
a strictly increasing function of BT . Clearly, the right hand side of (4.51) is a decreasing
function in BT , by property of Brownian bridge, combined with the assumption of µ̃ being
increasing. Therefore, we establish
E(∆ |XT ) decreases in XT . (4.52)
To this end, derive
E[∆(1− λZT )+] = E[E[∆(1− λZT )+ |XT ]] = E[(1− λZT )+E(∆ |XT )]
≤ E[E(∆ |XT )]E[(1− λZT )+]
= E(∆)E[(1− λZT )+], (4.53)
where the second equality uses that fact that ZT is a function of XT ; the inequality uses
(4.52) and the fact (1− λZT )+ is an increasing function of XT . Substitute (4.53) in (4.50)
to obtain
(p+ c)E(λZT ∧∆)− p(1− β) ≥ (p+ c)
[
E[∆(1− λZT )+]− E[(∆− λZT )+]
]
≥ 0,
and Q∗(m) ≤ QNV immediately follows by (4.49). Since this holds for any give m, the proof
is completed. 
Two remarks are in order. First, when D̂T ≥ Q, which can happen when m is large
enough (recall D̂T is increasing in λ
∗, and λ∗ →∞ as m→∞), V ∗T in (4.18) becomes
V ∗T = (m+ C − pQ)1{λ∗ZT ≤ 1} − C.
In this case, the put option, (Q − D̂+T )+, vanishes; and while the digital option remains,
and with a large payoff, m − pQNV (excluding the budget C), the knock-in probability,
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P(λ∗ZT ≤ 1) = Φ(b) → 0 since b → −∞ (as λ∗ → ∞). In this sense, the digital option —
and hence, the hedging strategy itself — becomes a “lottery”.
Second, combining HT = pQ− (p+ c)(Q−D+T )+ with V ∗T above, we have
m− E(HT + V ∗T ) = (m+ C − pQ)P{λZT ≥ 1}+ (p+ c)E(Q−D+T )
+ = s(m,Q), (4.54)
where s(m,Q) follows (4.19) with D̂T ≥ Q in force; also refer to (4.20). This implies, for
large m, the optimal production quantity Q∗ = QNV (following Proposition 4.10), along
with the hedging strategy V ∗T (m,Q
NV), not only minimizes the shortfall objective, but also
maximizes the total expected terminal wealth E(HT + VT ), per the relation in (4.54). This
is an important insight.
4.3 Impact of the Budget C
Here, we study the impact of the budget C on the shortfall objective s(Q,λ), as well as on
the production and hedging decisions. For the latter, to emphasize the dependence on C
and the optimality, we shall write Q∗(C) and λ∗(C). Note, λ∗ is the shadow price of the
budget C, as such it coordinates the production and hedging decisions. Intuitively, when C
increases, we expect λ∗(C) to decrease, and Q∗(C) to decrease as well. On the other hand,
when C → 0, no hedging is possible, and we revert back to the NV model. These are made
precise as follows.
Proposition 4.13. (i) The shortfall is decreasing in the budget C (with Q fixed): ∂s∂C =
−ψ ≤ 0, where ψ is defined in (4.27). Furthermore, ∂s∂C is increasing in C, i.e., the shortfall
is convex (and decreasing) in C.
(ii) When C → ∞, Q∗(C) → 0 and λ∗(C) ↓ 0. When C → 0, Q∗(C) → mp ∧Q
NV, the NV
optimal solution, and λ∗(C)→∞.
(iii) When C →∞, the shortfall s(Q,λ)→ 0 for any Q; furthermore, s(Q,λ(Q))s(0,λ(0)) →
m+cQ
m > 1
for any Q > 0 (where m is given). 
Note, there are two aspects in the above proposition concerning, respectively, the pro-
duction/hedging decisions and the shortfall objective itself. Consider the latter first. Part
(i) says, quite intuitively, that a higher budget will lead to a lower shortfall, regardless of
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the production quantity decision. (What’s less obvious is the convexity of the shortfall in
C.) Part (iii) further points out that the shortfall will go to zero when the budget C →∞,
and this holds for every Q. In this sense, any Q is optimal when C → ∞. Yet, Q = 0
outperforms any positive Q, in the sense that, for any Q > 0, the ratio of its shortfall to
that of Q = 0, converges to m+cQm > 1. In the other case, when C → 0, intuitively, no
hedging is possible, so we revert back to the NV model; i.e, the shortfall converges to that
of the NV model, sNV in Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 2; and this is confirmed in Part (ii).
Yet, the convergence of the shortfall objective and its limit does not directly say anything
about the hedging and production decisions. That is, the optimal production and hedging
decisions for the limiting shortfall need not coincide with or even be reachable by the limit of
the sequence of optimal production and hedging decisions as C increases. Thus, specifically,
we want to know whether s(Q∗(C), λ∗(C)) will converge to 0 as C →∞, or to sNV as C → 0;
and the (affirmative) answer is summarized in Part (ii). In particular, when C →∞, Q = 0
stands out as the limit of the optimal production quantity Q∗(C).
5 Shortfall Reduction
5.1 Reduction Achieved by a Range of Q’s
From Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 2, we know the shortfall of the NV model, minimized by the
choice of Q, is
sNV = (m− pQNV)+ + (p+ c)E[QNV(m)−D+T ]
+, (4.55)
where recall, QNV(m) = mp ∧ Q
NV (see Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 2), and QNV follows (2.4)
of Chapter 2. The shortfall from hedging and production has been derived in (4.19) and
reproduced here:
s(Q) = (m+ C − pQ)P(λZT ≥ 1) + (p+ c)E
[(





Here, the choice of Q in the hedging model is not necessarily the optimal Q∗(m) in (4.21).
Indeed, we want to know the range of Q values that will guarantee hedging to achieve a
positive shortfall reduction from the NV model, and to quantify this reduction. The results
are summarized in the proposition below.
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Proposition 4.14. Let r(Q) := sNV − s(Q) denote the shortfall reduction, with sNV and
s(Q) following (4.55) and (4.56). Then, we have
r(Q) ≥ β(m− pQNV)+ + Cψ + (QNV(m)−Q) · ds
dQ
. (4.57)
In addition, writing Q∗ := Q∗(m) and Q̂NV := QNV(m) = mp ∧Q
NV, we have
Q ∈ [Q∗ ∧ Q̂NV, Q∗ ∨ Q̂NV] ⇒ r(Q) ≥ β(m− pQNV)+ + Cψ ≥ 0. (4.58)
(Recall, β and ψ follow(4.28), and ds/dQ follows (4.31).)
Proof. Making use of the identity (a− b+)+ = (a− b)+− (−b)+ for a ≥ 0, we have (recall,
Q̂NV := QNV(m)):
(Q̂NV −D+T )




= (Q̂NV −DT )+ − (Q ∧ D̂+T −DT )
+
≥ [(Q̂NV −Q) + (Q− D̂+T )
+]1{Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT },
(4.59)
and the inequality can be directly verified by considering the two cases when the indicator
function on the right side equals 0 and 1. When the indicator function equals 0, the right side
equals 0; if D̂T is non-negative, i.e., D̂T = D̂
+
T , then, the left side equals (Q̂
NV−DT )+ ≥ 0;
if D̂T is negative, then Q∧ D̂+T = 0 ≤ Q̂NV, so the left side is also ≥ 0. When the indicator
function equals 1, the left side is equal to
(Q̂NV −DT )+ − (Q ∧ D̂+T −DT ) = (Q̂
NV −DT )+ − (Q−DT ) + (Q− D̂+T )
+,
which is greater than the right side, (Q̂NV − Q) + (Q − D̂+T )+, due to (Q̂NV − DT )+ ≥
Q̂NV −DT .
Take expectations on both sides of the inequality in (4.59):
E[(Q̂NV −D+T )




≥ (Q̂NV −Q)P(Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT ) + ED̂T
[
(Q− D̂+T )
+ · PDT (Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT )
]
,
where for the second term on the right side, we take expectation first with respect to DT
assuming D̂T is given, and then with respect to D̂T . Observe that
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where the first equality follows from Q ≥ D̂T , which is enforced (implied) by the other



















where the last equality follows from change of measures. Putting together the above, we
have
E[(Q̂NV −D+T )










On the other hand, in this case EM (V ∗T ) = 0 takes the following form (refer to Proposition
4.2):
(p+ c)EM [(Q− D̂+T )
+] = (m+ C − pQ)PM (λZT ≥ 1)− (m− pQ).
Now, suppose m ≤ pQNV. Then, Q̂NV = m/p. Combining this equality with the
inequality above, along with the two shortfall expressions in (4.55) and (4.56), we have
r(Q) ≥ (p+ c)(Q̂NV −Q)P(Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT ) + (m+ C − pQ)ψ − λ(m− pQ)
= (p+ c)(Q̂NV −Q)E(λZT ∧∆) + Cψ − p(λ− ψ)(Q̂NV −Q), (4.60)
where the equality follows from











with the second equality above derived from first conditioning on (ZT , AT ) and taking
expectation on ξ. By (4.26), λ−ψ in (4.60) can be replaced with 1−β, and this immediately
leads to (4.57), realizing the first term of dsdQ in (4.31) is −p(1− β) (by (4.27)).
For m > pQNV, Q̂NV = QNV and the only modification is m − pQ replacing p(Q̂NV −
Q). Hence, the same procedure as above applies, and (4.57) is established with the term
(m− pQNV)+ unifying both cases.
Finally, for (4.58), there are two cases: If Q∗ ≤ Q̂NV, then dsdQ ≥ 0 for Q ∈ [Q
∗, Q̂NV]; if
Q∗ ≥ Q̂NV, then dsdQ ≤ 0 for Q ∈ [Q̂
NV, Q∗, ]. Both cases follow the optimality of Q∗; and
in both cases we have (Q̂NV −Q) dsdQ ≥ 0. 
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The shortfall reduction quantified above also leads to a characterization of the improve-
ment in terminal wealth. Observe
r(Q) = E
(








[m−HT (Q)] ∧ V ∗T
)
+ E[HT (Q)−HT (Q̂NV)]
≤ E[m−HT (Q)] ∧ E[V ∗T ] + E[HT (Q)−HT (Q̂NV)],
where the first equality uses the fact that m ≥ HT (Q̂NV) (recall Q̂NV = mp ∧Q
NV), and the
last line above follows from Jensen’s inequality. From the above, we can conclude
E[V ∗T +HT (Q)]− E[HT (Q̂NV)] ≥ r(Q);
then, a lower bound of the left hand side above, which is the improvement in expected
terminal wealth, is given by (4.58).
Next, since r(Q) ≥ 0, the above also leads to
E(V ∗T ) ≥ E[HT (Q̂NV)]− E[HT (Q)]. (4.61)
When m ≥ pQNV, Q̂NV = QNV; hence, E(V ∗T ) ≥ 0 follows from the optimality of QNV in
the NV model. When m < pQNV, E(V ∗T ) ≥ 0 follows from the concavity of E[HT (·)], since
Q ≤ mp = Q̂
NV.
Summarizing the above, we have
Corollary 4.15. The improvement in expected total terminal wealth (at T ) from the NV
model is as follows:
E[HT (Q) + V
∗
T ]− E[HT (Q̂NV)] ≥ β(m− pQNV)+ +Cψ ≥ 0, ∀Q ∈ [Q∗ ∧ Q̂NV, Q∗ ∨ Q̂NV].
Furthermore, E(V ∗T ) ≥ 0 if either (i) Q ≤
m
p ≤ Q
NV, or (ii) m ≥ pQNV (and for any Q). 
Note in the special case considered in Corollary 4.4, we have Q = Q̂NV. Hence, E(V ∗T ) ≥
0 follows immediately from (4.61). In other words, when hedging is applied along with
the NV production quantity (the “NV+” case in the numerical experiments), the hedging
strategy is expected to break even itself. Also note the term Cψ, which appears in both the
shortfall reduction (Proposition 4.14) and the improvement in terminal wealth (Corollary
4.15). This reveals the positive, linear impact of the budget C.
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5.2 Reduction Achieved by Q∗(m): Limiting Properties
So far, we have studied the shortfall reduction achieved by hedging along with a range of
production quantity decisions, for a fixed target m. We now switch to focusing on the
optimal production decision under hedging, Q∗(m), its shortfall reduction and associated
asymptotics when m→ 0 and m→∞. The results are summarized in the next proposition.
But first, recall the earlier notation, Q∗ := Q∗(m) and Q̂NV := QNV(m); and we shall re-
express sNV in (4.55) as sNV(m), and s(Q) in (4.56) as s(m), with Q = Q∗. Accordingly,
the shortfall reduction r(Q) defined in Proposition 4.14 is re-expressed as follows,










where we have used Φ(−b) to replace P(λZT ≥ 1); refer to (4.23) and (4.24).
Proposition 4.16. (i) When m→ 0, we have sNV(m)→ 0, s(m)→ 0, and hence, r(m)→
0; furthermore, r(m)
sNV(m)
→ 1, implying s(m)
sNV(m)
→ 0.
(ii) When m → ∞, we have sNV(m) → ∞ at order m, s(m) → ∞ at order mΦ(−b),
r(m)→∞ at order λC; and r(m)
sNV(m)
→ 0 at order Φ(b).
Note (ii) suggests that although the shortfall reduction is unbounded, thanks to hedging
(production’s contribution to shortfall reduction is limited since Q∗ → QNV), this reduction
cannot catch up with the linear growth of sNV(m). This coincides with intuition: it is
unreasonable to expect that the wealth gap (from the target m) can be filled by hedging,
which operates on a limited budget.
Proof. First, consider the case of m → 0. Clearly, sNV(m) → 0 follows from (4.55).
Similarly, from (4.56) we have s(m) → 0 as well: the second term vanishes since Q∗ → 0,
and the first term is reduced to CΦ(−b) → 0. To justify this last limit, examine the
constraint in (4.30), which takes the form CΦ(a) = C, implying a → ∞ (i.e., λ → 0).
Hence, b→∞ as well, leading to CΦ(−b)→ 0.
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where the first equality follows from (4.55) and (4.56); and the second equality follows from
L’Hôpital’s rule, with ε0 = [(p + c)/p]P(DT ≤ 0) > 0 following (4.39). Clearly, Φ(−b) → 0
as argued above. To evaluate the other term, taking derivative w.r.t. m on the constraint





Recognizing bλ = aλ, we have




taking into account φ(−b) = φ(b). The limit above follows from a→∞ and b→∞ (argued
above), along with the relation b = a+ η
√











Next, consider m→∞. First, recall Q̂NV = QNV for all m ≥ pQNV; and hence, sNV(m)
grows linearly in m. Second, from §4, we have λ→∞, −b→∞ and Q∗ → QNV, implying





[m− pQNV − (m+ C − pQ∗)Φ(−b)]
= lim
m→∞




where the first equality takes into accounts that the last term of (4.62) vanishes, and the
third equality follows from −b→∞ and Q∗ → QNV. Observe that
mΦ(a)→ C and Φ(b)
λΦ(a)
→ 1;
where the first limit follows from the constraint in (4.30), taking into account D̂T →∞ and
a → ∞ when λ → ∞; and the second limit follows from L’hôpital’s rule. From the above,
we have
mΦ(b) = λmΦ(a) · Φ(b)
λΦ(a)
∼ λC →∞.
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This completes the proof. 
6 Numerical Examples
The purpose of this section is two-fold, to illustrate the analytical results in the previous
sections, and to provide additional intuitions and insights that supplement the analytical
results.
Two aspects in our model require numerical procedures. The first one is to evalu-
ate s(m,Q), the minimum shortfall value specified in Proposition 4.2, using Monte Carlo
method. Specifically, we first generate sample paths of Bt and B̃t, at discretized intervals of
size 1252 (i.e., 1 trading day). Based on these, we construct paths of Xt and Dt. Along each
sample path of Xt, we evaluate AT , which takes the form of an integral with respect to dt,
using trapezoidal rule. The second numerical procedure is to derive the optimal production
quantity Q∗(m), following the two-tiered line search specified at the end of §3.
The following parameters are used in all examples below:




(Note the time horizon [0, T ] is a quarter of a year, or 63 trading days.)
We compare three cases: (i) NV: the base newsvendor model; (ii) NV+: the NV production
quantity derived in Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 2, QNV(m) = mp ∧Q
NV, along with the optimal
hedging strategy corresponding to this production; (iii) optimal: the optimal production
quantity Q∗(m) as specified in Proposition 4.5 is used for each m, along with the optimal
hedging strategy corresponding to m and Q∗(m).
The Case of µ̃(·) Increasing
We start with the case of an increasing rate function:
µ̃(x) = k0x, for k0 = 10, 5, 3;
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and most of the discussions will be focused on this case. At the end of the section, we will
present the parallel case of a decreasing rate function.
Optimal solution and efficient frontier
In Table 4.1, the target m is fixed at m = pQNV, resulting a production quantity of QNV
for both NV and NV+ model. The column with title “shortfall” reports the shortfall value,
relative to m, of the total terminal wealth from both trading and production (note for
NV model, the wealth from trading is zero), and the corresponding production quantity is
in the third column. For “optimal” model, Qu in Corollary 4.11 (the uniform bound on
Q∗(m)) and the corresponding values of m◦ ( specified in Lemma 4.9) are also reported.
Note m◦ < pQNV = m for all three cases, and thus all Q∗ are observed to be away from the
boundary values 0 or (m+ C)/p.
Observe that the order quantity under “optimal” is always (slightly) below QNV. This
means, with hedging, in this case it is optimal to produce less and then let trading help
close the gap from the target. Note that “NV+” significantly underperforms “optimal” in
shortfall reduction, pointing to the importance of further optimizing production quantity
in addition to hedging.
In Figure 4.1, we plot the shortfall curves, which are all upward sloping as proved in
Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 2, Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.5. The distance between the
“NV” (dotted) and “optimal” (solid) curves is the shortfall reduction achieved by jointly
optimizing hedging and production; the distance between the “NV” and “NV+”(dashed)
curves is the reduction achieved by hedging only. In Figure 4.2, we plot Q∗ against m, upon
which three observations are made. First, it is increasing with m; second, it appears to be
concave in m; third, Q∗ < QNV for all m, as expected, because in this case the rate function
is increasing and thus Corollary 4.12 applies. (Note the results in Table 4.1 correspond to
the right end of Figures 4.1 and 4.2.)
Hedging strategy and performance
We illustrate the performance of the hedging strategy in this section. Recall from Propo-
sition 4.2, the hedging strategy creates a terminal payoff representing a portfolio of two
derivatives: a digital option and a put option; both are meant to close the gap from the
target left by production.
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In Table 4.2, we present a numerical study on expected wealth under one instance of
demand rate (µ̃(x) = 3x). We examine three values of m: m = E[HT (Q
NV)], pQNV and
10 × pQNV; note they are in ascending order, with the first two being moderate and the
third one being particularly large. The “total” column reports the expected total wealth
E(HT + V
∗
T ); besides, the wealth from hedging along, E(V
∗
T ), is reported in the last column
as “hedging”. The percentages stand for E(V ∗T )/E(V
∗
T + HT ), with the breakdown into
put and digital options as displayed. Several observations are of interest. First, for both
models, as m increases, the total wealth and the hedging wealth both increase, which is
intuitive. Second, the expected wealth (both total and hedging alone) under “optimal” can
be lower than those under “NV+”. This is a consequence of the non-linearity of the shortfall
objective: minimizing E[(m −W )+] (with W := HT + V ∗T ) does not necessarily lead to a
greater E(W ). When m is large (the third row), all entries under “NV+” and “optimal” are
close, as predicted by Proposition 4.10. Third, compared to “optimal”, “NV+” has a larger
percentage in put option, which is consistent with its larger production, Q. For large m,
both models have more hedging wealth in the digital option, since its payoff is unbounded,
as opposed to the bounded pay-off of the put option.
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Table 4.1: Production and risk for the case of µ̃(x) = k0x.
µ̃(x) = k0x




NV+ 4103 250 (-15%)




NV+ 2100 211 (-18%)




NV+ 1302 197 (-20%)
optimal 1115 (1487, 1078) 174 (-29%)
Notes. m is set as m = pQNV, where QNV is the classical NV solution.
Column of “shortfall” reports the expected shortfall value, and the
percentage in parentheses is the reduction from the NV case. Q∗ =
Q∗(m) is the optimal production quantity that minimizes the shortfall
for the given m. For “NV” and “NV+”, Q∗ = QNV (refer to Lemma
2.2 in Chapter 2); for “optimal”, Q∗ is defined in (4.21), with Qu being
the uniform bound on Q∗(m) in Corollary 4.11 and the m◦ involved is
specified in Lemma 4.9.
Table 4.2: Expected wealth for the case of µ̃(x) = 3x.
µ̃(x) = 3x
m model Q total hedging (put/digital)
E[HT (Q
NV)] = 1052
NV+ 1052 1043 60 (5.8%, 3.5/2.3)
optimal 1013 1010 51 (5.1%, 1.6/3.5)
pQNV = 1302
NV+ 1302 1220 166 (13.6%, 7.8/5.8)
optimal 1115 1148 135 (11.8%, 1.7/10.1)
10× pQNV = 1.302× 104
NV+ 1302 2156 1105 (51.3%, 0.06/51.2)
optimal 1289 2156 1106 (51.3%, 0.04/51.2)
Notes. “Q” stands for optimal production: Q = m
p
∧QNV for “NV+” (refer to Lemma 2.2 Chapter 2),
and for “optimal” Q = Q∗(m) as defined in (4.21). “total” reports the expected total wealth E(HT +
V ∗T ) and “hedging (put/digital)” reports the wealth from hedging alone, E(V
∗







, the percent of hedging in the total wealth, followed by the corresponding
put/digital breakdown.
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Figure 4.1: Efficient frontiers.




All horizontal axes, “target”, represent values of m, and all vertical axes, “shortfall”, represent values of
shortfalls corresponding to given m and Q. For each m, Q = QNV(m) for NV and NV+ model following
Lemma 2.2 Chapter 2, and Q = Q∗ for “optimal” model following (4.21).
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Figure 4.2: Production quantities as a function of the target.




All horizontal axes, “target”, represent values of m, and all vertical axes, “production quantity”, represent
value of Q for each given m, where Q = QNV(m) for NV and NV+ model following Lemma 2.2 Chapter 2,
and Q = Q∗ for “optimal” model following (4.21).
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NV+ 7659 172 (-41%)







NV+ 3879 171 (-33 %)







NV+ 1992 175 (-30%)
optimal 1855 (2185, 1777) 165 (-34 %)
Notes. m is set as m = pQNV, where QNV is the classical NV solution. Col-
umn of “shortfall” reports the expected shortfall value, and the percentage in
parentheses is the reduction from the NV case. Q∗ = Q∗(m) is the optimal
production quantity that minimizes the shortfall for the given m. For “NV”
and “NV+”, Q∗ = QNV (refer to Lemma 2.2) in Chapter 2; for “optimal”, Q∗
is defined in (4.21), with Qu being the uniform bound on Q∗(m) in Corollary
4.11 and the m◦ involved is specified in Lemma 4.9.
The Case of µ̃(·) Decreasing




, for k1 = 1.2× 106, 0.6× 106, 0.3× 106.
Most results in this case are qualitatively no different from the previous one, so here
we only comment on the differences observed. For Figure 4.1, the “NV+” (dashed) and
“optimal” (solid) curves lie quite close in the middle part and also around the right end.
This is because over those parts, the production quantities of these two models are very
close to each other, as reflected in both Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3. In Figure 4.2, although
all Q∗ are below QNV, the theoretical least upper bound is not necessarily below or at QNV
(since Corollary 4.12 does not apply to this case). In the first row of Table 4.4, “optimal”
has a larger Q, larger total wealth and larger wealth from hedging than “NV+” does (and
this is the opposite against the increasing rate case).
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m model Q total hedging(put/digital)
E[HT (Q
NV)] = 1745
NV+ 1745 1766 92 (5.2%, 3.5/1.7)
optimal 1757 1777 96 (5.3%, 3.8/1.5)
pQNV = 1992
NV+ 1992 1941 196 (10.1%, 6.4/3.7)
optimal 1855 1893 170 (8.9%, 3.4/5.5)
10× pQNV = 1.992× 104
NV+ 1992 3045 1300 (42.7%, 0.2/42.5)
optimal 1988 3045 1300 (42.7%, 0.2/42.5)
Notes. “Q” stands for optimal production: Q = m
p
∧ QNV for “NV+” (refer to Lemma 2.2) in
Chapter 2, and for “optimal” Q = Q∗(m) as defined in (4.21). “total” reports the expected total
wealth E(HT + V
∗
T ) and “hedging (put/digital)” reports the wealth from hedging alone, E(V
∗
T ).






, the percent of hedging in the total wealth, followed by the
corresponding put/digital breakdown.
7 Remarks
When Xt follows a general (continuous) stochastic process as below:
dXt = µtdt+ σtdBt,
were µt and σt > 0 are continuous stochastic processes adapted to filtration generated by Bt,
η is replaced by ηt := µt/σt. Under some regularity condition, Zt is still the R-N derivative,






0 ηsdBs). Then, B
M
t := Bt +
∫ t
0 ηsds is a P
M -Brownian
motion, and (4.64) becomes dXt = σtdB
M
t , a P
M - (local) martingale. Most of the above
results will continue to hold, with (Xt, Zt) replaced by the more general expressions here.





t expressions can be similarly derived but will not be as explicit (which is not really a
handicap, as computing these expressions requires Monte Carlo even in the GBM case). We
will study shortfall hedging under general (4.64), with a more general production setting as
well, in details in Chapter 6.
We find it interesting to compare, and to contrast, the mean-variance hedging in our
prior work Wang and Yao (2016) and the shortfall hedging model here. The hedging strategy
in the mean-variance model is to dynamically maintain a portfolio of two positions (on the
underlying financial asset). The first one is a short position, to cancel out the tradable
component of the projected wealth from production; thus, its function is one of pure risk
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mitigation. The second position is meant to use trading gains to catch up with the target
mean return.
In the shortfall hedging model here, the hedging strategy takes the form of two options,
a digital option and a put option, and the underlying for both is the “surrogate demand”
D̂T , necessitated by the partial information on the real demand. Carried out over time, the
hedging strategy is just to replicate the two options. Since the risk measure is shortfall, both
options are designed to contribute more terminal wealth, so as to supplement production
and help closing the gap from the target. In particular, there is no “cancelling” component
as in mean-variance hedging; and this is only natural as the shortfall measure does not
penalize any upside risk.
The differences notwithstanding, the two models do share some common features. Both
improve the efficient frontier from the production-only decision. Both use hedging (trad-
ing) to increase the expected terminal wealth. The mean-variance hedging, in general,
reduces the production quantity from the NV model; the shortfall hedging tends to do so as
well, with a production quantity approaching that of the NV model when the target level
increases.
Finally, note the efficient frontier of the shortfall hedging model is a relationship between
the target and the shortfall, not the mean (return) and the shortfall; and in general, the
mean will be different from the target. Yet, once the target m is set, and both the production
quantity and the hedging strategy optimized, the shortfall (risk) is known: the minimized
objective value; and the return (i.e., the mean) can be calculated from the expected terminal
wealth from both production and hedging, wm := E[HT (Q
∗(m)) + χ∗T (m,Q
∗(m))]. Thus,
corresponding to each target-shortfall pair on the efficient frontier, there is the third value
wm. The decision maker can then make an informative choice based on all three values.
(In contrast, in mean-variance hedging, the target is the mean; hence, there’s only the
risk-return pair on the efficient frontier to inform any decision.)
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8 Appendix
8.1 Proof of Proposition 4.3




T − C, with
V
∗(1)
T := (p+ c)(K −Q)













∣∣∣FXt ], t ∈ [0, T ] and i = 1, 2.






























































To continue, we drop the superscript ∗ from both V and θ to lighten the notation. Note,
θ(1) and θ(2) are essentially the replicating strategies of the digital option V
(1)
T and the put
option V
(2)
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Applying Itô’s formula on Y
(1)











































Similarly, to replicate Y
(2)









∣∣∣At, Xt] =: V (2)t (t, At, Xt), t ∈ [0, T ].
Write X◦u−t := Xu/Xt and likewise Z
◦













































t = −(p + c)EM
[
















taking into account z′(x) = −ησx z(x). Also note in the above derivation, D̂T can be written
as:










Putting the above together, we get the desired expression for θ∗t .
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8.2 Proof of Proposition 4.8
Denote d0(m) :=
ds
dQ |Q=0. Observe that Q
∗(m) = 0 if (and only if) d0(m) ≥ 0. When
m → 0, we have λ → 0 and β → 1 (see the discussions after (4.62)); hence, d0(0) = 0
following (4.31), when ∆ is replaced by ∆0 to account for Q = 0. What remains for Part (i)
is to show that d0(m) is increasing in m in a small neighbourhood m ∈ [0, δ]. From (4.31),







(p+ c)PM (λZT ≤ ∆0)− pΦ(a)
]
· λm.
When m→ 0+, the terms in the square brackets above go to p+ c− p = c. In addition, λm
can be derived from the constraint (m+ C)Φ(a) = C (when Q = 0) same as we did before
in (4.63), from which λm > 0 follows, since aλ < 0 (refer to (4.24)).
For Part (ii), It suffices to show that d0(m) will remain strictly negative after m exceeds
a certain threshold. To this end, from the upper bound in (4.38), we have
d0(m) < (p+ c)E(∆0)− p(1− β) := d̄0(m).
Observe that as m→∞, d̄0(m) is decreasing in m since β is decreasing in λ and λ ↑ ∞ as
m→∞. Furthermore, β ↓ 0 as m→∞ implies
d̄0(m) ↓ (p+ c)E(∆0)− p ≤ 0,
taking into account
E(∆0) = P(DT ≤ 0) ≤
p
p+ c
= P(DT ≤ QNV).
Let m denote the solution to
d̄0(m) = (p+ c)E(∆0)− p(1− β) = 0.
We want to show m ≤ m◦(ε0), which then implies d0(m) < 0 (and hence, Q∗(m) > 0) for
all m ≥ m◦(ε0).
Observe that from the equation d̄0(m) = 0 above, we have β = 1−ε0, where ε0 is defined
in (4.39). Then,
1− β = λΦ(a) + Φ(−b) = ε0 ⇒ Φ(−b) ≤ ε0 ⇒ b ≥ −Φ−1(ε0);
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and hence, a ≥ −Φ−1(ε0) − η
√
T := τ(ε0) as denoted in (4.39). On the other hand, from
the constraint (m+C)Φ(a) = C (which must be satisfied by all the parameters, m and the













Finally, m◦(ε0)→ 0, follows immediately from −Φ−1(ε0)→∞ as ε0 → 0.
8.3 Proof of Lemma 4.9
For Part (i), we essentially apply the same approach as in §8.2 but to the other boundary,
Q = (m + C)/p. Specifically, we denote d1(m) :=
ds
dQ |Q=(m+C)/p, in parallel with d0(m) in
§8.2; and show d1(m) always stays strictly positive once m goes beyond a threshold (namely,
m◦), and thus the optimal Q∗(m) cannot be at the boundary (m+ C)/p.
As defined, d1(m) follows the expression in (4.31) with λ = λ̄(m) and β = β(λ̄(m)),
with λ̄(m) defined in (4.41). Parallel to the upper bound in §8.2, d0(m) ≤ d̄0(m), here we
consider the lower bound (also via Lemma 4.7)















From the above constraint, we can immediately conclude λ̄(m) ↑ ∞ as m→∞; and hence,
d1(m) ↑ c
Therefore, as m increases beyond a threshold, d1(m) will stay positive, and hence so
does d1(m). The threshold m
◦ is identified as the (unique) root of the equation d1(m) = 0,
which takes the explicit form in (4.42). Furthermore, to ensure that Q∗(m) > 0 also hold,
we adjust m◦ by taking the maximum of the root and m◦.















where λm and λQ∗ denote the two partial derivatives of λ
∗ (as opposed to the full derivative
dλ∗
dm ). For easy reference below, we write out explicitly
ds
dQ∗
= −p[Φ(−b) + λΦ(a)] + (p+ c)E[∆ ∧ (λ∗ZT )], (4.65)
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= (p+ c)PM (D̂T ≤ Q∗)− pΦ(a). (4.66)
(Note, in the above two expressions, quantities such as a, b, ∆ and D̂T all correspond to λ
∗























Comparing the above with (4.66), and then bringing in (4.64) while taking into account the





























Now, since dsdQ∗ = 0 (assuming m ≥ m
◦ without loss of generality as we are concerned with
m→∞), we must have ddm
ds












dm must have opposite signs, since
d2s
dQ∗2
> 0 (from convexity, and taking into
account its second term being positive when λ > 0) and λm > 0 (from v(Q
∗, λ∗) = C).
Applying ddm
ds






















taking into account vQ∗ and
dQ∗
dm having opposite signs and assuming vQ∗ 6= 0. In case
vQ∗ = 0, then we must have
dQ∗
dm = 0 (from the last equation above); in which case
dλ∗
dm =
λm ≥ 0 follows from (4.64).
Next, we show λ∗(m) is unbounded. Use contradiction. If λ∗(m) is bounded, then it
must converge to a finite positive limit, denoted λu. Then, PM (λZT ≤ 1) ≥ PM (λuZT ≤
1) > 0 (for all m ≥ m◦); hence, to maintain the constraint in (4.30) as m increases, we must
have: supm≥m◦ Q
∗(m) = ∞ (since the second term of v in (4.30) is always non-negative).





= −p(1− β(λu)) + (p+ c)E[1 ∧ (λuZT )] = c[1− β(λu)] > 0, (4.69)
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where the first equality is via monotone convergence and Q∗(mk) ↑ ∞ (leading to ∆ →








what’s concluded in (4.69). So, we must have λ∗(m) ↑ ∞ as m→∞, as desired.
8.4 Proof of Proposition 4.13
(i) Modifying (4.34), replacing λQ with λC :=
∂λ
∂C , we have,
∂s
∂C




and modifying (4.35) accordingly,
Φ(a) + (m+ C − pQ)φ(a)aλλC = 1 + (p+ c)EM
[






Again observing the two expectations above are the same via change of measures, along
with φ(b)− λφ(a) = 0 and aλ = bλ, we have
∂s
∂C
= Φ(−b)− λ[1− Φ(a)] = Φ(−b)− λΦ(−a) = −ψ ≤ 0,
with ψ defined in (4.27).
From the above we can also conclude λC < 0. For if λC ≥ 0, then the left hand side of
(4.70) will be ≤ Φ(a) < 1, as the other term is negative (since aλ < 0); whereas the right
hand side will be ≥ 1 (recall dD̂Tdλ ≥ 0). Therefore,
∂s
∂C = −ψ is increasing in C, since ψ is
increasing in λ.





= (p+ c)E[∆0 ∧ (λZT )]− p(1− β)→ 0, as λ→ 0.







= (p+ c)PM (D̂T ≤ 0)− pΦ(a)→ c > 0 as λ→ 0.
Therefore, as λ → 0, dsdQ
∣∣∣
Q=0
approaches its limit 0 from above, the positive side. This
means, when C is sufficiently large, 0 is the optimal production quantity since the deriva-
tive is already positive (increasing Q from 0 will only increase the positive derivative and
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hence the shortfall), and 0 will stay optimal as C increases further. This establishes
Q∗(C) → 0. Since Q∗(C) eventually stays at 0, we know the corresponding λ∗(C) ↓ 0.
(That λ is decreasing in C was shown in Part (i).) So, now we can also conclude that
s(Q∗(C), λ∗(C))→ s(0, 0) = 0.
Similarly, when C → 0, we want to show Q∗(C) converges to the NV solution. There
are two cases. First, suppose mp ≥ Q
NV, then QNV ≤ (m + C)/p for all C ≥ 0 and is
thus always a candidate for Q∗. For any given ε > 0, examine the derivative of shortfall at





= (p+ c)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )]− p(1− β)→ (p+ c)P(DT ≤ QNV + ε)− p > 0.
Since this means this derivative eventually stays positive (and so does any Q′ ≥ QNV +ε due
to the convexity; refer to Lemma 4.6), ∃Cε such that for all C ≤ Cε, Q∗ < Q + ε. Repeat
this argument for Q = QNV− ε, we can conclude ∃C ′ε such that for all C ≤ C ′ε, Q∗ > Q− ε.
In summary, Q∗ is eventually bounded in (QNV− ε,QNV + ε) for any ε > 0 as C → 0, which
is equivalent to Q∗ → QNV.







= (p+ c)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )]− p(1− β)→ (p+ c)P(DT ≤
m
p
)− p < 0,
taking into account E(∆) = P(DT ≤ Q), along with (2.4) defined in Chapter 2. Then, as
λ→∞, the derivative dsdQ
∣∣∣
Q=m/p
approaches a negative limit. This corresponds to the case
that Q∗ will eventually stay within [mp ,
m+C
p ] as C → 0, indicating Q
∗ → mp . Putting the
two cases together, we have Q∗ → mp ∧Q
NV, the NV solution.
Last, to conclude λ∗ →∞, examine the constraint (4.30). The right side, C, converges
to 0, so the left side must also do. Since both terms of left side are non-negative, they must
both go to 0. In particular, for the second term, EM [(Q∗ − D̂+T )+], since Q∗ is bounded as
C → 0, we must have λ∗ →∞.
(iii) We first show the shortfall for any Q goes to 0 as C → ∞. From the constraint in
(4.30), we have
Φ(a) =
C − (p+ c)EM [(Q− D̂+T )+]
m+ C − pQ
, (4.71)
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and letting C → ∞ yields Φ(a) → 1, implying a → ∞, and hence, λ → 0. When C → ∞,
the second term on the right hand side of s(Q,λ) in (4.29) vanishes as D̂+T → 0 (since
λ → 0). We show the first term (m + C − pQ)Φ(−b) → 0 as well. It suffices to show
CΦ(−b) → 0, because Φ(−b) → 0 since b = a + η
√
T → ∞. Consider the constraint in
(4.30), which takes the following form:
(m− pQ)Φ(a) + (p+ c)EM [(Q− D̂+T )
+] = CΦ(−a)
⇒ CΦ(−a)→ m+ cQ as C →∞. (4.72)
Thus,
CΦ(−b) = CΦ(−a) · Φ(−b)
Φ(−a)
∼ (m+ cQ) · φ(b)
φ(a)
→ 0,
as b = a+ η
√
T and a→∞. Therefore, we have shown that s(∞) = 0, for any given Q.
What remains is to show the ratio of shortfalls corresponding to any Q > 0 and Q = 0
converges to (m + cQ)/m. As argued above, following (4.71), we know C → ∞ yields
Φ(a)→ 1, implying a→∞, and hence, λ→ 0. As these apply to any Q, including Q = 0,
we have a0 →∞ and λ0 → 0 as well. Following (4.72), rewrite the constraints at Q and at
Q = 0:
(m− pQ)Φ(a) + (p+ c)EM [(Q− D̂+T )














The above implies δ(C) := a0(C)− a(C) ≥ 0 for sufficiently large C; also, δ(C)→ 0, for if
a0 and a differ by a positive constant (or worse, by ∞), then the limit in (4.73) will be ∞;
refer to (4.40). Then, λ ≥ λ0 follows from a ≤ a0, as a is strictly decreasing in λ, and so is




Next, with λC :=
∂λ
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where both equalities follow from applying L’Hôpital’s rule. Then, it suffices to show λCλ0C →
1, which will establish the desired result via connecting (4.74) to (4.73). Below, aλ denotes
the derivative of a w.r.t. λ, and a0λ that of a0 w.r.t. λ0.
From (4.70), we have[






and letting Q = 0 yields:
(m+ C)φ(a0)a0λλ0C = Φ̄(a0).
Combining the two leads to:








Making use of φ(x) ∼ xΦ̄(x) as x→∞, while taking into account aa0 → 1 and
aλ
a0λ











Since the right hand side of (4.75) goes to the same limit (see (4.73)), what remains is to
argue that the second term on the left hand side of (4.75) will vanish when λ → 0, as we
then must have λCλ0C → 1 in order to equate the limits on both sides.
To this end, observe that the terms involved in the expectation EM can be expressed as:












Write f(x) := x




= E[Φ−1(x)− ξ]+ > 0,









) (note AT ≥ 0), we have










with the last upper bound above being a finite constant independent of λ. So, from (4.76)
we can conclude the EM term is of order 1/λ. On the other hand, the denominator (of
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the left hand side of (4.75)) is of order −a0/λ0, since Cφ(a0)a0λ ∼ CΦ̄(a0)a0a0λ, whereas
CΦ̄(a0)→ m (see (4.72)) and a0a0λ ∼ −a0/λ0. Thus, the second term (with both numerator
and denominator) is of order λ0λ (
−1
a0
)→ 0, since λ0λ → 1 and a0 →∞.
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Chapter 5
Multiple Products and Multiple
Assets
In Chapter 3 (and also Chapter 4), we have a single-product and single-asset setting: de-
mand of one product is influenced by one tradable financial asset. For firms that produce
multiple products, the following challenge arises. Customer demands on its various product
lines are not only correlated in a statistical manner, they may actually form certain func-
tional relationship: a demand surge on one product typically leads to decreases on some
other products. Furthermore, this functional dependence may originate from the demand
on each products depending (in its own way) on the price of some assets in the financial
market such as commodities, or on the general economy, which can be proxied by a broad
market index such as the price of an ETF on the S&P 500 index.
To motivate, consider several examples widely reported in business news. During the
(quite recent) period when oil price was plunging, many car buyers switched out of smaller
models into SUV’s and other gas guzzlers. Yet, due to relevant standards and regula-
tions (such as Corporate Average Fuel Economy), car producers had already increased
the production of more fuel-efficient models only to see them suffering from reduced de-
mand. (Wall Street Journal, November 19, 2014, “Ford Presses Ahead With Developing
Fuel-Efficient Vehicles.”; Wall Street Journal, January 13, 2015, “Clash Looms Over Fuel
Economy Standard.”) Of course, demand for cars can also depend on multiple financial
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assets. For instance, in addition to its dependence on fuel price, the demand can also be
a function of the general economy. (Wall Street Journal, January 14, 2014, “Automakers
Dare to Boost Capacity: North American Factories Will Build One Million More Cars a
Year.”)
In light of the above, our goal in this chapter is to develop a multi-product production
planning model that explicitly accounts for the dependence of demands on certain asset
prices in the financial market, and provides an effective hedging strategy that helps mitigate
the risk, contributes to the profit/revenue, and improves the overall risk-return tradeoff. We
will pursue a formulation of mean-variance optimization as that in Chapter 3, under the NV
setting with the demand model introduced in Chapter 2, but raised to higher dimension. A
distinct feature of this part from Chapter 3 is that demand correlations arise to contribute
to the variance of total wealth, and as discussed above, such correlation of demands across
products comes from two sources: the functional dependence on the asset prices, and the
statistical dependence through the covariance of forecast errors.
1 Problem Formulation
1.1 Asset Prices and Demands
There are J products, indexed by j = 1, . . . , J . Each product j has a demand rate that is
a function of K financial assets, indexed by k = 1, . . . ,K. Let Xt := (Xkt)
K
k=1 denote the









, k = 1, ...,K; (5.1)
where B`t, ` = 1, . . . ,K, are independent standard Brownian motions; and µk and σk` are
constant parameters. Denote µ := (µk)
K
k=1 and Σ := [σk`]
K
k,`=1. Assume Σ is invertible; and
denote
η := Σ−1µ. (5.2)
Then, η is the vector of “market price of risk”, which will be used to construct the risk-
neutral measure below. (Here we assume, without loss of generality, that the risk-free
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interest rate is zero.)





σ̃jidB̃it, j = 1, ..., J ; (5.3)
where µ̃j(·) : Rn+ 7→ R+ is a nonnegative function and σji are constants. B̃it, i = 1, . . . ,K
are K independent standard Brownian motions, which are independent of the standard
Brownian motions (Bkt)
K
k=1 above. Note here, B̃it’s are the random factors that model
demand forecasts errors and how many of these factors one needs is often an issue of
modeling. Here the choice of K, same as the number of random factors in the asset price
model, is only for notational simplicity. (It can be changed to K ′, for instance.) Also
note that the second term on the right hand side of (5.3), the noise part, can make dDjt
negative, i.e., the cumulative demand is not increasing over time. While this may seem
counter-intuitive, keep in mind that demand forecast does fluctuate when updated over
time (certain orders may be canceled or reduced). For the realized demand at t = T ,




µ̃j(Xt)dt+ σ̃j · B̃T
)+
, where σ̃j := (σ̃ji)
K
i=1. (5.4)
We remark that the models of asset prices and demands in (5.1) and (5.3) follow from (2.10)
and (2.11) in Chapter 2, but raised to higher dimension.
1.2 The Mean-Variance Objective
There are two types of decisions. At t = 0, there is the production quantity decision, Qj for
product j, and denote Q := (Qj)
J
j=1. Accordingly, at the end of the horizon t = T , where
the product becomes finished goods and demand is realized, the payoff is
HjT (Qj) := pj(Qj ∧DjT )− cj(Qj −DjT )+ = pjQj − (pj + cj)(Qj −DjT )+,
where pj is the net profit per unit (selling price minus cost), and cj is the net cost (cost
minus any salvage value for an unsold unit).








pjQj − (pj + cj)(Qj −DjT )+
]
, (5.5)
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The second type of decision is a real-time hedging strategy ϑ := {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]}, where
θt := (θkt)
K
k=1, with θkt being the position (number of shares) held in asset Xkt at time t.










So the total terminal wealth from both production and hedging is: HT (Q) + χT (ϑ). We
want to jointly optimize the two decisions Q and ϑ, so as to minimize the variance of the






HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)
)
|E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] ≥ m
}
; (5.6)
where AX denotes the class of admissible hedging strategies. We want this admissible class
to be as broad as possible, to include basically all reasonable strategies. Thus, for ϑ to
be admissible, it should be (a) Ft-predictable (meaning no clairvoyance), where Ft is the
filtration generated by the Brownian motions Bt and B̃t; and (b) Xt-integrable, such that
the cumulative wealth up to t is well defined. Other qualifications on the admissible class are
technical conditions that will only be used in proofs, and hence deferred to the Appendix;
refer to the remarks around (5.29).
In general, there will be multiple optimal solutions to the minimization problem in (5.6),
in which case we adopt the “largest-mean rule”: designate as the minimizer of B(m) the
solution that has the largest mean terminal wealth. (Break ties arbitrarily.)
Proposition 5.1. For a given m, let (Q(m),ϑ(m)) denote the minimizer of B(m) in (5.6);
and let M(m) := E[HT (Q(m)) + χT (ϑ(m))]. Then, M(m) and B(m) are both increasing
in m, and hence constitute an efficient frontier.
Proof. Consider m1 < m2. Then, clearly B(m1) ≤ B(m2), since M(m2) ≥ m2 ≥ m1
means (Q(m2),ϑ(m2)) is a feasible solution to B(m1). Furthermore, we must also have
M(m1) ≤ M(m2). For if not, then M(m1) > M(m2) ≥ m2, implying (Q(m1),ϑ(m1)) is a
feasible solution to B(m2); and hence, B(m1) ≥ B(m2), which, along with B(m1) ≤ B(m2)
already established, implies B(m1) = B(m2). Thus, M(m1) is another minimizer of B(m2),
which contradicts the optimality of M(m2) under the ”largest-mean” rule. 
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2 Solving the Hedging Problem







HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)
) ∣∣∣E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m} (5.7)
Here we have changed the constraint from ≥ m to = m. Note, however, the m in B(m,Q)
above is not necessarily the same m as in B(m) of (5.7). The relationship between the two
will be discussed below in §3.
As the hedging strategy will be based upon a projection (made at any time t ∈ [0, T ]) of
the production payoff at T , namely HT , we start with a characterization of this projection.
First, this projection is a conditional expectation under the risk neutral probability measure,
PM , which is induced by the Radon-Nikodym derivative corresponding to the market price








The projection is fully spelled out in the following lemma, the proof of which is a straight-
forward extension of Lemma 3.1 in Chapter 3 and hence omitted.
Lemma 5.2. Let Vt(Q) := E
M [HT (Q) | Ft] and Vjt(Qj) := EM [HjT (Qj) | Ft] for k = 1, ..., q.
Then, Vt and all Vjt are P




Vjt(Qj) = V0(Q) +
∫ t
0
ξ̄s · dXs +
∫ t
0
δ̄s · dB̃s, and
Vjt(Qj) = Vj0(Qj) +
∫ t
0
ξjs · dXs +
∫ t
0
δjs · dB̃s, j = 1, ..., J ; (5.9)














ξjt = −(pj + cj)∇g(j)(t,Xt, Djt)
δjt = −(pj + cj)g(j)d (t,Xt, Djt)σ̃j ;
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with σ̃j defined in (5.4),
g(j)(t,x, d) := EM [(Qj −DjT )+ |Xt = x, Djt = d], k = 1, · · · , q.
(∇g(j) denotes the gradient of g(j)(t,x, d) with respect to x; g(j)d stands for the partial
derivative with respect to d.) 
The solution approach to the hedging problem in (5.7) is to focus on a mean square
error (MSE) problem that is the conjugate dual of the original problem, and solve the MSE
problem using numeraire-based martingale method (refer to Gourieroux et. al. (1998)).
The results are presented below, with details outlined in the Appendix.
Proposition 5.3. The minimum variance (objective value) in (5.7) is:











M [HT (Q)] and δ̄t := δ̄t(Q) =
∑J
j=1 δjt are the same as defined in Lemma 5.2. 
Proposition 5.4. The optimal trading strategy ϑ∗ = {θ∗t , t ∈ [0, T ]}, with θ∗t := (θ∗kt)Kk=1,
is:
θ∗kt = −ξ̄kt +
γk
Xkt
(λ− Vt(Q)− χ∗t ), k = 1, ...,K. (5.13)
where ξ̄t =
∑J
j=1 ξjt is defined in Lemma 5.2 and ξ̄kt is its k-th entry; χ
∗
t is the wealth










ktdXkt; γk is the






3 Variance Reduction and the Q Decision
From the B(m,Q) expression in (5.11), note that it is only meaningful for m ≥ V0(Q).
For m < V0(Q), then increasing m (up to V0(Q)) will only decrease B(m,Q), the variance.
(Note the second term of B(m,Q) does not involve m.)
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To study the contribution of hedging in improving the efficient frontier (i.e., the mean-
variance profile), for a given Q, suppose the mean set at m = E[HT (Q)], and the corre-
sponding variance is Var[HT (Q)] if without hedging. With hedging, we know we can achieve
a variance B(m ∨ V0(Q), Q) = Var[HT (Q) + χ∗T (Q)] (and a higher mean m ∨ V0(Q)). The
variance reduction achieved by hedging is spelled out in the proposition below.
Proposition 5.5. Given Q ≥ 0 and m = E[HT (Q)]. With hedging, we can achieve a
variance B(m ∨ V0(Q), Q) and a mean m ∨ V0(Q); and the variance reduction is:
Var[HT (Q)]− Var[HT (Q) + χ∗T (Q)] = Var(χ∗T (Q)). (5.15)
Proof. Let m0 = V0(Q); recall, from discussion at beginning of §3 we know m◦ := E(HT +
χ∗T ) = m ∨m0. We start with writing out the variance reduction as
Var(HT )− Var(HT + χ∗T ) = Var(HT )− (Var(HT ) + Var(χ∗T ) + 2Cov(HT , χ∗T ))
= −Var(χ∗T )− 2Cov(HT , χ∗T ). (5.16)
Now, recall that χ∗T is the terminal wealth associates with the optimal hedging strategy of
the problem in (5.30) (with λ taking expression in (5.14)), which is a Mean Square Error
(MSE) problem in nature, hence the following optimality condition must hold:
E[(λ◦ −HT − χ∗T )χ∗T ] = 0⇒ E(HTχ∗T ) = λ◦E(χ∗T )− E[(χ∗T )2].
The λ◦ above follows the expression for λ in (5.14), with m = m◦.
Using the above expression for E(HTχ
∗
T ) and account for E(χ
∗
T ) = m
◦ −m
Cov(χ∗T , HT ) = E(HTχ
∗
T )− E(HT )E(χ∗T )
= λ◦(m◦ −m)− E[(χ∗T )2]−m(m◦ −m)
= −Var(χ∗T ) + (m◦ −m)(λ◦ −m◦).
Using m◦ = m ∨m0 and the expression for λ◦, it is easy to get (m◦ −m)(λ◦ −m◦) = 0,
hence Cov(χ∗T , HT ) = Var(χ
∗
T ). Substituting this to (5.16) gives (5.15). 
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Write the B(m,Q) expression in (5.11) as (with Ψ denoting the integral term):












B(m ∨ V0(Q),Q) = min
Q≥0
C[(m− V0(Q))+]2 + Ψ(Q). (5.19)
Hence, we have
Proposition 5.6. The optimal Q can be obtained from solving the minimization problem
on the right hand side of (5.19). 
The above minimization problem does not possess nice properties to facilitate either
analytical or numerical solutions. (Although the first term is convex in Q, the second term
is not.) For the rest of this section, we provide two special cases that do possess enough
structure.
3.1 Two Special Cases




Var(HT (Q)) s.t. E[HT (Q)] ≥ m; (5.20)
where HT follows the expressions in (5.5), and m is a given target mean. Clearly, for the









The maximization problem above is easy to derive, and the solution takes the “critical







, j = 1, . . . , J ; (5.21)
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where Fj(·) is the distribution function of DjT , the realized demand for the j-th product at
t = T .
Since each HjT is a concave function (see (5.5)), E[HT (Q)] is concave in Q, hence
the feasible region of the problem in (5.20) is convex. The objective function Var(HT (Q)),
however, is not. But we can bound the optimal solution by (QNVj )
J
j=1 in (5.21), provided the
demand vector (DjT )
J
j=1 is associated. A random vector X := (Xi)
n
i=1 is called “associated”
if E[f(X)g(X)] ≥ E[f(X)]E[g(X)] for any functions f, g : <n 7→ < that are both increasing
(or both decreasing). (Here and below, ”increasing” and “decreasing” are used in the non-
strict sense, meaning, respectively, ”non-decreasing” and “non-increasing”.) Note that (i)
independent random variables are associated; (ii) if X is associated, then so is h(X) for any
increasing function h : <n 7→ <. Refer to Ross (1996), Chapter 9.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose the realized demands at t = T , (DjT )
J
j=1, are associated. Then, the
solution to (5.20) satisfies Q ≤ (QNVj )Jj=1, where QNVj follows (5.21).
Proof. It suffices to show that Var(HT (Q)) is increasing in Q. Then, any (feasible)
Qj > Q
NV
j cannot be optimal, since reducing it to Q
NV
j will only decrease Var(HT (Q)),
while increasing E[HT (Q)] (and hence, maintaining feasibility).
To show Var(HT (Q)) is increasing in Q amounts to showing that Cov[(Qi−DiT )+, (Qj−
DjT )
+] is increasing in Qj for every j, and for all (i, j) pairs. Consider i 6= j,
∂
∂Qj
Cov[(Qi −DiT )+, (Qj −DjT )+]
= E[(Qi −DiT )+1{DjT ≤ Qj}]− E[(Qi −DiT )+]E[1{DjT ≤ Qj}] ≥ 0, (5.22)
where ≥ 0 follows from the assumption that the demands are associated, since the two
functions involved are both decreasing (in (DiT , DjT )). When i = j, the equality above still
holds, with a multiplier of 2, and the inequality (≥ 0) follows from the fact that (Qi−DiT )+
and 1{DiT ≤ Qi} are non-negatively correlated, which is a weaker notion of (i.e., implied
by) association. 
Next, we bring in hedging, but assume the demands have non-negatively correlated
forecast noises. Then, we show Q can also be bounded as in the above lemma, but with
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, j = 1, . . . , J ; (5.23)
where FMj is the distribution function of DjT under P
M , the risk-neutral measure defined
in (5.8). That is, QNV(M) = arg maxQ≥0 V0(Q) := E
M [HT (Q)].
To this end, the key resides in Ψ(Q) in (5.18). Comparing it with the integral term in
(5.11) and in reference to the δ̄t expression in (5.10), we can write
B(m ∨ V0(Q),Q) = C[(m− V0(Q))+]2 +
K∑
i,j=1
(pi + ci)(pj + cj)(σ̃i · σ̃j)ψi,j(Qi, Qj),(5.24)












d (Qi) := P
M (DiT ≤ Qi | Ft) and g(j)d (Qj) := P
M (DjT ≤ Qj | Ft) are defined in
Lemma 5.2.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose σ̃i · σ̃j ≥ 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , J ; i.e., the demand forecast
noises are non-negatively correlated. Then, the optimal solution to (5.19) can be bounded
as: Q ≤ (QNV(M)j )Jj=1, where Q
NV(M)
j follows (5.23).
Proof. First note that the second term of B(m ∨ V0(Q),Q) on the right hand side of
(5.24) is increasing in Q under the given condition, in particular, g
(i)
d (Qi) and g
(j)
d (Qj)
are increasing. For the first term, if m ≥ m◦ := V0(QNV(M)), then, increasing Q beyond
QNV(M) will only decrease V0 (which is concave in Q and reaches Q
NV(M) as its maximum),
and hence increase the value of this first term (as well as the second term). If m < m◦,
again it doesn’t make sense to have Qj > Q
NV(M)
j for any j, since reducing Qj to Q
NV(M)
j
will decrease the first term to 0 (and decrease the second term too). Furthermore, in either
case, the attained mean will stay at m (due to hedging). 
Several remarks are in order. First note that in the NV setting of Lemma 5.7, all we
need is the realized demand at t = T ; hence, the required condition is for the random
vector (DjT )
J
j=1 to be associated; the demand process over time is irrelevant. In contrast,
with hedging, we need to project, dynamically over the entire horizon, the production payoff
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(from supplying the realized demand) at t = T ; hence, the demand process becomes relevant.
In this case, there is a division of jobs between the two decisions: the hedging strategy takes
care of the risk due to the dependence on asset prices (the “hedgeable risk”), whereas the
production quantity decision tries to mitigate the risk due to forecast noises (which are
“unhedgeable” to the hedging strategy). It is pleasing to note the required conditions in
the two cases are very similar: association for the random (demand) vector in the first
case and non-negative correlation for the Gaussian (noise) processes in the second case.
In addition, in both cases the upper bounds on the optimal Q are the NV “critical-ratio”
quantities, albeit under the physical measure and the risk-neutral measure, respectively.
That forecast noises being nonnegatively correlated should not be viewed as a restrictive
assumption, as demand forecast over a set of product lines from the same firm will quite
naturally use the same mechanism or software tool. (This claim is certainly valid when the
functional dependence among those demands has been absorbed into the rate functions as
in our demand model in (5.3).) Furthermore, this assumption includes models such as those
with independent noises (as in Sun et al (2016)) or with a single product (as in Chapter 3).
4 Numerical Examples
Here we provide numerical examples to both illustrate and supplement the analytical results
obtained above. We consider a case of two products (J = 2) and compare three models:
(i) NV: the base multi-product newsvendor model;
(ii) NV+: the NV production quantity, along with the optimal hedging strategy corre-
sponding to this NV production quantity;
(iii) optimal: the optimal production quantity Q that jointly minimizes the variance with
the optimal hedging strategy.
Numerical Procedures
Two components in our model needs numerical computation. First, to evaluate B(m,Q),
in particular to evaluate PM (DjT ≤ Qj |Xt, Djt) involved in the second term, we use Monte
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Carlo simulation. We generate sample paths of Bt and B̃t by generating n+ ñ independent
Brownian motions, at discretized intervals of size ∆t = 1252 (i.e. 1 trading day). Based
on these, paths of each Xkt and Djt are constructed according to (5.1) and (5.3), respec-
tively. Then, to compute every PM (DjT ≤ Qj |Xt, Djt) along each realization of {Xt ,Dt},
given the generated path value at Xt = x, we generate paths of X
M
u for u ∈ [t, T ] given




u )du (via the trapezoidal rule) along each path
of XMu . Second, to find optimal productions, i.e. the Q minimizing B(V0(Q) ∧m,Q), we
use the Efficient Global Optimization algorithm (EGO) developed by Jones et. al. (1998).
EGO is widely used for numerically solving global optimization problems with expensive
objective function evaluations that come from, for instance, outcomes of expensive exper-
iments or computationally intensive simulation. Clearly, EGO is an appropriate method
for our purpose here. Each evaluation of B(V0(Q) ∧ m,Q), as described above, is fairly
expensive, since it involves two layers of simulation: first, we need to simulate sample paths
of {Xt ,Dt}, and second, at each sample {Xt = x ,Dt = (dj)Jj=1}, we need to compute
PM (DjT ≤ Qj |Xt = x, Djt = dj) via another simulation.
Model Setup and Parameters
There are two products and two financial assets that impact the demands, and the param-
eters are set as below:
p1 = p2 = 1, c1 = c2 = 0.5,
µ = (0.2, 0.35), σ1 = (0.08, 0.08), σ2 = (0.10, 0.18), X0 = (220, 60);
Choose T = 63252 , hence the time horizon [0, T ] is a quarter of a year, or 63 trading days.
We call the two products “product 1” and “product 2”, respectively. For the two associated
rate functions, we fix the first one:
µ̃1(x1, x2) = x1 + 5x2;
and consider three instances (“Instance A”, “Instance B” and “Instance C”) for the second
one:
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Instance C. µ̃2(x1, x2) = 2x1 + 2x2.
For each case above, we consider three cases (“POS”, “IND”, “NEG”) for the forecasting
noise σ̃1 and σ̃2:
POS. Positive correlation:
σ̃1 = (15, 20) and σ̃2 = (20, 15).
IND. Independent:
σ̃1 = (25, 0) and σ̃2 = (0, 25).
NEG. Negative correlation:
σ̃1 = (15, 20) and σ̃2 = (15, −20).
Under this setting, marginal distributions for the demands D1T and D2T are the same across
all three cases above, since the distribution of σ̃j · B̃T remains the same, and only the joint
distribution of the demands differ.
Production, Return Breakdown and Risk
In Table 5.1, the optimal production, return and risk statistics are presented for a target
mean set as m = E[HT (Q
NV)] (i.e. the target is set at the NV maximum return). “prod.
quantities” column reports the production quantities under each model. For NV (and also
NV+), the production equals QNV, the classical NV productions with expression in (5.21);
for optimal model, it is the optimal Q obtained from exhaustive search, as described in
the numerical procedures. As discussed above, under each instance (A, B, C), since the
marginal distributions for both demands stay the same across all three cases (IND, POS,
NEG), the NV productions QNV are also the same (hence so is m). “return” and “risk”
report, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of the total terminal wealth. The
percentage numbers following each return number show the breakdown of the total mean
among profit from product 1, product 2, and hedging. NV and NV+ share the same
breakdown, because the productions are the same with m set at production profit. The
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negative numbers in parenthesis following each risk number of NV+ and optimal model are
the absolute and percentage reduction from the NV model.
Observations in common are made for all three cases under each instance. First, NV+
achieves a good risk reduction from NV, and optimal model achieves even larger reduction
as it also optimizes over productions. Second, for optimal model, payoff from hedging only
contribute a small percentage, which is desirable since the primary source of profit of the
firm should come from productions (otherwise the firm turns into a trading shop). Third,
the optimal productions appear to be less than the NV productions for all scenarios, and
the decrease in mean resulted from the production reductions are covered by the positive
hedging returns. Note this reflects the “investment” functionality of hedging as pointed
out in Chapter 3. In particular, when the rate functions are all monotone (Instance A and
Instance C), we can say more about this: when the rate function is increasing, both sales
and investing in the financial assets benefit from booming asset prices, making these two
substitutes of each other; while for decreasing rate functions, hedging for production from
tends to buy the assets, which creates positive return since asset prices have upward trends,
and obviously this also decreases production.
More interesting observations follow from comparing among the three cases (POS, IND,
NEG) and also across the three instances (A,B, C). First, under each instance, positive (resp.
negative) noise correlation increases (resp. decrease) risk for all models: POS has highest
risk, IND in the middle, and NEG the smallest. In particular for the two hedging models
(NV+ and optimal), this is also obvious from the second term of B(·) function in (5.24): the
noise coefficient for POS is positive, zero for IND and negative for NEG, while other terms
are the same. Intuitively, any negative correlation in demands adds stability to total profit:
when one demand goes down, the other demand tends to go up to compensate. This points
to practical insight: negative demand correlations benefit risk mitigation, since this has
the hedging effect to some extent (to hedge is to take opposite direction to mitigate risk).
Second, for all instances, the return contribution from hedging is largest for POS, then IND,
with NEG the lowest. From a portfolio view, the return breakdown at optimality reflects
the relative advantage/disadvantage between the productions (including both product 1
and 2) and hedging. As already noted, production payoff with small or negative demand
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correlation has advantage over that with large positive demand correlation, and this is
consistent with the order: POS has least advantage for production side, hence the hedging
part contributes most; IND is in the middle; NEG has most advantage, hence the hedging
contributes the least among the three cases. Third, for NV+, POS has largest (absolute) risk
reductions from NV, with IND in the middle, and NEG the smallest. Recall Proposition 5.5
says that the variance reduction from hedging is the variance of the hedging payoff, hence
this observation is consistent with the previous one: the more hedging payoff contributes,
the more volatile this payoff is, and the more risk reduction achieved. The same risk
reduction order among the three cases also holds for the optimal model, indicating the
less advantageous production setting (i.e. higher demand correlation) benefits more from
hedging. Last, we compare the risk reductions across Instance A, B and C. Recall, the
demand rate function of product 1 is the same (and increasing in both assets) for all three
instances, and only the rate function for product 2 differs: Instance A (resp. C) has
decreasing (resp. increasing) rate functions for product 2, and the rate function for Instance
B increases in one asset and decreases in the other. We can see under NV+ and optimal
model, for all three cases (POS, IND, NEG), Instance C has largest (absolute) risk reduction
from NV. Intuitively, demands for both products of C are positively dependent on both
assets, hence its demand correlation originating from dependency on the financial assets
is the largest among the three instances. Thus, C has the largest benefit from carrying
hedging is as expected; note this is also consistent with the observation in the previous
point.
In Figure 5.1, efficient frontiers are plotted. Each row corresponds to one demand
instance (A, B, C) and each column is for one demand noise case (POS, IND, NEG).
Note Table 5.1 corresponds to the right end of these curves. As expected, all curves are
upward sloping, with the NV curves (dotted) lying the highest, NV+ curves (dashed) in
the middle, and curves for optimal model (solid) the lowest. Along each row (i.e. the
same demand instance), POS curves lie highest, IND curves in the middle, and NEG curves
the lowest, which is consistent with the observation and discussion for Table 5.1 above.
Another observation is that, for small returns, the three curves lie quite close; as the return
gets larger and approaches the NV maximum return, the curves lie apart, suggesting the
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Figure 5.1: Efficient frontiers.
benefit of hedging and jointly optimizing the production reaps largest benefit when the
desired return is large, consistent with common sense.
5 Appendix
Here, we spell out the detailed steps in solving the optimal hedging problem in (5.7), and
hence proving Propositions 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The solution approach is a natural extension of
the one detailed in §3 of Chapter 3 to high dimensions; in that regard, we also rely heavily
on the method of conjugate duality and numeraires in Gourieroux et al (1998). Throughout,
we shall drop the arguments m and Q wherever possible.
Before proceeding, for easy reference we reiterate the equivalent martingale measure,








By Girsanov Theorem, BMt := Bt + ηt is a Brownian motion under P
M (note B̃t is also a
Brownian motion under PM , since η does not concern it), and by Itô’s Lemma, we have
dXkt = Xkt(σk · dBMt ), k = 1, · · · ,K; (5.27)
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Table 5.1: Production, return breakdown and risk.
A. µ̃2(x1, x2) = 8000/(1 + 0.1x1) + 8000/(1 + 0.5x2), m = E[HT (Q
NV)] = 267
model prod. quantities return (m) risk
POS
NV (141, 153) (47.7%, 52.3%, 0%) 26.5
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 21.5 (-5.0, -18.9%)
optimal (136, 134) (47.5%, 49.7%, 2.8%) 16.8 (-9.7, -36.6%)
IND
NV (141, 153) (47.7%, 52.3%, 0%) 19.6
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 16.3 (-3.3, -16.8%)
optimal (123, 150) (45.2%, 52.3%, 2.5%) 12.4 (-7.2, -36.7%)
NEG
NV (141, 153) (47.7%, 52.3%, 0%) 17.4
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 14.7 (-2.7, -15.5%)
optimal (126, 144) (46.0%, 51.7%, 2.3%) 11.2 (-6.2, -35.6 %)
B. µ̃2(x1, x2) = x1 + 10000/(1 + 0.5x2), m = E[HT (Q
NV)] = 254
model prod. quantities return (m) risk
POS
NV (141, 140) (50.0%, 50.0%, 0%) 26.9
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 22.9 (-4.0, -14.9%)
optimal (130, 127) (49.1%, 48.7%, 2.2%) 15.3 (-11.6, -43.1%)
IND
NV (141, 140) (50.0%, 50.0%, 0%) 19.7
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 16.9 (-2.8, -14.2%)
optimal (129, 130) (48.9%, 49.2%, 1.9%) 12.6 (-7.1, -36.0%)
NEG
NV (141, 140) (50.0%, 50.0%, 0%) 17.6
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 15.0 (-2.6, -14.8%)
optimal (130, 131) (%, 48.9 49.3%, 1.8%) 12.0 (-5.6, -31.8%)
C. µ̃2(x1, x2) = 2x1 + 2x2, m = E[HT (Q
NV)] = 264
model prod. quantities return (m) risk
POS
NV (141, 150) (48.2%, 51.8%, 0%) 29.6
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 23.4 (-6.2, -21.0%)
optimal (125, 138) (46.3%, 50.7%, 3.0%) 17.5 (-12.1, -40.9%)
IND
NV (141, 150) (48.2%, 51.8%, 0%) 22.8
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 19.3 (-3.5, -15.4%)
optimal (130, 137) (47.2%, 50.5%, 2.3%) 15.0 (-7.8, -34.2%)
NEG
NV (141, 150) (48.2%, 51.8%, 0%) 20.8
NV+ same as NV (breakdown same as NV) 17.4 (-3.4, -16.4%)
optimal (131, 138) (47.4%, 50.7%, 1.9%) 14.2 (-6.6, -31.7%)
Notes. Target mean m is set at NV maximum level, i.e. E[HT (Q
NV)]; for all scenarios, the actual return
coincides with m (as opposed to > m). “prod. quantities” displays the production quantity for product 1
and 2. Percentages under “return” show the breakdown among production profits from product 1, product
2 and hedging payoff. “risk” reports the standard deviation of the total terminal payoff, with the number
in parenthesis showing absolute and relative risk reduction from NV model.
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and each Xkt is a P
M -martingale. And recall the notation for cumulative trading payoff by
carrying out a trading strategy ϑ = {θt}t∈[0,T ]: χt(ϑ) =
∫ t





Next, we elaborate on the exact characterization of the admissible class of trading strate-
gies, AX . Let
MX := {PM̄ ∼ P :
dPM̄
dP
∈ L2(P), Xt is a PM̄ -martingale}; (5.28)
i.e. MX is set of all equivalent martingale measures for Xt with R-N derivative of finite
second moment. Note PM ∈ MX . Then, the set of admissible trading strategies (i.e.
Ft-predictable) is defined as:
AX := {ϑ : ϑ is Xt-integrable and χT (ϑ) ∈ L2(P);
χt(ϑ)P
M̄ -martingale, ∀PM̄ ∈MX}. (5.29)
The definitions in (5.28) and (5.29) above are the same as those in (3.39) and (3.41) in
Chapter 3, only raised to higher-dimensional geometric Brownian motion. Recall that these
definitions are minimal technical and integrability conditions that make the set of attainable
wealth a closure under L2(P), as well as excluding any arbitrage opportunities; refer to Cerny
and Kallsan (2008) and Delbaen and Schachermayer (1996a).






λ−HT − χT (ϑ)
)2]
, (5.30)
and the relationship between (5.30) and (5.6) is captured by:
B(m,Q) = max
λ
{A(λ)− (m− λ)2}; (5.31)
when λ takes the optimal value of the maximization problem above, the associated optimal
hedging strategy that solves (5.30) is also optimal to (5.7). Refer to Lemma 3.2 in Chapter
3 for details.
Hence, we will proceed with solving (5.30) (parameterized by λ) to obtain the optimal
hedging strategy and an expression of A(λ); then, minimizing A(λ) over λ will give the
expression for B(m,Q), and the hedging strategy associated with this optimal λ is also
optimal to (5.17), as discussed.
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5.1 Solving (5.30) under PR and Proving Proposition 5.3
The crux to solve (5.30) is to switch to another probability measure, PR (to be defined
below), under which use another set of tradable assets, Nt, and find optimal hedging strategy
corresponding to Nt; then switch back to P. In this section, we do the first part: solve the
problem under PR; in the following section §5.2, we finish the rest task by switching back
to P and transforming the optimal hedging strategy to accommodate Xt.



































It is easy to check that PR also relates to PM in (5.26) by the following RN derivative and











EM (ZT | Ft). (5.34)
For simpler notation, we drop the constant E(Z2T ) and use the notation:
ZMt := E





where Zt is the RN density process in (5.26). Note Z
M




T ) = e
‖η‖2T .
We remark that the probability measure PR in (5.33) and the process ZMt in (5.35) are
essentially the same as those defined in (3.45) and (3.43) of Chapter 3, and the only difference
is that in Chapter 3 we have single-dimensional GBM for asset price and the market price
of risk (MPR) is one number η, and here we have multi-dimensional GBM and the MPR is
a vector, η.
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By an application of Itô’s Lemma and Girsanov Theorem, it is straightforward to verify
that the following process is a Brownian motion under PR:
BRt := Bt + 2ηt = B
M
t + ηt. (5.36)
Accordingly, the dynamics of Xt in (5.27) written in B
R
t becomes:
dXkt = Xkt(σk · dBMt ) = Xkt[−(σk · η)dt+ σk · dBRt ], k = 1, · · · ,K. (5.37)
To this point, it is clear that Xt is no longer a martingale under P
R, and we need another
set of tradable assets that are PR -martingales, Nt = (Nkt)
K
k=0, defined as below (it is easy




, and Nkt :=
Xkt
ZMt
for k = 1, · · · ,K. (5.38)
When perceiving Nt as a set of tradable assets, then there is also a notion of corresponding
trading strategy, ϕ = {φt = (φkt)Kk=0}t∈[0,T ]. And we denote the cumulative trading wealth










And in parallel with (5.29), we define AN , the set of admissible trading strategies corre-
sponding to Nt. Let





∈ L2(P), Nt is a PR̄-martingale}. (5.40)
Note PR ∈ MN . Then, the set of admissible strategies is defined as all Ft-predictable
processes that belong to the following set:
AN := {ϕ : ϕ is Nt-integrable and ZMT πT (ϕ) ∈ L2(P);
πt(ϕ) is a P
R̄-martingale, ∀PR̄ ∈MN}. (5.41)
Note Nt in (5.38),MN in (5.40) and (5.41) in (5.41) above are multi-dimensional version
of (3.48), (3.49) and (3.50) in Chapter 3. Nt can be interpreted as the same physical assets
Xt and dollar account (i.e. 1) being denoted in the new numeraire, Z
M
t . Under this
interpretation, we can see that in the last line of (5.32), ĤT (λ)ZT and
χT (ϑ)
ZT
are also ĤT (λ)
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and χT (ϑ) denoted by this numeraire (recall ZT = Z
M
T ). Then, the natural next step is
to try to express χT (ϑ)ZT as a terminal wealth attained by a trading strategy ϕ = {φt}t∈[0,T ]
corresponding Nt. If we can do this, then solving (5.32) amounts to find the optimal ϕ,
which will be much easier by carrying out martingale representation technique using Nt.
The following lemma is essentially the high dimensional version of Lemma 3.14 in §3 of
Chapter 3 and the proof is similar applications of Itô’s lemma ; hence, the proof is omitted.
Lemma 5.9. (i) For any given Xt-admissible trading strategy ϑ = {θt = (θkt)Kk=1}t∈[0,T ] ∈





φ0t = χt(ϑ)− θt ·Xt, φkt = θkt, k = 1, · · · ,K.
(ii) Conversely, given any Nt-admissible strategy ϕ = {φt = (φkt)Kk=0}t∈[0,T ] ∈ AN , there












, k = 1, · · · ,K.
where γ = (γk)
K
k=1 := (Σ
T )−1η = (ΣΣT )−1µ.
(iii) Combining (i) and (ii), we have:{χT (ϑ)
ZMT




πT (ϕ) : ϕ ∈ AN
}

The following dynamics are readily verified by Itô’s Lemma.
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where ζkt is defined in (ii) of the Lemma 5.9.
Invoking (iii) of Lemma 5.9, we carry on with the last line of (5.32) and re-express it as:






























φHs · dNs +
∫ t
0
γ̃s · dB̃s, t ∈ [0, T ]. (5.46)





We will defer the proof of (5.47) to §5.2 below; and continue with (5.45). Re-express the















γ̃t · dB̃t +
∫ T
0

























where the second equality is due to the vanishing cross term: the integrals with dNt and
dB̃t are orthogonal martingales since B̃t and Nt are independent; it is also easy to check
that the integrals are square integrable.
Now, it is easy to see that to solve the hedging problem on the RHS of (5.45), ϕ =
{φt}t∈[0,T ] should be chosen as φt = φHt to make the second term above vanish (it is
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where the third equality switches measure from PR to PM and P, using (5.33) and (5.34)






T ) = e
‖η‖2T ); (5.47) is used for the second term. The




2 (T − t)− η · (BT −Bt)}, which is
independent from δ̄t and has mean exp{−‖η‖2(T − t)}.
We have now obtained the explicit expression for A(λ), and note it is a quadratic function
in λ. Using the duality relationship in (5.31), it is easy to get the optimal λ in (5.14), and
the desired expression of B(m,Q) in (5.11). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3.
5.2 Switching Back to P and Proving Proposition 5.4
We have shown above that the AN -strategy that solves (5.45) is φHt . We will now use
Lemma 5.9 (ii) to transform φHt to the equivalent optimal AX -strategy that solves (5.17).
The key point of the proof is to compare (5.46) to (5.9) and match terms. Throughout this
section, we drop the superscript in φHt and write it as φt.
By Lemma 5.9 (ii), we have an expression of the optimal AX -strategy, which depends
on φt, as below:





, i = 1, · · · , n; (5.49)
recall γ = (γk)
K
k=1 := (Σ
T )−1η = (ΣΣT )−1µ. The following derivations aim at transforming
(5.49) to the equivalent expression (5.13).














∣∣∣Ft] = λ− Vt
ZMt
; (5.50)
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where Vt = E
M (HT | Ft) defined in Lemma 5.2, and for easy reference we copy its martingale
representation here:
Vt = V0 +
∫ t
0
ξ̄s · dXs +
∫ t
0
δ̄s · dB̃s; (5.51)










ys · dBRt +
∫ t
0
γ̃s · dB̃s, (5.52)
and yt relates to φt by
yt = (φt ·Nt)η + Σ
K
k=1(φktNkt)σk; (5.53)












t )− (VtdN0t +N0tdVt + dN0tdVt)
= λN0t(ηdB
R
t )− [VtdN0t +N0t(ξ̄t · dXt + δ̄t · dB̃t) + dN0tdVt].


















Note there are three kind of terms in (5.54): dBRt -term, dB̃t-term and dt-term (note dN0tdVt
is a dt-term), and each of them must respectively match such terms in (5.52). Hence,
matching dB̃t-term gives (5.47); matching dB
R
t -term (or dt-term; straightforward to check
by expanding dN0tdVt) gives an another expression for yt in (5.53):







In summary, the first line in (5.55) is just (5.53), and the second line comes from matching
dBRt -term in (5.54) to (5.52).
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η = ΣT (ξN + φN ).




γ = ξN + φN . (5.56)
Now we are ready to re-express θkt in (5.49) into the desired form. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
there are two cases. If γk = 0, then from (5.56) we have φkt = −ξ̄kt. Then, by (5.49),




− Nkt(ξ̄kt + φkt)
γk
.
Substitute the above in (5.49) and take into account πt(ϕ) = χt/Z
M





χt − (λ− Vt) +











(λ− Vt − χt).
The second line above uses Nkt = Xkt/Z
M
t (see (5.38)), and the last line is the desired
expression. This proves Proposition 5.4.
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Chapter 6
Nonlinear Cost and General
Asset-Price Processes
In this chapter, we extend Chapter 3 and 4 by considering (i) a general asset price process
that is built into the demand model in Chapter 2, and (ii) a single-item production model
with possibly nonlinear cost function. We propose and study this production model in §1
below.
Here we elaborate on (i). Let {Ω,Ft,P} be a filtered probability space over a fixed
(production) planning horizon [0, T ], upon which all processes are defined. The filtration
{Ft, t ∈ [0, T ]} is the one generated by two independent standard Brownian motions, {Bt, t ∈
[0, T ]} and {B̃t, t ∈ [0, T ]}, which are used to build the demand and asset price models. Let
Gt denote the filtration generated by {Bt} (then {B̃t} is independent from Gt). As before,
we shall refer to P as the “physical measure”, and any expectation E is, by default, taken
with respect to P. Let Xt denote the price of a tradable asset at time t, and assume it
follows:
dXt = µtdt+ σtdBt, (6.1)
where µt and σt > 0 are continuous stochastic processes adapted to Gt (hence so is Xt). In
addition, we assume that (Xt, µt, σt) is Markovian. The geometric Brownian motion model
(GBM) in (2.10) of Chapter 2, which is used in Chapter 3 and 4, is one special case of (6.1)
with µt = µXt and σt = σXt. Another special case is geometric Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
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(to be considered in §2.2), under which µt and σt also depend on Xt. But in general, (6.1)




dvt = κ(θ − vt)dt+ σ
√
vtdBt. (6.2)
Set Xt = St, then σt depends on vt, which follows another stochastic process and is not
a function in the asset price. Note (6.2) is a special case of the well-known Heston model
(Heston (1993)). (For general Heston model, the Brownian motions driving St and vt are
different, with a correlation coefficient ρ; here we just take ρ = 1 for illustration purpose.)
Throughout this chapter, we make the following standing assumption on the asset price
process Xt:





Assuming Xt > 0 reflects the fact that price of tradable financial asset is always positive;






(Recall, µt and σt are introduced in (6.1).) Then, ηt is a continuous process adapted to











sds, t ∈ [0, T ]. (6.4)
By Itô’s Lemma, Zt follows
dZt = −ηtZtdBt. (6.5)
In Chapter 3 and 4, ηt = η is a constant, and the equivalent martingale measure for Xt
is induced by ZT (as the Radon-Nikodym (R-N) derivative), with Zt being the associated
density process. This is essentially an application of Girsanov’s Theorem, which requires
the condition that Zt is a P-martingale. It is straightforward to check that this condition is
satisfied when ηt is a constant. For general ηt, Zt in (6.4) is only a local martingale (under
P). To overcome this, we impose the following assumption.
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Assumption 6.2. Zt defined in (6.4) is a martingale over [0, T ] under P.
There are several well-known conditions that are sufficient for the assumption above to hold,
for instance, Novikov’s condition. However, assuming such conditions is too restrictive for
our setting, hence we choose not to assume any of them and just maintain the assumption
in the weakest form as above. More technical condition on ηt specific to given context
needs to be assumed, on which we will elaborate later only when necessary. Now, with
Assumption 6.2, we are able to apply Girsanov’s Theorem to define PM , the equivalent
(local) martingale measure for Xt:
dPM
dP










Then, the process defined below is a Brownian motion under PM :
dBMt := dBt + ηtdt, t ∈ [0, T ]. (6.7)
Then, Xt is a local martingale under P




Throughout this chapter, the demand model introduced in Chapter 2 will be used, which
is reiterated here:
dDt = µ̃(Xt)dt+ σ̃dB̃t, (6.9)
where Xt is defined above in (6.1). Recall σ̃ is a positive constant, and µ̃(x) ≥ 0 is a







With the demand and asset price model in (6.9) and (6.1), and under the production
setting detailed below in §1, we will study, respectively, a mean-variance hedging problem
(§2) and shortfall hedging problem (§3).
1 Newsvendor with Nonlinear Production Cost
This section gives details of (ii) as put forward at the beginning of this chapter. Over the
production planning horizon [0, T ], a production-quantity decision Q is made at time t = 0
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to supply a random demand DT at time T > 0, the end of the planning horizon, with the
objective: maxQ≥0 E[HT (Q)], where
HT (Q) := pQ− (p− s)(Q−DT )+ − CH(Q). (6.11)
p and s are, respectively, selling price and salvage value per unit of production, with p > s.
Recall (x)+ := max{x, 0}. CH(Q) is a general production cost function, and we assume it
is increasing and convex in Q, with CH(0) = 0. In addition, we assume CH(Q) is twice-
differentiable, then by the assumption of convexity, C
′′
H(Q) ≥ 0.
In (6.11), pQ−CH(Q) is the gross profit from selling all Q units of the production, and
(p − s)(Q −DT )+ is the loss (netting salvage value) of the unsold products, hence HT (Q)
is a tradeoff between sales and overproduction. To emphasize this, we write (6.11) into:
HT (Q) = RH(Q)− (p− s)(Q−DT )+, (6.12)
where
RH(Q) := pQ− CH(Q). (6.13)
By convexity of CH(Q), RH(Q) is concave. To avoid triviality, we assume R
′
H(0) > 0. Next,
denote:





Clearly, it is possible that QR =∞, in which case RH(Q) is an increasing function and mR
can be finite or infinite; when QR < ∞, RH(Q) increases in Q up to QR then decreases,
and mR <∞.
It turns out to be convenient to also define the net production cost, with salvage value
deducted:
Cs(Q) := CH(Q)− sQ. (6.15)
Since salvage value is much less than the production cost in general, we assume Cs(Q) ≥ 0
for all Q ≥ 0. Moreover, since Cs(0) = 0 and it is convex in Q (via CH(Q)), Cs(Q) must be
always increasing in Q, i.e., C ′s(Q) = C
′
H(Q) − s ≥ 0. In summary, Cs(Q) is nonnegative,
increasing and convex in Q. Clearly, HT (Q) is bounded:
−Cs(Q) ≤ HT (Q) ≤ RH(Q).
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For Q = 0, HT (0) = 0, and it is reasonably to assume dE[HT (Q)]/dQ > 0 at Q = 0
(note this is consistent with R′H(0) > 0 assumed above). For Q→∞, HT (Q)→ −∞: when
Q gets large, HT (Q) = (p − s)DT − Cs(Q) → −∞ (note Cs(Q) → ∞ by being increasing
and convex). Furthermore, HT (Q) is clearly a concave function. Putting these arguments
together, E[HT (Q)], the expected production payoff, first increases in Q and then decreases,
attaining a maximum level at Q = QNV := arg maxQ≥0 E[HT (Q)], and Q
NV is the unique
Q that satisfies the following optimality equation:
p− C ′H(QNV)− (p− s)F (QNV) = 0; (6.16)
where F (·) is the cumulative distribution function of DT . Note (6.16) indicates p −
C ′H(Q
NV) = R′H(Q
NV) > 0, hence we have the following relationship between QNV and
QR (defined in (6.14)):
QNV < QR. (6.17)
Note for the linear case, CH(Q) = cQ, RH(Q) = (p − c)Q, Cs(Q) = (c − s)Q and
HT (Q) = (p − c)Q − (p − s)(Q − DT )+, we recover the classical NV model reviewed in
Chapter 2 (recall for Chapter 2, the notation is a bit different: p stands for unit profit
(selling price minus unit cost) hence corresponds to p − c here; and c stands for net unit
cost (unit cost minus salvage value), hence the p + c term corresponds to p − s here.) In
fact, the risk analysis results established in Chapter 2 for classical NV model extend to the
current setting, which we summarize in the two lemmas below.
Lemma 6.1. Let QNV = arg maxQ≥0 E[HT (Q)] be characterized in (6.16), and denote
mNV = E[HT (Q
NV)]. For any m, let QNV(m) be the smaller root satisfying E[HT (Q)] =
m. Then, Var[HT (Q
NV(m))] is increasing (and also convex) in m ∈ [0,mNV], and thus
constitutes a mean-variance efficient frontier.
Proof. By definition, QNV(m) satisfies:
pQNV(m)− CH(QNV(m))− (p− s)E[(QNV(m)−DT )+] = m.






p− C ′H(QNV(m))− (p− s)F (QNV(m))
, (6.18)
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where F (·) is the distribution function of DT . Note since QNV(m) ≤ QNV (recall it
is the smaller root of the equation above), p − C ′H(QNV(m)) − (p − s)F (QNV(m)) =
dE[HT (Q
NV(m))]
dQ ≥ 0, hence
dQNV(m)
dm ≥ 0.
Now, take derivative of Var[HT (Q













2(p− s)E[(QNV(m)−DT )+][1− F (QNV(m))]
(p− C ′H(QNV(m)))/(p− s)− F (QNV(m))
≥ 0. (6.19)
The first equality uses the fact that dVar[HT (Q)]dQ = 2E[(Q − DT )
+][1 − F (Q)] (refer to §1.1
of Chapter 2); ≥ on the last line follows from p− C ′H(QNV(m)))− (p− s)F (QNV(m)) ≥ 0
since QNV(m) ≤ QNV. This establishes that Var[HT (QNV(m))] increases in m.
What is left is to show dVar[HT (Q
NV(m))]
dm , with expression in the second line of (6.19),
increases in m to establish the convexity. First note that E[(QNV(m) − DT )+] increases




∈ [0, 1] and decreases in Q ∈ [0, QNV];
to see this, note for all Q ≤ QNV, p− C ′H(Q)− (p− s)F (Q) ≥ 0 hence p− C ′H(Q) ≥ 0; in
addition, recall that Cs(Q) defined in (6.15) increases in Q, hence C
′
H(Q)− s = C ′s(Q) ≥ 0.
Last, C ′H(Q) increases in Q by convexity.
Putting above together, it is straightforward to verify the following:
1− F (QNV(m))
[p− C ′H(QNV(m))]/(p− s)− F (QNV(m))
increases in QNV(m),
hence the function above also increases in m. This establishes the desired result. 
Lemma 6.2. Let RH(Q) follow the definition in (6.13), and Q
◦(m) be the root (take
the smaller one if two solutions exist) of the equation RH(Q) = m; if no solution exists,
Q◦(m) =∞. For any m ≥ 0, let QNV(m) := arg minQ≥0 E[(m−HT (Q))+] and sNV(m) :=
E[(m−HT (QNV(m)))+]. Then,
QNV(m) = Q◦(m) ∧QNV; (6.20)
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and
sNV(m) = [m−RH(QNV)]+ + (p− s)E[(QNV(m)−DT )+]. (6.21)
Furthermore, sNV(m) is an increasing and convex function in m ≥ 0, hence constitutes a
target-shortfall efficient frontier.
Proof. First, let m ≥ 0 and express the shortfall function by using the expression of HT (Q)
in (6.12):
E[(m−HT (Q))+] = E[(m−RH(Q) + (p− s)(Q−DT ))+] (6.22)
Recall RH(Q) is concave in Q with the maximizer Q
R defined in (6.14), hence [0, QR] is
the increasing interval of RH(Q). There are two cases: Q
R = ∞ or QR < ∞. If QR < ∞,
then QNV(m) ≤ QR must hold, otherwise we can find Q ≤ QR that achieves smaller shortfall
in (6.22), by attaining the same value of RH(Q) while reducing the (Q −DT )+ term, and
this contradicts with optimality of QNV(m). Putting these two cases together, we must
have
QNV(m) ≤ QR. (6.23)
Also, recall QNV ≤ QR; see (6.17).
Next, in terms of number of solutions to the equation RH(Q) = m, there are three cases:
one, two or none. For case of no solution or one solution, Q◦(m) is already defined as stated.
For the case of two solutions, denoted by Q1 and Q2, it must hold that Q1 ≤ QR ≤ Q2. By
(6.23), Q2 is irrelevant, and we pick Q
◦(m) = Q1.
Putting together the arguments above, we only need to consider two cases: QR ≥ Q ≥
Q◦(m) and 0 ≤ Q ≤ Q◦(m). For Q ∈ [Q◦(m), QR], RH(Q) ≥ m and the shortfall in (6.22)
becomes:
E[(m−HT (Q))+] = E[(m−RH(Q) + (p− s)(Q−DT ))+]
= E[(m+ Cs(Q)− (p− s)DT )+];
the second equality follows from RH(Q) = pQ − CH(Q). Cs(Q) is defined in (6.15), and
recall it is an increasing function in Q. So, the shortfall increases in Q ∈ [Q◦(m), QR], and
QNV(m) ≤ Q◦(m) must hold. For Q ∈ [0, Q◦(m)], RH(Q) ≤ m and the shortfall reduces
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to:
E[(m−HT (Q))+] = E[(m−RH(Q) + (p− s)(Q−DT ))]
= m− E[HT (Q)]. (6.24)
Clearly, QNV(m) = QNV if QNV ≤ Q◦(m), otherwise QNV(m) = Q◦(m). This establishes
(6.20), and based on this expression (6.21) is straightforward to verify.
Next, we show sNV(m) is an increasing and convex function in m. For m < RH(Q
NV),
Q◦(m) < ∞ and RH(Q◦(m)) = m. Clearly, QNV > Q◦(m) and thus QNV(m) = Q◦(m),
leading to sNV(m) = (p − s)E[(QNV(m) − DT )+]. Now, differentiating both sides of
RH(Q







Note that as already argued, p − C ′H(QNV(m)) > 0 since QNV(m) < QNV, hence QNV(m)









dm above is also increasing in m, since Q
NV(m) increases in m, and we conclude
sNV(m) is increasing and convex in m ∈ [0, RH(QNV)). For m > RH(QNV), Q◦(m) > QNV
and QNV(m) = QNV. For this case, sNV(m) = m − E[HT (QNV)] hence dQ
NV(m)
dm = 1,














This concludes that sNV(m) is increasing and convex in m ∈ [0,∞), and completes the
proof. 
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2 Mean-Variance Hedging
Here we extend Chapter 3 to the current setting as specified at the beginning of this chapter
and in §1. Consider the following mean-variance hedging problem:
B(m) := min
Q≥0,ϑ∈AX
Var[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)]
s.t. E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m. (6.26)
In this formulation, HT (Q) is the production payoff function with expression in (6.12)
(equivalently, (6.12)). The associated demand process, Dt, is specified in (6.9) and the
financial asset price, Xt, has dynamics in (6.1). ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} is a trading strategy
inducing the wealth process χt =
∫ t
0 θsdXs. AX represents the family of admissible trading
strategies which will only be detailed in §4.1 of the appendix, since it is mostly about
technical conditions. For a given Q, we write
B(m,Q) := inf
ϑ∈AX
{Var[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] |E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m}. (6.27)




The problem formulation above resembles the one in Chapter 3, but with a more general
production setting (of §1). In addition, as opposed to a geometric Brownian motion model
for Xt in Chapter 3, Xt follows the general process in (6.1). Due to this generality for Xt,
throughout this part we need to strengthen Assumption 6.2 into a stronger version below.
Assumption 6.3. Zt defined in (6.4) is a square-integrable martingale over [0, T ] under
P. That is, Zt is a P-martingale, and E(Z
2
t ) <∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ].
The assumption above is equivalent to Assumption 6.2 combined with E(Z2T ) < ∞. The
reason of imposing Assumption 6.3 is this: we will use the same numeraire-based approach
in Chapter 3 to solve the hedging problem in (6.27), and recall, to use this approach we need
ZT to have finite second moment (besides Zt being P-martingale); see (3.45) of Chapter 3.
For Chapter 3, this is automatically satisfied since Zt follows a zero-drift geometric Brownian
motion under P. For the general asset price model in (6.1), this has to be assumed.
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By Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, Xt is a true P
M -martingale (as opposed to just be-
ing a local martingale). We remark that in Chapter 3, where Xt follows geometric Brownian
motion, both Assumption 6.1 and 6.3 hold.
In the following sections, we will first solve (6.26) in general terms and study some
important properties in §2.1. Then in §2.2, we solve for, in explicit expressions, the model
for a special case of Xt, which follows a mean-reverting process.
2.1 Optimal Solution and Properties
We will first solve the hedging problem in (6.27) for a given Q, and find an expression
for B(m,Q). Then, based on B(m,Q), we study the properties of the optimal production
(which minimizes B(m,Q); see (6.28)).
For a given Q, the solution approach to the hedging problem in (6.27) is essentially the
same as that in Chapter 3. Specifically, (6.27) will be solved as a Mean Square Error (MSE)
problem, and from Chapter 3, we know that the process of projected value for the production
payoff HT (Q) will play a key role. Thus, we start with characterizing this process in the
following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. Let PM be the equivalent martingale measure defined in (6.6). Recall HT (Q)
is bounded within [−Cs(Q), RH(Q)], and let Vt(Q) := EM [HT (Q) | Ft]. Then, Vt is a PM -
martingale and admits the following representation:







where V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and
ξt(Q) = −(p− s)gx(t,Xt, Dt, µt, σt), δt(Q) = −σ̃(p− s)gd(t,Xt, Dt, µt, σt); (6.30)
with
g(t,Xt, Dt, µt, σt) := E
M [(Q−DT )+ | Ft] = EM [(Q−DT )+|Xt, Dt, µt, σt]; (6.31)
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where gt, gx and gd denoted the partial derivatives of g with respect to t, x, and d. Fur-
thermore, the function g(t, x, d, µ, σ) has the following expression


















) ∣∣∣∣Xt = x,Dt = d, µt = µ, σt = σ]; (6.32)
where Ḡ(y) := E[(y −W )+] for standard normal random variable W . In addition, δt(Q)
has the expression
δt(Q) = σ̃(p− s)PM (DT ≤ Q | Ft). (6.33)
Proof. The proof is the same as that for Lemma 3.1 of Chapter 3, just expanding the set of
state variables of (Xt, Dt) to (Xt, Dt, µt, σt), which is clearly Markovian given the demand
model in (6.9) and the fact that (Xt, µt, σt) is Markovian. Specifically for (6.31), recognize
the following:







































)+ ∣∣∣Xt, Dt, µt, σt] (6.34)
where Zt is the R-N density process associated with P
M , with expression in (6.4). The first
equality is the change of measure formula, the second equality follows from (6.9), and the
last equality uses Markovian property of (Xt, Dt, µt, σt), accounting for ηt := µt/σt. 
In the above lemma, we have an elaborate expression for δt in (6.33), but more explicit
expression for ξt is not readily available. With the dynamics of Xt being further specified,
we might be able to derive ξt in closed-form. One example is the model in Chapter 3,
where Xt follows GBM. Another example will be shown in §2.2, where Xt follows a specific
mean-reverting process.
The key quantities introduced in Lemma 6.3 are all defined under PM which is char-
acterized by the density process Zt in (6.4). Zt is a square-integrable martingale under P
(as assumed in Assumption 6.3), but not a PM -martingale. The following martingale under
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PM , which closely relates to Zt, turns out to play a key role in both solving the hedging
problem and in expressing the optimal hedging strategy:
ZMt := E
M (ZT | Ft) =
1
Zt
E(Z2T | Gt); (6.35)
note ZT = Z
M
T . In particular, Assumption 6.3, especially the square-integrability part,
ensures that the Doob’s martingale above is well-defined. Following its definition, ZMt is a
PM -martingale and thus admits the representation:
dZMt = ζtdXt, (6.36)
where ζt is a continuous process adapted to Gt.
Based on the key quantities introduced above, we are ready to present the solution of
(6.27) in the following two theorems, with detailed proofs collected in the appendix.




[λm − Vt(Q)− χ∗t ], (6.37)
where ZMt is the P
M -martingale introduced in (6.35) and ζt is defined in (6.36). Vt(Q) =
EM [HT (Q) | Ft] is introduced in Lemma 6.3, and ξt(Q) is involved in its martingale rep-
resentation in (6.29). χ∗t is the cumulative wealth from carrying out θ
∗










note ZM0 = E
M (ZT ) = E(Z
2
T ) > 1, and V0 = E
M [HT (Q)]. 
The structure of θ∗t in (3.23) of Chapter 3 is preserved here: there is a “cancelling” com-
ponent (−ξt), which is interpreted as of hedging functionality, and a “catch-up” component
(the second term in (6.37)), interpreted as of investment functionality.





t dXt], the closed-form expression of which is given in the following theo-
rem.
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t follow, respectively, (6.4) and (6.35). δt(Q) follows (6.30) (also (6.33)). 
For brevity, we write B(m,Q) as: B(m,Q) = C[m−V0(Q)]2 +Ψ(Q), with C := 1/(ZM0 −1)
(note C > 0), and Ψ(Q) is the integral term of B(m,Q) in (6.39). The two important
properties of B(m,Q) in Chapter 3 also hold here: (a) m only enters the first term of
B(m,Q) and in a quadratic form; (b) Ψ(Q), the second term of B(m,Q), increases in Q.
To see (b), note that both Zt and Z
M
t are strictly positive, and δt(Q) is increasing in Q,
which is obvious from its expression in (6.33). These two properties preserve the main
properties of the optimal production established in Chapter 3, which we discuss below.
So far, we have fully solved the hedging problem in (6.27), and the next step is to solve
the minimization problem in (6.28) to find the optimal production quantity, denoted as
Q∗(m) := arg min
Q≥0
B(m,Q). (6.40)
In §1, we have already established that as Q → ∞, HT (Q) → −∞; see the discussions
under (6.15). Hence V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)] → −∞ as Q gets large, resulting B(m,Q) → ∞
(in particular, the first term of B(m,Q) approaches infinity). The continuity of B(m,Q) in
Q is obvious, and thus Q∗(m) must exist. Note that B(m,Q) is not necessarily convex in
Q, hence there might be multiple Q∗(m) existing, and which one to choose is exogenous to
the mean-variance optimization model. But it turns out that the result is independent from
choice of (if there are multiple) Q∗(m), hence we do not differentiate one from another, and
just use Q∗(m) to denote any optimal production. (We did not explicitly address this point
in Chapter 3 to maintain conciseness of arguments there.) We summarize the main results
in the following theorem, and defer the proof to §4.3 of the appendix.
Theorem 6.6.
(i) Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m) ≤ QNV(M) ≤ QR , where Q◦M (m) is the smaller root of the
following equation in Q:
V0(Q) = m ∧ V0(QNV(M)); (6.41)
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recall V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)]; Q
NV(M) := arg maxQ≥0 V0(Q), i.e. NV solution under P
M ;
and QR is the maximizer of RH(Q) defined in (6.14). In particular, V0(Q
∗(m)) ≤ m.
(ii) Q∗(m) increases in m. Furthermore, Q∗(m)→ 0 as m→ 0; and Q∗(m)→ QNV(M) as
m→∞.
(iii) B(m) is strictly increasing in m, therefore, (m,B(m)) constitutes a mean-variance
efficient frontier.

Part (i) of Theorem 6.6 restricts the minimization of B(m,Q) to [0, QNV(M)] and there is a
rich set of numerical methods that solve 1-dim minimization problem over a closed interval.
Once Q∗(m) is found, the associated optimal hedging strategy θ∗t follows the specification
in (6.37).
To this point, we have fully solved the problem in (6.26), and the next step is to quantify
the risk reduction achieved by hedging: the difference in variances of total terminal wealth
for with and without hedging. We summarize the result in the following proposition, defer-
ring the proof to the appendix.
Proposition 6.7. Suppose Q is given, and m = E[HT (Q)]+E(χ
∗
T ), where χ
∗
T is the terminal
wealth attained by the associated optimal hedging strategy specified in Theorem 6.4. Then,
B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q) + χ
∗
T ], where B(m,Q) has expression in (6.39). Denote
mmin := E[HT (Q)] ∧ EM [HT (Q)], mmax := E[HT (Q)] ∨ EM [HT (Q)].
Then, we have
B(m,Q) ≤ Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ), for m ∈ [mmin,mmax];
B(m,Q) ≥ Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ), for m 6∈ [mmin,mmax].
In particular, when m = mmin or m = mmax, we have B(m,Q) = Var[HT (Q)]− Var(χ∗T ).
For m = E[HT (Q)] (i.e. E(χ
∗
T ) = 0), the risk reduction can be expressed as:
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with




where Zt and Z
M
t follow, respectively, (6.4) and (6.35), and ζt follows (6.36). Vt and ξt
follow (6.29) and (6.30) respectively. λm has expression in (6.38). 
In Corollary 3.18 of Chapter 3, we have production reduction result for two specific
cases, i.e., in presence of hedging, the optimal production is smaller than the NV solution
QNV. Here, we give general conditions under which the optimal production will be reduced
from the no-hedging case.
Corollary 6.8. Let m ≥ 0 be given, and let QNV(m) be defined in Lemma 6.1, i.e., QNV(m)
is the smaller root of E[HT (Q)] = m; if m > m
NV := E[HT (Q
NV)] and no solution exists, set
QNV(m) = QNV. Recall, QNV(M) is the NV solution under PM , as introduced in Theorem
6.6. Then, Q∗(m) ≤ QNV(m) if either of the following holds: (a) QNV(m) ≥ QNV(M), or
(b) QNV(m) < QNV(M) and EM [HT (Q
NV(m))] ≥ m.
Proof. By part (i) of Theorem 6.6, the case (a) is immediate. For (b), let Q◦M (m)
follow the same definition as that in (i) of Theorem 6.6, that is, Q◦M (m) ≤ QNV(M)
satisfies EM [HT (Q
◦M (m))] = m ∧ EM [HT (QNV(M))]; since in (b) it is known that m ≤
EM [HT (Q
NV(m))] ≤ EM [HT (QNV(M))], Q◦M (m) satisfies that EM [HT (Q◦M (m))] = m.
Now, bothQNV(m) andQ◦M (m) lie in [0, QNV(M)], which is the increasing part of EM [HT (Q)],
and EM [HT (Q
NV(m))] ≥ m = EM [HT (Q◦M (m))], hence Q◦M (m) ≤ QNV(m) holds. By (i)
of Theorem 6.6, Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m), and thus Q∗(m) ≤ QNV(m). 
Remark: the specific conditions specified in Corollary 3.18 of Chapter 3 satisfy (a) and/or
(b) above.
2.2 A Special Case: Geometric Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process
From §2.1, we have seen that the actual computation of several key quantities require the
dynamics of Xt in (6.1) to be further specified. For instance, ξt and δt in (6.30), which
play key roles in, respectively, the optimal hedging strategy θ∗t in (6.37) and the variance
function B(m,Q) in (6.39). Another example is Zt and Z
M
t defined in (6.4) and (6.35),
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which also enter θ∗t and B(m,Q). Some of these quantities, for example, δt and Vt, can
be easily estimated by Monte Carlo simulation for a specific process of Xt, even if they
do not have closed-form formula. The other ones, including ξt, Zt and Z
M
t , entail more
tractable expressions. In Chapter 3, Xt follows geometric Brownian motion (GBM), and
we are able to derive both θ∗t and B(m,Q) explicitly. And for this section, we consider a
mean-reverting process for Xt, and work out closed-form solutions accordingly. We remark,
it is well known that GBM is an appropriate model for stock price, while commodity prices
are typically modeled by mean-reverting processes.




where Yt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process:
dYt = κ(α− Yt)dt+ σdBt. (6.44)
Here, κ, α and σ are all positive constants. It is well known that Yt has the following explicit
expression




By (6.45) and Itô isometry, Yt is a normal random variable, and it is straightforward to
compute that the mean and variance are













obviously, this is a special case of (6.1) with µt = κXt(α+
σ2
2κ− logXt) and σt = σXt. Then,
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To be able to use Theorem 6.4 and 6.5 we need to check that Assumption 6.1 and 6.3 hold






















where the first equality follows from σt = σXt and (6.43), the second equality makes use of
the moment generating function of normal distribution and (6.46), and < is based on the
continuity of the integrand in t.
Assumption 6.3 also holds but subject to a constraint on the model parameters, which
we specify in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.9. For Xt specified in (6.43), let Zt follow the definition in (6.4) (then ηt





Then, Assumption 6.3 holds; that is, Zt is a square-integrable martingale under P. 
The proof is technically involved, and we defer it to §4.1 in the appendix. Throughout this
section, we always assume that the condition in (6.49) holds, hence Theorem 6.4 and 6.5
apply to the setting here.
By Proposition 6.9, PM specified in (6.6) is a well-defined equivalent martingale measure
for Xt, with Zt as the associated R-N density process. In particular, under P
M , Xt follows








σ2(u−t)+σ(BMu −BMt ), ∀u ∈ [t, T ]; (6.50)
recall, BMt is specified in (6.7), which is a Brownian motion under P





The fact that Xt follows GBM under P
M immediately enables us to obtain ξt and δt
in explicit form. Recall, these two quantities relate to the martingale representation for
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Vt = E
M [HT (Q) | Ft] in (6.29); refer to Lemma 6.3. Realizing that Vt, ξt and δt only
depends on the distribution of Xt under P
M , we can directly apply Lemma 3.1 (and the
derivation following that lemma) of Chapter 3, where Xt is also a GBM under P
M , to get:
δt(Q) = σ̃(p − s)E
[
P














) ∣∣∣Xt, Dt] (6.52)
and
ξt(Q) = (p− s)E
[
P


























In (6.52) and (6.53), Z is an independent standard normal random variable, and X0u−t
follows (6.50). Note in Lemma 6.3, the set of state variables is (Dt, Xt, µt, σt); but for Xt
here (and also Xt in Chapter 3), clearly we only need (Dt, Xt) because here µt and σt are
functions in Xt.
Now, we are ready to compute the optimal hedging strategy θ∗t in (6.37) and the variance
function B(m,Q) in (6.39) in explicit expressions. The results are summarized in the two
propositions below, and the proofs are collected in the appendix.
Proposition 6.10. Let Xt and Yt be specified in (6.43) and (6.44) respectively. Then, the














δt has expression in (6.52), and the functions f0, f1 and f2 are defined for τ ∈ [0, T ]:
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For the functions in (6.55) to be well-defined, we need cos(κτ)−sin(κτ) > 0 for all τ ∈ [0, T ],
which is guaranteed by the parameter constraint in (6.49).
Recall, in Chapter 3, ηt = η is a constant, and in the second term of the B(m,Q), the
factor e−η
2(T−t) is involved and we interpret it as a “discounting factor”: this term is less
than 1. Here, this factor is replaced by e−f0(T−t)−f1(T−t)Yt−f2(T−t)Y
2
t (see the second term
of B(m,Q) in (6.54)), and we want to know if the same property (i.e. < 1) still holds and
thus this factor can also be interpreted as a discounting factor. The answer is yes, and
to see this, observe that the exponential order is a concave quadratic function in Yt, since
f2(T − t) ≥ 0 for all t (recall, (6.49) is assumed). Then, using the expressions of f0, f1 and
f2 in (6.55), it is straightforward to check the following:




t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
In fact this should not be surprising, and actually this holds for general Xt. The exponential
factor above (as well as the e−η
2(T−t) in B(m,Q) of Chapter 3), essentially stands for Zt/Z
M
t ,
where, recall, Zt is the R-N density process defined in (6.4) and Z
M
t is the related process
defined in (6.35); see (6.39). Then, we can derive
ZMt = E
M (ZT | FT ) =
1
Zt
E(Z2T | FT ) ≥
1
Zt
E2(ZT | FT ) = Zt.
The second equality is the change of measure formula, and the ge is by Jensen’s inequality.
Hence, Zt/Z
M
t ≤ 1 holds for general asset price Xt, and is interpreted as a discounting
factor.
Last, we also have the formula for θ∗t , the optimal hedging strategy, in tractable form.
Proposition 6.11. Continue from Proposition 6.10 above. The associated optimal hedging
strategy θ∗t in (6.37) has the closed-form formula:
θ∗t (m,Q) = −ξt(Q) +
a(T − t) + κ
σ2
(α− Yt)b(T − t)
Xt
[λm − Vt(Q)− χ∗t ], (6.56)
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where λm is defined in (6.38) and ξt(Q) has expression in (6.53). The functions a(·) and











Again, the parameter constraint in (6.49) guarantees that the functions above are well-
defined.
3 Shortfall Hedging
In §7 of Chapter 4, we remark that most of the results of that chapter also hold under a
general asset price process. In this section, we elaborate on this point. In addition, we
generalize the production model into the one detailed in §1 above, and recover the core











θsdXs ≥ −C, θt ∈ Gt, t ∈ [0, T ].
In the formulation above, m ≥ 0 is a given target level, and C > 0 is a budget or credit limit
imposed on hedging. HT (Q) is the production payoff defined in (6.11) (with an equivalent
expression in (6.12)), with the associated demand and asset processes following (6.9) and
(6.1) respectively. As motivated in Chapter 4, the first constraint in (6.58) caps loss from
the hedging wealth process, and the second constraint restricts hedging to only have real-
time access to information revealed by financial market (recall Gt is the filtration generated
by Bt, the Brownian motion that drives the randomness in Xt; see (6.1)).
The shortfall hedging model in (6.58) uses more general production and asset price
models than those in Chapter 4, but it preserves majority of the results in that chapter (in
more general form). In the following two sections, we will collect the main results focusing
on the optimal solution and the shortfall reduction.
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DT = AT + σ̃B̃T .
We keep this notation for DT , and explicitly replace the DT involved in expression of HT
(refer to (6.11) and (6.12)) by D+T .
3.1 Solving the Hedging Problem
Here we solve the shortfall hedging problem in (6.58) for a given Q. The solution approach
in Chapter 4 will be used: first find a static lower bound problem that is equivalent to
(6.58), and then solve this static problem by Lagrangian approach. Both m and Q are fixed
hence dropped from arguments wherever possible.
We summarize the result of the first step described above in the following lemma, which
is essentially Proposition 4.1 in Chapter 4 with slight modifications.





(m−HT − VT )+
]
(6.60)
s.t. VT := E(χT |AT , ZT ) ≥ −C, EM (VT ) ≤ 0,
where AT and ZT are respectively defined in (6.59) and (6.4); P
M is defined in (6.6). Define
χ∗t := E





Then, ϑ∗ = {θ∗t , t ∈ [0, T ]} is the optimal solution to (6.58).
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof for Proposition 4.1 in Chapter 4 with only the
following two modifications. First, replace the (AT , XT ) there by (AT , ZT ), and similar to
the analysis in that part, define
f(AT , ZT , χT ) := E
[
(m−HT − χT )+ |AT , ZT , χT
]
.
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Note f(·) is still convex in χT , and in particular, (4.5) in Chapter 4 still holds here (after
changing XT to ZT ). Second, modify θ
∗
t ∈ FX to θ∗t ∈ Gt; note this is to accommodate the
second constraint in (6.58). All the rest analysis in §2.1 of Chapter 4 hold in the current
setting, which proves this lemma. 
By Lemma 6.12, the solution of problem (6.60), V ∗T , is the terminal payoff associated






t dXt. Then, once
the explicit expression of V ∗T is derived, θ
∗
t can be obtained by using standard martingale
representation technique. Below, we derive V ∗T by applying the usual Lagrangian multiplier
method the same as the one in Chapter 4.
In §2.2 of Chapter 4, the parameter relation pQ ≤ m + C is imposed, and here the
analogous constraint is:
RH(Q) ≤ m+ C. (6.61)
Recall, RH(Q) = pQ − CH(Q) is defined in (6.13), representing the gross profit function
associated with Q. The necessity of imposing (6.61) will be explained in §3.2, and now we
proceed with derivation of V ∗T . The crux here is the same as Chapter 4: we fix the state
variables by writing a := AT , z := ZT and v := VT , and find the optimal v as a function in
(a, z) by solving the following Lagrangian problem associated with (6.60):
min
v≥−C
L(v) := f(a, z, v) + λzv; (6.62)
where
f(a, z, v) := E[(m−HT (Q)− VT ) |AT = a, ZT = z, VT = v]
= Eξ
[(







Here, ξ is an independent standard normal random variable, and the second line of (6.63)




Tξ is independent from Gt, to which AT , ZT and VT
are adapted. We stress that the partial information constraint, θt ∈ Gt in (6.58), renders
VT =
∫ T
0 θtdXt ∈ Gt; without this constraint, we cannot have the functional form of f(a, z, v)
above.
First, observe that when v ≥ m+Cs(Q) (recall, Cs(Q) = CH(Q)−sQ defined in (6.15)),





]+ ≤ m−RH(Q) + (p− s)Q =
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m+Cs(Q); hence for this case L(v) = λzv which strictly increases in v. This indicates that
the optimal v will never exceed m + Cs(Q), hence below we will assume v ≤ m + Cs(Q),
and in summary, v ∈ [−C,m+Cs(Q)]. Note this is the more general version of v ≤ m+ cQ
observed in Chapter 4 where CH(Q) is a linear function.












Clearly, ∂L∂v increases in v (which should not be surprising since L(v) is convex in v). To this
point, repeating the derivations below (4.12) in §2.2 of Chapter 4, just replacing pQ (resp.
cQ) with RH(Q) (resp. Cs(Q)), gives the desired result as summarized in the proposition
below.
Proposition 6.13. Assuming (6.61), the optimal V ∗T to (6.60) is expressed as follows:
V ∗T (m,Q) = (m+ C −RH(Q))1{λZT ≤ 1}+ (p− s)
(
Q− D̂+T
)+ − C (6.65)
where
D̂T := AT + σ̃
√
TΦ−1(λZT ), if λZT ≤ 1; D̂T := +∞, if λZT > 1. (6.66)
Here λ is the unique positive parameter that satisfies the constraint EM (V ∗T ) = 0. Further-
more, the achieved shortfall is
s(m,Q) := E
[(
m−HT (Q)− V ∗T
)+]





We have obtained explicit expression of V ∗T in (6.65), and this holds for general asset
price dynamics in (6.1). Proceeding to find the optimal hedging strategy θ∗t that achieves
V ∗T requires (6.1) to be further specified by supplying dynamics for µt and σt. For the special
case of geometric Brownian motion (i.e. µt = µXt and σt = σXt for constant µ, σ), θ
∗
t is
derived in explicit expression; see (4.3) of Chapter 4. But for almost all other dynamics,
closed-form expression of θ∗t does not appear to be available. In general, computing θ
∗
t
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involves solving partial differential equations which come from application of Feynmann-
Kac Theorem, and this is a standard practice in replication of derivative payoff (i.e. finding
a trading strategy that achieves a known payoff function). We omit the details here as they
are neither analytically interesting by having explicit forms nor relevant to our main theme
of study; moreover, the subsequent analysis does not rely on expression of θ∗t .
Proposition 6.13 is a more general version of Proposition 4.2 in Chapter 4 and these two
results look very similar, especially for the expressions of the optimal hedging payoff. In
fact, the only difference between the two expressions for V ∗T is that, in place of pQ of the
latter, we have RH(Q) in the former; indeed, pQ is a special case of RH(Q) when the cost
function CH(Q) is linear. The main feature of the shortfall hedging is preserved: the payoff
structure is a portfolio of two financial derivatives: a digital option with kick-in condition
λZT ≤ 1; and a put option with Q being strike price and D̂T as underlying. In particular,
recall that we call D̂T surrogate demand in Chapter 4, and apparently the same intuition
is preserved here.
Last, we conclude this section by the corollary below, which describes the efficient
frontier built from producing NV-optimal quantities and carrying out associated optimal
hedging. Note the result below is essentially the extension of Corollary 4.4 in Chapter 4 to
current setting.
Corollary 6.14. WithQ = QNV(m) = Q◦(m)∧QNV as specified in Lemma 6.2, s(m,QNV(m))
in (6.67) is increasing in m. (Recall, Q◦(m) is the smaller root of RH(Q) = m; and in case
of RH(Q) < m for all Q, Q
◦(m) =∞. )
Proof. Recall QR is the maximizer of RH(Q); see (6.14). Clearly, Q
◦(m) increases in m,
hence so does QNV(m). Using the fact that QNV(m) ≤ QNV ≤ QR (for the second ≤, see
(6.17)) and RH(Q) increases in Q ∈ [0, QR], it is easy to verify:
RH(Q
NV(m)) = m ∧RH(QNV).
So (6.61) holds, hence the optimal hedging payoff V ∗T and associated shortfall s(m,Q
NV(m))
follow the expressions in (6.65) and (6.67), respectively. Specifically, we have
V ∗T = [(m−RH(QNV))+ + C]1{λZT ≤ 1}+ (p− s)[QNV(m)− D̂+T ]
+
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and




recall D̂T defined in (6.66) increases in λ, and λ is the unique solution of the constraint
EM (V ∗T ) = 0. Since Q
NV(m) increases in m, from the equality constraint and expression in
V ∗T above, it is clear that λ also increases in m. In summary, both Q
NV(m) and λ increase
in m, and thus s(m,QNV(m)) also increases in m which is clear from its expression above.

3.2 Optimal Production, Efficient Frontier and Shortfall Reduction




Recall, the parameter constraint (6.61) is imposed when we derive the expression for V ∗T .
Here we elaborate on this point. Suppose this constraint is violated, i.e. RH(Q) ≥ m + C
holds. If no Q satisfies this inequality (due to large m), then there is nothing to discuss.
Otherwise, by concavity of RH(Q), we have Q1 ≤ QR ≤ Q2 (recall QR is the maximizer of
RH(Q), see (6.14)), with RH(Q1) = RH(Q2) = m, such that
RH(Q) ≥ m+ C ⇔ Q1 ≤ Q ≤ Q2. (6.69)
Note QR = ∞ is possible and for this case Q2 = ∞ (this corresponds to a RH(Q) that
is monotonically increasing). Now, under RH(Q) ≥ m + C, and equivalently via (6.69),
Q1 ≤ Q ≤ Q2, we can mimic the derivation leading to Proposition 6.13. In particular, this
new constraint affects precisely the Pξ term in (6.64): the right side in the probability is
always non-negative, hence the + associates with the outer bracket of the left side can be
removed. Then the subsequent derivation resembles the other parameter case (refer to §2.2
of Chapter 4 for details), and we get:
V ∗T = (p− s)





with the corresponding minimum shortfall as
s(m,Q) = E
{[
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where D̂T is defined in (6.66). The parameter λ is decided by the equation E
M (V ∗T ) = 0,
expressed below
(p− s)EM





Apparently, s(m,Q) increases in both λ (via D̂T ) and Q (via Cs(Q)). Furthermore, from the
equality constraint above, λ must increase in Q. In a nutshell, increasing Q also increases
λ, and in turn increases s(m,Q). Therefore, for all Q ∈ [Q1, Q2], s(m,Q) ≥ s(m,Q1), and
we can ignore the case RH(Q) > m + C by imposing (6.61), since our objective is always
to reduce shortfall risk.
Now, we know (6.61) relates to shortfall minimization. From the discussion above, (6.61)
is equivalent to Q ≤ Q1 or Q ≥ Q2, and now we argue that only Q ≤ Q1 is relevant. If
QR = ∞ hence Q2 = ∞, clearly we only have Q ≤ Q1. For QR < ∞, so does Q2; and
Q2 ≥ QR. Then, by (6.65) and the constraint EM (V ∗T ) = 0, it is clear that for any pair of
Q′ ≤ Q′′ such that RH(Q′) = RH(Q′′), Q′′ is associated with a larger λ. And it is obvious
from the expression of s(m,Q) in (6.67) that s(m,Q′′) ≥ s(m,Q′). This indicates that any
Q ≥ QR cannot be optimal. Since Q2 ≥ QR, the range [Q2,∞) is irrelevant, and we only
need to consider Q ≤ Q1.
As a remark, we want to compare this with the similar result derived in Chapter 4:
Q ≤ (m + C)/p (see (i) of Proposition 4.5 in Chapter 4). Throughout Chapter 4, RH(Q)
is linear, indicating QR = ∞ and Q1 = (m + C)/p, and the obtained Q ≤ (m + C)/p is
(and should be) consistent with the result above. As m goes to infinity, (m+C)/p does not
provide a uniform upper bound on Q. But if QR <∞, which might happen with a strictly
convex CH(Q), then Q
R is a uniform upper bound.
Now we know for each given m ≥ 0, the minimization of s(m,Q) over Q can be con-
strained in a finite interval [0, Q1]; in fact we can also show s(m,Q) is a convex function in
Q over this interval. The convexity can be shown by computing the second order derivative
of the shortfall with respect to Q, and moreover, the first order derivative obtained pro-
vides the optimality equation that fully characterizes Q∗(m), the minimizer of s(m,Q). To
prepare, we need to define some quantities that will be used later. Define
β := E[(1− λZT )+] and ψ := E[(λZT − 1)+] (6.70)
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which is equivalently written as
β = P(λZT ≤ 1)− λPM (λZT ≤ 1) and ψ = λPM (λZT ≥ 1)− P(λZT ≥ 1). (6.71)
Recall ZT is the R-N derivative specified in (6.4), and λ is decided by the constraint
EM (V ∗T ) = 0 — refer to Proposition 6.13. The same definition of β and ψ is used in
Chapter 4, refer to (4.28) in §3 of that chapter; and they have the more explicit expres-
sions in (4.27), taking into account that ZT follows a log-normal distribution there. Here
we cannot express β and ψ in more explicit forms since the distribution of ZT is generally
unknown, but it turns out that the key identity to be derived below does not require such
knowledge. From (6.70), it is easy to get
dβ
dλ
= E[(−ZT )1{λZT ≤ 1}] = −PM (λZT ≤ 1);






P(λZT ≤ 1)− PM (λZT ≤ 1)− λ
d
dλ
PM (λZT ≤ 1).
Combining the two above, we reach the identity
d
dλ
P(λZT ≤ 1) = −λ
d
dλ
PM (λZT ≤ 1). (6.72)
The identity above is the general version of (4.25) in Chapter 4, and it is crucial in estab-
lishing the convexity result to be presented in Proposition 6.15 below.
We remark that the relationship between β, ψ, DT and D̂T takes the same form as
previous:
P(DT ≤ D̂T ) = 1− β = λ− ψ.








where AT has expression in (6.59) and recall it represents the part of DT that depends on
Xt. It is easy to observe that E(∆) = P(DT ≤ Q). Below is a summary of the discussion
above.
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Proposition 6.15. (i) Let Q◦(x) follow the same definition as that in Lemma 6.2. That
is, Q◦(x) is root of the equation RH(Q) = x (if there are two, take the smaller one; and if
there is no solution due to x ≥ supQ≥0RH(Q), set Q◦(x) =∞). Then, Q∗(m), the shortfall
minimizer defined in (6.68), must satisfy Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦(m+ C). In particular, Q∗(m) ≤ QR
for all m, where QR defined in (6.14) is the maximizer of RH(Q).
(ii) s(m,Q) is convex in Q ∈ [0, Q◦(m + C)]. Hence, Q∗(m) can be obtained from the
first-order optimality equation: dsdQ = 0; or, at the boundary: Q
∗(m) = 0 or Q◦(m+C). In
addition, the first and second order derivatives have the following expressions:
ds
dQ
= −R′H(Q)(1− β) + (p− s)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )], (6.74)
d2s
dQ2














+ C ′′H(Q)(1− β)
≥ 0, ∀Q ∈ [0, Q◦(m+ C)]. (6.75)
In (6.74) and (6.75), β has expression in (6.70), λQ is the derivative of λ with respect to Q,
and ∆ is defined in (6.73).
(iii) s(m,Q∗(m)) is increasing in m, and hence constitutes an efficient frontier.
Proof. (i) has already been established in the discussion before this proposition. For
(iii), the proof of Proposition 4.5 part (ii) of Chapter 4 directly extends here. For (ii), the
derivations of (6.74) and (6.75), hence to establish convexity, are deferred to the appendix;
refer to §4.5.
The only remaining point needs to be shown is that when Q◦(m+C) =∞, Q∗(m) can
be identified as described in (ii). Note this case indicates that RH(Q) is a monotonically
increasing function, supQ≥0RH(Q) = R̄H ≤ m+C, and also R′H(Q)→ 0 as Q→∞. If the
value of ds/dQ ≥ 0 at Q = 0, then by convexity we have Q∗(m) = 0. Otherwise ds/dQ < 0
at Q = 0. And now we check the other end by letting Q → ∞, then m + C − RH(Q) →
m+C− R̄H ≥ 0, and the first component in V ∗T (see (6.65)) is non-negative, and the second
component goes to infinity. Hence to keep the constraint EM (V ∗T ) = 0, λ→∞. Hence, we
have ds/dQ→ p− s > 0. This indicates that the optimality equation ds/dQ = 0 must have
a solution, which is Q∗(m). 
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Part (i) of Proposition 6.15 indicates that Q∗(m) is bounded above by Q◦(m). For the
case that QR, the maximizer of RH(Q), is finite, we know Q
◦(m) ≤ QR for all m, thus so
does Q∗(m). When QR =∞, it is not obvious if Q∗(m) is bounded from above. In Chapter
4, where the production cost function is linear, we derived the asymptotics for Q∗(m) which
suggest that Q∗(m) indeed has a uniform upper bound, and in particular, Q∗(m) reverts
back to NV solution when m gets large. The same conclusions actually also hold here,
which we summarize in the following corollary. The proof is omitted since it is completely
analogous to those in Chapter 4.
Corollary 6.16. (i) There exists a δ > 0, such that Q∗(m) = 0 when m ∈ [0, δ]; in
particular, Q∗(m)→ 0 as m→ 0.
(ii) Q∗(m)→ QNV as m→∞; thus, supm≥0Q∗(m) <∞. 
Note (ii) is consistent with (6.17) and (i).
So far, we have applied a complete set of analysis on the shortfall hedging problem in
(6.58), by fully characterizing the jointly optimal hedging and production. The natural last
step is to measure the improvement achieved, compared to no-hedging case, in terms of
shortfall reduction. It turns out to be that there is also an improvement in the expected
total wealth. All relevant results are summarized in the following proposition, with proof
deferred to §4.6 in appendix.
Proposition 6.17. Let m ≥ 0 be given, and write s(m,Q) in (6.67) as s(Q) for brevity;
let r(Q) := sNV − s(Q) denote the shortfall reduction, with sNV = sNV(m) following (6.21)
in Lemma 6.2; also recall QNV(m) is the shortfall minimizer for NV model, with expression
in (6.20). Then, we have




In addition, writing Q∗ := Q∗(m) and Q̂NV := QNV(m), we have
Q ∈ [Q∗ ∧ Q̂NV, Q∗ ∨ Q̂NV] ⇒ r(Q) ≥ β(m−RH(QNV))+ + Cψ ≥ 0. (6.77)
(Recall, β and ψ follow (6.70), and ds/dQ follows (6.74).) Furthermore, the same range of
Q in (6.77) also improves the expected total terminal wealth from the NV model:
E[HT (Q) + V
∗
T ]− E[HT (Q̂NV)] ≥ β[m−RH(QNV)]+ + Cψ ≥ 0. (6.78)
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Moreover, E(V ∗T ) ≥ 0 if either (i) Q ≤ Q◦(m) ≤ QNV with Q◦(m) defined in Lemma 6.2, or
(ii) m ≥ RH(QNV).

As a concluding remark, we can see that the core results of Chapter 4 extend to this




We will use the same numeraire-based approach as that in Chapter 3 to solve an associated
quadratic hedging problem (to be detailed in §4.2). To prepare, in this section we introduce
relevant definitions and quantities, and prove a key lemma that will be used repeatedly.
In a nutshell, similar quantities and concepts introduced in §3 of Chapter 3 will be used
again (accommodated to the current setting), including PR, Nt, MX , MN , AX and AN ;
also, Lemma 3.14 will still hold. We will see that the main difference from Chapter 3 is
of technical nature: certain technical points in that chapter are omitted because they are
easily verified to hold, thanks to the constant market price of risk, whereas for the general
asset price process we are using, more technical treatments are needed. Throughout this
section (and also the next), Assumption 6.1 and 6.3 are assumed.
We start with introducing Nt and P
R. Under Assumption 6.3, the probability measure















Recall, PM defined in (6.6) is the equivalent martingale measure for Xt. Also recall, Z
M
t :=
EM (ZT | Ft) is introduced in (6.35), and thus ZM0 = E(Z2T ). Note ZMt is a PM -martingale,




where ψt is a adapted process to Gt (recall, Gt is the filtration generated by Bt, hence inde-
pendent from B̃t); and B
M
t , defined in (6.7), is an Brownian motion under P
M . Matching
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Now, from (6.79), ZMt /Z
M





































Recall, N0t and N 1t are interpreted as the original assets, dollar (i.e. 1) and financial
asset (Xt), denominated in Z
M








E2(ZT |Gt) = Zt > 0 with Zt defined in (6.4). By Assumption 6.1), Xt > 0.
Therefore, N0t and N
1
t are well-defined, and both are strictly positive.
Straightforward application of Itô’s Lemma, accounting for (6.83), gives:
dN0t = −(N0t )2ψt[dBMt − ψtN0t dt] = −(N0t )2ψtdBRt
dN1t = −N0t [N1t ψt − σt][[dBMt − ψtN0t dt]] = −N0t [N1t ψt − σt]dBRt . (6.85)
Then, clearly, both N0t and N
1
t are local martingales under P
R; being non-negative, they
are also supermartingales. In fact it is easy to check that they are indeed PR-martingales
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the first line is change of measure using (6.79), the second line uses iterated conditioning
on Gt and the fact that ZMt is adapted to Gt, and to reach the third line the definition of
ZMt in (6.35) is recalled (note ZT = Z
M
T ). Similar checking can be applied to N
1
t :











the first equality uses the fact that ZMt /Z
M
0 is the density process for P
R/PM and N1t is
adapted to Gt, and the second equality is by martingale property of Xt (see the analysis
under Assumption 6.3). We summarize the analysis above into the following lemma, which
will be useful later.
Lemma 6.18. N0t and N
1
t in (6.84) are both martingales under P
R. 
We are ready to defineMX ,MN , AX and AN , all of which, as we have seen in Chapter
3, are crucial in defining admissible class of hedging strategies.
MX := {PM̄ ∼ P :
dPM̄
dP
∈ L2(P), Xt is a PM̄ -martingale}. (6.87)
MX contains the equivalent martingale measures that have square integrable R-N deriva-
tives. By Assumption 6.1, we know PM ∈ MX , hence it is a nonempty set. Similarly for
Nt, we define





∈ L2(P), N0t and N1t are PR̄-martingales}. (6.88)
Note it is easy to verify that for PR defined in (6.79), 1
ZMT
dPR
dP ∈ L2(P), and together with
Lemma 6.18 this implies PR ∈MN , hence MN 6= ∅.
Based on MX and MN , we are ready to define admissible classes of trading strategies.
We start with AX , the admissible class of hedging strategies in (6.27), the original mean-
variance hedging problem we want to solve. In Chapter 3, we have seen two equivalent
definitions (see (3.40) and (3.41)), and these definitions include all “reasonable” trading
strategies in the sense of being possible to implement (by definition (3.40)) and excluding
arbitrage opportunities (by definition (3.41)). Both definitions and the associated properties
extend to our current setting, since they are originally defined for abstract continuous semi-
martingale settings, which include our case here; see Delbaen and Schachermayer (1996a).
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Here we only work with the definition in (3.41) for its mathematical convenience. We re-
iterate this definition here: a Gt-predictable process ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [t, T ]} is admissible by
belonging to the following set:
AX := {ϑ : ϑ is Xt-integrable; χT (ϑ) ∈ L2(P);
∀PM̄ ∈MX , {χt(ϑ), t ∈ [0, T ]} is a PM̄ -martingale}; (6.89)
recall ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} and χt(ϑ) =
∫ t
0 θsdXs. We give a notation to the set of all terminal
wealth attainable by admissible trading strategies:
χT (AX) := {χT (ϑ) |ϑ ∈ AX}. (6.90)
It is pointed out in Chapter 3 that χT (AX) is closed in L2(P), and this also holds here.
Again, this is due to the fact that this result is from a general setting which covers ours.
Refer to Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.8 of Cerny and Kallsen (2008); and for a brief review
on this, refer to Theorem A.1 of Wang and Wissel (2013). The closedness of χT (AX) allows
us to establish the following technical result, with proof collected in §4.1.1.
Lemma 6.19. Let ZMt be defined in (6.35), with dynamics specified in (6.36) which is
copied below:
dZMt = ζtdXt.
Under Assumption 6.1 and 6.3, ζt ∈ AX ; in other words, ζt is an admissible hedging strategy
with respect to Xt. Hence, by definition of MX in (6.89), ZMt is a PM̄ -martingale for each
PM̄ in MX . 
It will become clear later that Lemma 6.19 is crucial in establishing connection between
MX and MN , which plays a key role in solve the quadratic hedging problem. We remark
that in Chapter 3, ZMt follows geometric Brownian motion (under P
M ) and it is easy to
directly check, by Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, that ZMt is a martingale under each
probability measure from MX . However, for our current setting, this cannot be done and
more involved analysis is needed. Refer to §4.1.1.
Next, recall Nt in (6.84) can be viewed as assets denoted in Z
M
t , hence we can also
define admissible trading strategies with respect to Nt. A Gt-predictable process ϕ = {φt =
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(φ0t , φ
1
t ), t ∈ [0, T ]} is admissible if it belongs to the following set:
AN := {ϕ : ϕ is Nt-integrable; ZMT πT (ϕ) ∈ L2(P);
∀PR̄ ∈MN , {πt(ϕ), t ∈ [0, T ]} is a PR̄-martingale } (6.91)
where the notation parallels those for AX : ϕ = {φt, t ∈ [0, T ]}, with φt = (φ0t , φ1t ) being a















Similar to (6.90), we define πT (AN ) := {πT (ϕ)|ϕ ∈ AN} to be the attainable terminal
wealth by admissible strategies in AN .
Now, we establish bijection betweenMX in (6.87) andMN in (6.88); this result will be
used later in proving the key lemma of this section. The following lemma is a special case
of Proposition 3.1 in Gourieroux et al. (1998), and our proof here will make explicit uses
of Baye’s formula based on Doob’s martingale.
Lemma 6.20. Recall PM and PR are defined in (6.6) and (6.79), respectively.

































The proof is just checking the conditions specified in (6.88) and (6.87) for each case respec-
tively, and we collect the details in §4.1.1.
To this point, we are ready to give the key lemma of this section, which spells out an
one-to-one relationship between the two admissible classes AX in (6.89) and AN in (6.91).
Lemma 6.21 below is a more general version of Lemma 3.14 in Chapter 3. We remark
that both lemmas (Lemma 6.21 below and Lemma 3.14 in Chapter 3) are special cases of
Proposition 3.2 in Gourieroux et al. (1998).
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Lemma 6.21. (i) For any given Xt-admissible trading strategy ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX ,
there exists an Nt-admissible strategy ϕ = {φt = (φ0t , φ1t ), t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AN , such that
∀t ∈ [0, T ],
χt(ϑ)
ZMt
= πt(ϕ), and φt = (χt(ϑ)− θtXt, θt).
(ii) Conversely, given any Nt-admissible strategy ϕ = {φt = (φ0t , φ1t ), t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AN , there
exists an Xt-admissible trading strategy ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX , such that ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
χt(ϑ)
ZMt
= πt(ϕ), and θt = ζt(πt(ϕ)− φt ·Nt) + φ1t with ζt defined in (6.36).
(iii) Combining (i) and (ii), we have:






: ϑ ∈ AX
}
;
recall χT (AX) is the set of attainable wealth defined in (6.90) and πT (AN ) is similarly
defined.
Proof. We first show (i) of this lemma. Given ϑ = {θt, t ∈ [0, T ]}, write χt = χt(ϑ) =∫ t
0 θsdXs for lighter notation. Apply Itô’s Lemma on
χt
ZMt





















t − θtσtN0t (N0t ψt)dt








t − θtσtN0t (N0t ψt)dt
]
= (χt − θtXt)dN0t +
[
(θtXt)[−N0t (N0t ψt)dBRt ] + θtσtN0t [dBMt − (N0t ψt)dt]
]
= (χt − θtXt)dN0t + θt
[
− (N0t ψt)N1t +N0t σt
]
dBRt
= (χt − θtXt)dN0t + θtdN1t
= φt · dNt, (6.93)
and this gives the equality stated in (i).
The rest is to show ϕ ∈ AN . First, ZMT
∫ T
0 φt · dNt = χT (ϑ) ∈ L
2(P ), since ϑ ∈ AX .




∣∣] = E[|χT (ϑ)|(dPR̄dP /ZMT )] < ∞, by Cauchy-Schwarz




T ∈ L2(P) (since PR̄ ∈ MN ) and χT (ϑ) ∈ L2(P) (by ϑ ∈ AX).
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the above accounts for the fact that N0t is a P
R̄-martingale.
































and by Lemma 6.20, dP
M̄
dP ∈ MX . Then, since ϑ ∈ AX , χt(ϑ) must be a martingale under
PM̄ , which gives the last equality in the derivation above. Then, the above implies that
πt(ϕ) = χt(ϑ)/Z
M
t is a P
R̄-martingale ∀PR̄ ∈MN , hence ϕ ∈ AN and (i) is proved.
Now we prove (ii). Given ϕ = {φt = (φ0t , φ1t ), t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AN , we apply Itô’s Lemma
on ZMt
∫ t


















































t − φ0t (ψtN0t )2dt
− φ1t (ψtN0t )[ψtN1t − σt]dt.
(6.94)
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Now, use (6.85) to express dN0t and dN
1
t (and choose the representation involving dB
M
t ),





φs · dNS =
[


























where the second equality uses N1t = XtN
0
t , as well as the relation between ζt and ψt
in (6.81); the third equality uses the PM -dynamics of Xt in (6.8), which we copy here:
dXt = σtdB
M
t . The integrand with respect to dXt in the last line above gives the expression
for θt specified in (ii).
Now what remains is to show ϑ as stated in (ii) is in AX . First, note χT (ϑ) =













∣∣∣πT (ϕ)ZMT |] <∞ is easily verified
by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, dP
M̄
dP ∈ L
2(P) and πT (ϕ)Z
M
T ∈ L2(P) (since ϕ ∈ AN ).
Hence we compute the following conditional expectation under PM̄ and apply switch of
measure:
































where the first quality uses definition of dP
R̄
dP above ; the second equality switches measure
between PM̄ and P ; and the last equality is by the fact that ZMt is a martingale under P
M̄
as implied by Lemma 6.20.
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Combining all above,



































where the last equality is due to πt(ϕ) is a P
R̄-martingale implied by ϕ ∈ AN (recall,
PR̄ ∈ MN by Lemma 6.20). This concludes that χt(ϑ) = πt(ϕ)ZMt is a PM̄ -martingale
∀PM̄ ∈MX ; hence ϑ defined in (ii) is in AX . This completes the proof of (ii). 
4.1.1 Proofs of Lemma 6.19 and 6.20
We first prove Lemma 6.19, and before going to details, here is an outline of the approach.
Recall, χT (AX), the set of wealth attainable by admissible strategies with Xt is introduced
in (6.90), and we have seen that it is a nonempty set closed in L2(P). Our approach is
to first show ZMT − ZM0 ∈ χT (AX). The reason is that, once this is established, then
∃{θt, t ∈ [0, T ]} ∈ AX such that ZMT − ZM0 =
∫ T
0 θtdXt, i.e., θt is an admissible strategy
that attains ZMT − ZM0 . Then, we have













the first equality follows the definition of ZMt in (6.35) (note ZT = Z
M
T ), the second equality
uses the dynamics of ZMt in (6.36); the third equality uses definition of θt: an admissible
strategy attaining ZMT − ZM0 ; the last equality uses the admissibility of θt: the induced
wealth process is an martingale under any measure from MX (defined in (6.87)), and in
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both integrals are continuous martingales under PM , hence ζt = θt. Thus, we can establish
ζt ∈ AX , which in turn implies ZMt = Z0M +
∫ t
0 ζsdXs is an martingale under any measure
from MX , and the lemma is proved.
Now we proceed to establish ZMT − ZM0 ∈ χT (AX). Recall, χT (AX) is closed in L2(P),
hence it is sufficient to find a sequence of elements in this set, with limit (in L2(P)) as
ZMT −ZM0 , then the desired result will follow from the closedness. To do this, we follow the
approach similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.5 in Wang and Wissel (2013).
Define the sequence of Gt-stopping time:
τk := inf{t ≥ 0 : |ηt| ≥ k} ∧ T ; k ∈ N; (6.97)
recall ηt is the market price of risk process defined in (6.3). Since ηt is continuous, we have
τk ↑ T as k →∞. Clearly,
Zτk → ZT a.s. (6.98)
Recall Zt is assumed to be a continuous square integrable martingale under P (by Assump-



















The above invokes dominated convergence in (6.98), and we establish
Zτk → ZT in L
2(P). (6.100)
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the first equality is the change of measure formula, and the second equality is martingale
representation, with θ
(k)
t being a process predictable to Gt. In particular, note M
(k)
T = Zτk ,
and also M
(k)









T − ZM0 in L2(P);




0 , converging to Z
M
T − ZM0 in




0 ∈ χT (AX) for each k. To this






s dXs defined in (6.101)




s dXs is a P
M̄ -local-martingale, since Xt
is a martingale under this probability measure. To proceed, the crux is to examine the


























































where BMt is the P
M -Brownian-motion introduced in (6.7), and η̂s is defined as η̂s = ηs1{s ≤





















then the expression above for Zt∧τk becomes
Zt∧τk = WtCt.
For Ct, since each η̂s is bounded by k, we have
1 ≤ Ct ≤ ek
2T , ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
The above immediately implies Wt ≤ Zt∧τk .
Next, clearly Wt is a local martingale undre P
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in other words, Novikov’s condition holds, indicating that Wt is a P
M -martingale.
To this end, combine all pieces, we have
0 ≤ M (k)0 +
∫ t
0





T |Gt) = E
M (Zτk |Gt)
= EM (ZT∧τk |Gt) = E
M (WTCT |Gt)





the first line is just the definition in (6.101), and the second line uses M
(k)
T = Zτk ; the first
equality on the third line uses the obvious fact τk ∧ T = τk, and the second equality makes
use of the representation of Zt∧τk established above; the fourth line is based on the bound
on CT and the martingale property of Wt established above, as well as Wt ≤ Zt∧τk as argued
above.




s dXs ∈ L2(P). Finally, by
































s dXs = M
(k)
t −Mk0 is a PM̄ -martingale. This establishes the desired result,
and completes proving Lemma 6.19.
Now, based on Lemma 6.19, we are ready to prove Lemma 6.20.
For (i), suppose PM̄ ∈ MX is given and PR̄ follows the definition as stated. First note
that clearly dP
R̄
dP > 0 almost surely since
dPM̄
dP > 0 and Z
M
T = ZT takes exponential form
(see (6.4)); hence dP
R̄
















The last equality follows from Lemma 6.19, which implies that ZMt is a P
M̄ -martingale since
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The rest is to show N0t and N
1
t are martingales. First note












hence we can apply conditional expectation and compute




























the first equality applies change of measure from PR̄ to P, and the second equality follows






∣∣∣Gt); the third equality again
uses the fact that ZMt is P
M̄ -martingale as implied by Lemma 6.19. From above, we can
conclude that N0t is a martingale under P
R̄. Similar derivation applies to N1t as follows.
First note that















the last equality accounts for the fact that PM̄ is a martingale measure for Xt. Now we can
compute the conditional expectation:



























= N1t ; (6.104)
the first equality applies change of measure formula on ER̄(N1T |Gt); the second equality does
the same for EM̄ (XT |Gt) and EM̄ (ZMT |Gt), respectively; the third equality again realizes
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the fact that ZMt is a P
M̄ -martingale. Hence, N1t is also a martingale under P
M̄ by the
derivation above. To this point, we have checked that PR̄ satisfies conditions specified in
MN , hence belongs to this set; this proves (i).
For (ii), the proof is analogous. Suppose PR̄ ∈ MN is given, and define PM̄ as stated.










































Then, the rest is to show Xt is a martingale under P
M̄ . Again, we start with checking
the integrability condition:












0 = X0 <∞;
the third equality follows from PR̄ ∈ MN is a martingale measure for N0t and N1t . Next,
compute the conditional expectation







































the first equality applies change of measure formula on EM̄ (XT |Gt); the second equality does
the same respectively for ER̄(N1T |Gt) and ER̄(N0T |Gt); the third equality recognizes that N0t
and N1t are martingales under P
R̄. This concludes that Xt is a P
M̄ -martingale, and proves
(ii).
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4.2 Proofs of Theorems/Propositions 6.4, 6.5 and 6.7
In this section, we derive the optimal hedging strategy, θ∗t , of (6.27) as well as the associ-
ated minimum variance function B(m,Q), and thereby provide proofs to Theorem 6.4 and
Theorem 6.5; all derivations are based on results established in §4.1. This procedure of
derivation naturally generates proof for Proposition 6.7, which is detailed in §4.2.1. Q is
dropped from all arguments since it is a given value.
We will first transform the equality-constrained problem in (6.27) to an equivalent un-
constrained quadratic hedging problem, and then solve the latter by applying the same
numeraire-based technique as that in Chapter 3, but with a more general market price of
risk process (recall here ηt, defined in (6.3), is stochastic, whereas in Chapter 3 it is a con-
stant). The derivations below do not differ from those in Chapter 3 besides a few technical
points (which are discussed in §4.1), hence we will omit the computational details wherever






λ−HT (Q)− χT (ϑ)
)2]
. (6.106)








In addition, the optimal hedging strategy induced by the problem in (6.106), with λ being
set as the optimal solution to the maximization problem (6.107), is also optimal to the













where V0(Q) and δt(Q) are terms involved in the martingale representation of Vt(Q) in
(6.29); in particular, V0(Q) = E
M [HT (Q)], and δt(Q) is defined in (6.30) (and (6.33)). Zt
and ZMt follow (6.4) and (6.35), respectively.
In (6.108), λ only enters the first component as a quadratic term; the second component
is independent from λ. Thus, the minimization problem in (6.107) has a quadratic objective
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function, since both A(λ) expressed in (6.108) and (m − λ)2 are quadratic functions in λ,
and it is easy to verify that the λ specified in (6.38) solves the right hand side of (6.107)
and gives the expression of B(m,Q) in (6.39).
From here, we begin to prove (6.108) by deriving solution to the hedging problem in


























recall the probability measure P is defined in (6.79).
Continue with (6.109), by Lemma 6.21 (iii),












A natural next step is to express ĤT (λ)
ZMT
as a stochastic integral with respect Nt, so that
we can pick the optimal φt based on this representation. By the fact that ĤT (λ) is bounded
hence has finite second moment in P, it is easy to check that ĤT (λ)/Z
M
T has finite second









= M̂T . Furthermore, M̂t is a square integrable martingale under P
R.
Now, Since N0t and N
1
t are both P















where φHt and γt are some adapted processes to Ft. Note the representation in (6.112) has
used the fact that B̃t is a Brownian motion under P
R since the market risk of price process
associated with it is 0.
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Substitute (6.112) to (6.110) and take into the consideration that Nt and B̃t are inde-
pendent, we can further expand A(λ):

























































s · dNs, this follows from (6.112) and that M̂t is a PR-square-
integrable martingale. For
∫ t





0 φt ·dNt ∈ L
2(PR) (since ZMT
∫ T








s −φs)·dNs are two square integrable martingales under PR, and they independent
since Nt is adapted to σ(Bt), which is independent from B̃t. This makes the cross term
vanish.
Two results follow (6.113). First, it is obvious that the optimal φt of this problem,








substituting this to (6.113), apply Itô’s isometry and switch measure from PR to P, we have:











































The expression above for A(λ) does not coincide with (6.108) yet (the second term takes
different form); we will come back to this later.
The other result from (6.113) is the expression for the optimal hedging strategy θ∗t .




φ∗s · dNs − φ∗t ·Nt) + φ∗1t , (6.116)
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and recall, ζt is defined in (6.36).
To this end, we have obtained the expressions for both A(λ) and θ∗t , in (6.115) and
(6.116) respectively, and both expressions involve terms related to Nt. Next, we will replace
such terms by terms associated with Xt and Vt only. To do so, the crux is to compare (6.29)











and this equation comes directly from (6.112), changing measure from PR to PM for the
first term, and accounting for φ∗t = φ
H . Alternatively, M̂t can also be represented as the



























where the first equality switches the measure from PR to PM ; the second equality accounts
for the fact ZT = Z
M
T and definition of N
0
t in (6.85); the third equality makes use of the
martingale representation of Vt in (6.29). Now, apply Itô’s Lemma on both (6.117) and





Substituting (6.118) in (6.115) gives (6.108), as desired.
Next, match dBMt (matching for dt term gives the same result) and obtain:
ξt + (λ− Vt)N0t ζt = ζt(φ∗t ·Nt)− φ∗1t . (6.119)
Recall, ζt and ψt are defined in (6.36) and (6.80) respectively, and to reach (6.119) the
relation in (6.81) is used. Substituting (6.119) to (6.116) gives (6.37), taking into the
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The last task is to show that θ∗t above is an admissible trading strategy. By part (ii)





s · dNs; we already showed that (see the arguments below (6.113)) M̂◦t is a
square integrable martingale under PR, and this implies it has finite expected quadratic
variation under PR:
ER([M̂◦, M̂◦]t) <∞. (6.120)
Then, for any PR̄ ∈MN , we have
ER̄(
√












































where the last line follows from the definition of MN ; see (6.88). Now by Burkholder-
Davis-Gundy inequality, M̂◦t is an martingale under P
R̄. Last, ZMT M̂
◦
T ∈ L2(P ) easily
follows from that M̂◦t is square integrable under P
R. Combining the arguments above, we
have φ∗t = φ
H
t ∈ AN , hence θ∗t is admissible as argued. This completes the proof for both
Theorem 6.5 and 6.4.
4.2.1 Proof of Proposition 6.7
For the general risk reduction results before (6.42), the proof for Proposition 3.9 in Chapter
3 extends to the current setting, as that proof only explores the optimality condition of the
MSE problem (6.106) without relying on explicit dynamics of Xt.
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To get (6.42) (i.e. risk reduction for m = E[HT (Q)]), we apply similar approach in proof
for Proposition 3.9 of Chapter 3, but in the current (more general) setting. From here, the
argument Q is dropped whenever possible. We start with the following transformation:
Var(HT ) = E[(λm −HT )2]− (λm −m)2; (6.122)
the above equation holds for any constant λ, but here we choose λ = λm as defined in (6.38)
which will be useful in proving the desired result. Next, Var(λm −HT ) is derived.









(recall ZT = Z
M
T ) defined in (6.111, 6.112), the above can be carried out
as:






















































where the second equality uses Itô’s isometry and independence between Nt and B̃t, as well
as (6.118) to express γt using δt, and the change of measure from P
R to PM following (6.79).

























where the second equality uses expression of λm in (6.38).
The rest is to further express the second term above (i.e. to obtain exact expression for
the risk reduction so as to reach (6.42)). For the derivations below, dynamics of N0t and
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N1t in (6.85), the representation of dZ
M



























































t (ξt + (λm − Vt)N0t ζt)
)2]
dt;
now note ZMt = E
M (ZT | Ft) = E(Z2T | Ft)/E(ZT | Ft), which is equivalent to ZtZMt =

































where the second equality uses N0t =
1
ZMt
. Substitute the above to (6.123) leads to the
expression in (6.42). 
4.3 Proof of Theorem 6.6
In Chapter 3, we proved the same results (see Proposition 3.17 of that chapter) based on
taking derivatives, mainly for ease of illustration. In this chapter, we provide an alternative
proof which does not rely on differentiation; note the proof throughout this section also
applies to a nondifferentiable CH(Q).
Recall, we have argued that the minimizer of B(m,Q) must exist, but not necessarily
unique. To make this exact, define:
Q∗(m) := arg max
Q≥0
B(m,Q). (6.124)
It is easy to see that B(m,Q) is a continuous function in (m,Q), hence Q∗(m) is a non-
empty closure. To facilitate the following analysis on Q∗(m), notations are given to its
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smallest and larger elements:
Q̄(m) := max Q∗(m) and Q(m) := min Q∗(m). (6.125)
We begin with (i). Note for any Q > Q◦M (m), B(m,Q) > B(m,Q◦M (m)) since the
former has both larger first (via concavity of V0(Q)) and second terms (which increases in
Q). This leads to (i). And by this result, (m,Q) can be constrained to [0,∞)× [0, QNV(M)]
without changing the minimization problem. In addition, following (i), Q∗(m) is compact,
so its supreme and infimum are in the set and this reconfirms the use of max and min in
(6.125).
To show (ii), we first show B(m,Q) is submodular in (m,Q) over [0,∞)× [0, QNV(M)].
Suppose m1 ≥ m2 and Q1 ≤ Q2 ≤ QNV(M). Then, by straightforward algebra, we have:
B(m1, Q2) +B(m2, Q1)−B(m1, Q1)−B(m2, Q2) = 2C(m1 −m2)[V0(Q1)− V0(Q2)] ≤ 0;
where the fact that Q1 and Q2 (neither exceeds Q
NV(M)) lie on the strictly increasing range
of V0(Q) is used. In the same way, it is easy to show the above inequality also holds for the
case of m1 ≤ m2 and QNV(M) ≥ Q1 ≥ Q2. Putting both cases together, we have:
B(m1 ∧m2, Q1 ∧Q2) +B(m1 ∨m2, Q1 ∨Q2) ≤ B(m1, Q1) +B(m2, Q2),
meaning that B(m,Q) is submodular in (m,Q) over [0,∞) × [0, QNV(M)]. Hence invoking
Topkis’s Theorem, Q∗(m) increases in m in set order. For m1 < m2, then Q
∗(m1) ≤
Q∗(m2). Let Q1 ∈ Q∗(m1) and Q2 ∈ Q∗(m2). If Q1 > Q2, then Q1 ∈ Q∗(m2) and
Q2 ∈ Q∗(m1). In other words, {Q1, Q2} ⊂ Q∗(m1) ∩Q∗(m2). Then, we have
B(m1) = B(m1, Q1) = B(m1, Q2) and B(m2) = B(m2, Q1) = B(m2, Q2),
and the above translates to (recall B(m,Q) = C[m− V0(Q)]2 + Ψ(Q)):
C[m1−V0(Q2)]2−C[m1−V0(Q1)]2 = C[m2−V0(Q2)]2−C[m2−V0(Q1)]2 = Ψ(Q1)−Ψ(Q2),
and by using the fact V0(Q1) > V0(Q2) (recall Q
NV(M) ≥ Q1 > Q2) it is easy to check that
the equation above leads to:
m1 = m2;
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this contradicts m1 < m2. Therefore, Q1 ≤ Q2 must hold for any Q1 ∈ Q∗(m1) and
Q2 ∈ Q∗(m2); in particular, Q̄(m1) ≤ Q(m2). Now, the first part of (ii) is established (i.e.
Q∗(m) increases in m); we will prove the second part later. Note this result implies, in
particular, both Q̄(m) and Q(m) defined in (6.125) increase in m.
Next, we introduce the following lemma, which is useful in proving (iii).
Lemma 6.22. Let Q(m) and Q̄(m) follow the definition in (6.125). Q(m) is left-continuous
in m, and Q̄(m) is right-continuous in m.
Proof. We only show right continuity of Q̄(m) in m, as the other case is completely
analogous. First, Q̄(m + δ) ↓ Q′ ≥ Q̄(m) as δ ↓ 0, following the monotonicity of Q̄(m)
established above. For each δ > 0, we have
B(m+ δ, Q̄(m+ δ)) ≤ B(m+ δ, Q̄(m));
let δ → 0 in the above inequality, we have
B(m,Q′) ≤ B(m, Q̄(m)) ⇒ B(m,Q′) = B(m, Q̄(m)),
and this further leads to
Q′ ∈ Q∗(m) ⇒ Q′ ≤ Q̄(m).
But recall Q′ ≥ Q̄(m), and this indicates
lim
δ→0+
Q̄(m+ δ) = Q′ = Q̄(m),
establishing right continuity of Q̄(m) in m. 
Now we show (iii) by first showing that B(m) is continuous in m, and then showing
B(m) is locally strictly increasing; note these two combined is sufficient for B(m) to be
strictly increasing. To show the continuity, we focus on Q̄(m) (out of Q∗(m)) and express
B(m) = B(m, Q̄(m)). First, let δ ↓ 0, and we have B(m + δ) = B(m + δ, Q̄(m + δ)) →
B(m, Q̄(m)) = B(m), where the right continuity of Q̄(m) established in Lemma 6.22 is
used. For the other side, we examine the limit of B(m− δ) = B(m− δ, Q̄(m− δ)) as δ ↓ 0.
By the monotonicity of Q̄(m) established above, we have Q̄(m− δ)→ Q′ ≤ Q̄(m) for some
Q′ as δ ↓ 0. Meanwhile, take δ ↓ 0 on both sides of the following inequality:
B(m− δ, Q̄(m− δ)) ≤ B(m− δ, Q̄(m))
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to obtain
B(m,Q′) ≤ B(m, Q̄(m)).
On the other hand, it must hold that B(m,Q′) ≥ B(m, Q̄(m)) by optimality of Q̄(m) with
respect to m, hence we reach
lim
δ→0
B(m− δ, Q̄(m− δ)) = B(m,Q′) = B(m, Q̄(m)) = B(m).
Putting above together, we reach limδ→0B(m+ δ) = B(m), showing continuity of B(m).
The next step is to show B(m) is strictly increasing locally, and we start with the following
key observation:
V0(Q̄(m)) < m. (6.126)








where existence of the left derivative of V0(Q) inQ follows from the concavity. If V0(Q̄(m)) =
m, ∂B(m,Q̄(m))
∂Q− = Ψ
′(Q) > 0, contradicting optimality of Q̄(m). Therefore, V0(Q̄(m)) 6= m,
and by (i), (6.126) must hold.
Then, for any m > 0, there exists ε > 0 such that V0(Q̄(m)) = m − ε. Then, by the
right continuity of Q̄(m) in m shown in (ii), ∃δ > 0 such that for all m′ ∈ [m,m + δ],
V0(Q̄(m
′)) < m− ε2 . Now, we have
∀m′ ∈ [m− ε
2
,m+ δ], V0(Q̄(m




where the ≤ follows from (a) (recall all Q̄(m) are not beyond QNV(M) and thus lying in the
strict increasing range of V0(Q)) and (b) (Q̄(m) increases in m).
Now, ∀m− ε2 ≤ m1 < m2 ≤ m+ δ, it must hold that:
B(m1) ≤ B(m1, Q̄(m2)) = C[m1 − V0(Q̄(m2))]2 + Ψ(Q̄(m2))
< C[m2 − V0(Q̄(m2))]2 + Ψ(Q̄(m2))
= B(m2)
where the < uses the fact V0(Q̄(m2)) < m − ε2 ≤ m1 < m2 following (6.127). The above
implies that B(m) strictly increases in a neighbourhood of m, and since this argument works
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for any m, together with the earlier shown continuity of B(m) in m, we conclude B(m)
strictly increases in m over [0,∞) and establish (iii).
What remains to show is the second part of (ii). We first show for the case of m→ 0 by
showing Q◦M (m) → 0 (because Q∗(m) ≤ Q◦M (m) by (i)). This is straightforward to see
from the equation in (i) which defines Q◦M (m):
V0(Q
◦M (m)) = m ∧ V0(QNV(M));
as m → 0, the right hand side goes to 0, hence V0(Q◦M (m)) → 0, indicating Q◦Mm → 0,
because as m approaches 0, Q◦M (m) lies on the strictly increasing range of V0(Q), and
V0(0) = 0.
For m→∞, we only show Q̄(m)→ QNV(M), as showing Q(m)→ QNV(M) is analogous.
We already now Q̄(m) increases in m while bounded by QNV(M), so Q̄(m) ↑ Q̄ for some
Q̄ ≤ QNV(M). Suppose Q̄ < QNV(M). Then, examine:
B(m, Q̄(m))−B(m,QNV(M))
= C[m− V0(Q̄(m))]2 + Ψ(Q̄(m))− C[m− V0(QNV(M))]2 −Ψ(QNV(M))
= C[V0(Q
NV(M))− V0(Q̄(m))][2m− V0(QNV(M))− V0(Q̄(m))] + Ψ(Q̄(m))−Ψ(QNV(M))
→ ∞,
where the → ∞ is due to V0(QNV(M)) − V0(Q̄(m)) > 0 following the assumption of Q̄ <
QNV(M) and 2m− V0(QNV(M))− V0(Q̄(m))→∞ (note Ψ(Q) is a bounded function). This
indicates that B(m, Q̄(m)) is eventually strictly greater than B(m,QNV(M)) as m → ∞ ,
contradicting optimality of Q̄(m). So Q̄ = QNV(M) must hold, and this completes the proof.
4.4 Proofs of Propositions 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11
The outline of this section is as follows. First, we will prove Proposition 6.9, so that Theorem
6.5 and 6.4 apply. In the process of proving Proposition 6.9, the expressions for ZMt and
ζt are natural outcomes. In the end, Proposition 6.10 and 6.11 will immediately follow
Theorem 6.5 and 6.4.
To prove Proposition 6.9, we use an approach similar to that in Wang and Wissel (2013).
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By definition of Zt in (6.4), we have







the second equality uses the expression of ηt in (6.48). Note, at this stage, we can only say
Zt is a local martingale under P (as opposed to be a martingale).




= Z2t exp{f0(T − t) + f1(T − t)Yt + f2(T − t)Y 2t }; (6.129)
where fi, i = 0, 1, 2 are functions defined in (6.55); and
f(t, y) := exp{f0(T − t) + f1(T − t)y + f2(T − t)y2}. (6.130)
Note since fi(0) = 0 for all i = 0, 1, 2, we have f(T, Yt) = 0 and thus JT = Z
2
T . In
fact Jt is introduced as a candidate for E(Z
2
T | Gt), but before we actually show Zt is a
square integrable martingale under P, the conditional expectation is not well-defined. To
get around this, below we show that properties of Jt guarantee Zt to be a square integrable
martingale.












































ft, fy and fyy are usual notations for partial derivatives; note they all depend on (t, Yt),
but for simplicity the arguments are dropped. To reach the third line, the expression of ηt
in (6.48) is used.
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σfy − ηtf(t, Yt)− ηtZ2t f(t, Yt)
)
dBt (6.132)





















f(t, y) = 0
s.t. f(T, y) = 1, ∀y ∈ R. (6.133)
To check this, take derivatives of f(t, y) using (6.130). Then, collect the coefficients for y2,
y and the term independent of y, and set these coefficients to 0, then (6.133) reduces to an
ordinary differential equation system:




























s.t. fi(0) = 0, i = 0, 1, 2. (6.134)
It is straightforward to verify that under the parameter condition in (6.49), fi, i = 0, 1, 2
specified in (6.55), solve the ODE system. So, f(t, y) solves the PDE above, and this makes
the dt-term of dJt in (6.132) vanish, reducing (6.132) to:
dJt =
[
σfy − ηtf(t, Yt)− ηtZ2t f(t, Yt)
]
dBt. (6.135)
And (6.131) reduces to (note the PDE expression is also involved in the dt-term on the














Clearly, by (6.135), Jt is a local martingale under P.
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Now, observe that the term inside the exponential of f(t, Yt) is a quadratic function in
Yt at each time t. Under (6.49), f2(T − t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], hence
f(t, Yt) ≥ exp
{
f0(T − t)−
f21 (T − t)
4f2(T − t)
}
, t ∈ [0, T );




4f2(T−t) is continuous, hence admits a minimum on [0, T ]; so, there exists a positive
number, c > 0, such that f(t, Yt) ≥ c > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Therefore,
Jt = Z
2





Next, we will make use of (6.137) to prove Zt is a square integrable martingale under
P. Define the following Gt-stopping time:
τk := inf{t ∈ [0, T ] | Jt ≥ k} ∧ T, k ∈ N. (6.138)
Clearly, Jt is a continuous process, hence τk ↑ T as k →∞. Note since each τk bounds the
stopped version of Jt, hence also bounds the stopped version of Zt via (6.137). So, both

















the ≤ on the first line is application of Doob’s inequality, and the following equality uses
the obvious fact τk ≤ T ; on the second line, the ≤ uses (6.137), and the = is application of










clearly, because τk increases in k, so does supt∈[0,T ] Z
2
t∧τk (since the sup is taken on a longer
time interval for larger τk), so we can let k →∞ and apply monotone convergence to above
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this is sufficient to establish that Zt is a square integrable martingale under P, and completes
the proof of Proposition 6.9.
Now that we know Zt is a P-martingale, P
M specified in (6.6) is well-defined. Then,











using the expression of f(t, y) in (6.130), it is easy to compute fy; collect the terms to










b(T − t)(α− Yt) + a(T − t)
]
dBMt ; (6.141)
with the two deterministic functions a(·) and b(·) specified in (6.57); note b(T−t) > 0 for all
t ∈ [0, T ]. Next, observe that Vt := κσ2 b(T − t)(α− Yt) + a(T − t) follows a linear stochastic
differential equation of the following form:
dVt = (xt + ytVt)dt+ ztdB
M
t ;
where xt, yt and zt above are deterministic functions; the linearity comes from Yt, which
also follows a linear SDE (see (6.44)), as well as from ηt in (6.48), which is linear in Yt.
To this end, Lemma A.4 in Wang and Wissel (2013) immediately applies, and we conclude(
Jt/Zt
)
is a martingale under PM . Now, we have
ZMt := E








= Ztf(t, Yt). (6.142)
In the first line, the = follows from JT = Z
2











= exp{−f0(T − t)− f1(T − t)Yt − f2(T − t)Y 2t }. (6.143)













b(T − t)(α− Yt) + a(T − t)
]
dXt; (6.144)
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b(T − t)(α− Yt) + a(T − t)
]
. (6.145)
To this end, we invoke Theorem 6.5 and 6.4 to establish Proposition 6.10 and 6.11. In
particular, Zt/Z
M
t involved in B(m,Q) expressed in (6.39) follows (6.143), and ζt involved
in θ∗t specified in (6.37) follows (6.145). This completes the proofs.
4.5 Proof of Proposition 6.15 Part (ii)
The proof is the same as that for Lemma 4.6 in Chapter 4, so we only keep the main
steps and omit the technical details that are the same as those in Chapter 4. Again, the
starting point is to rewrite the shortfall function and the budget constraint as the following,
explicitly stressing their dependence on Q and λ:




v(Q,λ) := EM (V ∗T )
= (m+ C −RH(Q))PM (λZT ≤ 1) + (p− s)EM [(Q− D̂+T )
+] = C. (6.146)
From the second line, it is clear that λ is a function in Q.
Following the same argument leading to (4.34) of Chapter 4, we obtain the ds/dQ for
s(Q,λ) in (6.146) as:
ds
dQ









P(λZT ≥ 1) + (p− s)λEM
(






Recall, ∆ is defined in (6.73).







P(λZT ≥ 1) + (p− s)λEM
(




= −λR′H(Q)PM (λZT ≤ 1) + (p− s)λPM (D̂T ≤ Q). (6.148)
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Note the left hand side of (6.148) is involved in (6.147), hence make the substitution and
(6.147) is simplified to the expression stated in (6.74).
Next, similar to the derivation in proof of Lemma 4.6 in Chapter 4, we differentiate














Recall, β has expression in (6.71); the above derivation uses d(1−β)dλ = P
M (λZT ≤). Clearly,
the term in curly bracket is non-negative: ∆ in (6.73) increases in Q, and −R′′H(Q) =
C
′′







P(λZT ≥ 1) + (p− s)λEM
(






−R′H(Q)PM (λZT ≤ 1) + (p− s)PM (D̂T ≤ Q)
]
≥ 0. (6.150)
The ≥ 0 follows from the first line above: m + C − RH(Q) ≥ 0 is implied by the Q ∈
[0, Q◦(m + C)] (see Part (i) of Proposition 6.15) and D̂T is increasing in λ (see (6.66)).
Then, since λ ≥ 0, the second line above indicates the first term of (6.149) is nonnegative.
This completes the proof.
4.6 Proof of Proposition 6.17
The proof is the same as that for Proposition 4.14 in Chapter 4, besides a few minor
differences. Due to the same structure of V ∗T , the same analysis starting with (4.59) applies
here, and we have
E[(Q̂NV −D+T )










Multiply both sides of EM (V ∗T ) = C by λ, we get
(m+ C −RH(Q))λPM (λZT ≤ 1) + λ(p− s)EM [(Q− D̂+T )
+] = λC.
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Combining the above and derive
r(Q) ≥ [m−RH(QNV)]+ − (m+ C −RH(Q))P(λZT ≥ 1)
+ (p− s)(Q̂NV −Q)P(Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT ) + λC − (m+ C −RH(Q))λPM (λZT ≤ 1)
= [m−RH(QNV)]+ + C[λ− p(λZT ≥ 1)− λPM (λZT ≤ 1)]
+ (m−RH(Q))[−P(λZT ≥ 1)− λPM (λZT ≤ 1)]
+ (p− s)(Q̂NV −Q)P(Q ∧ D̂T ≥ DT )
= [m−RH(QNV)]+ + Cψ + (p− s)(Q̂NV −Q)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )]
− (m−RH(Q))(1− β).
The first equality is just rearranging the terms from the first line; the second equality uses
expression of β and ψ in (6.71). In addition, reducing the probability term to E[∆∧ (λZT )]
follows from the same argument under (4.60) of Chapter 4. By rearranging terms and using
expression of ds/dQ in (6.74), it is easy to verify the following
(p− s)(Q̂NV −Q)E[∆ ∧ (λZT )]− (m−RH(Q))(1− β)







− (1− β)(m−RH(Q̂NV)). (6.151)
Note due to concavity of RH(Q), we have
R′H(Q)(Q̂
NV −Q)− (RH(Q̂NV)−RH(Q)) ≥ 0.
Also, β ∈ [0, 1] is known (see (6.70)); combining the above, we have




There are two cases. If m ≤ RH(QNV), then Q̂NV = Q◦(m) and RH(Q̂NV) = m (see Lemma
6.2), indicating the term in curly bracket above vanishes. Otherwise, m ≥ RH(QNV), then
Q̂NV = QNV, and this term becomes β(m − RH(QNV)). Summarizing all above, we have
the expression in (6.76).
The remaining proof, which gives the range of Q guaranteeing both shortfall reduction
and improvement in expected total wealth, is exactly the same as that for Proposition 4.14
and Corollary 4.15 of Chapter 4.




Modigliani and Miller (1958) establishes that in a frictionless world, a value-maximizing
corporation does not have incentive to hedge, because the shareholders can do (or undo)
so by trading on the financial market themselves. Here we remark that the setting in
this thesis is fundamentally and conceptually different from the one in the Modigliani-
Miller Theory. Our model is in view of a risk-averse manager (i.e. CEO), who tries to
meet the earnings target (i.e. m) set by the board of directors (i.e. shareholders). As for
how the board members estimate the economic value of the firm (and how they gauge
the risk-return tradeoff of their individual equity portfolios), it is irrelevant to our model.
Recognizing this, the incentive of hedging in our model originates from the demand model
(proposed in Chapter 2), the motivation of which has already been detailed in this thesis.
Note that for the hedging strategies developed in our model, it is unrealistic to assume
that the shareholders can implement themselves as it is unlikely for them to have access
to the demand rate function (i.e. µ̃(·)) and/or the internal updates of demand estimates
(i.e. Dt). Another remark is that, many corporations are involved in financial trading of
some kind (e.g., currency hedging), and the P/Ls of such financial activities do go into the
quarterly earnings reports. In other words, in our setting the cash flows from hedging do
count towards the expected total return, and technically this means the expectation of total
terminal wealth is taken under the physical (or subjective) probability measure.
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Before ending this section, we remark that a few decades after the prevailing of the
Modigliani-Miller Theory, there is a established body of theoretical and empirical work in
corporate finance literature that provides incentive and evidence for corporate hedging in
real world to increase the economic value of the firm, by relaxing the assumption of fric-
tionless world. In reality, frictions can include, to name a few, tax liabilities, debt capacity,
costs of financial distress, underinvestment costs and financial market imperfections, and
they do hurt the value of a firm. Refer to, for instance, Smith and Stulz (1985), Ross (1997),
Leland (1998), and Graham and Rogers (2002).
Shareholder’s View and Risk Neutral Constraint on Return
To be consistent (to some extent) with Modigliani-Miller Theory, when incorporating risk
hedging (by trading financial assets) in an operational setting from the shareholder’s per-
ception, some papers use the equivalent martingale measure (with respect to the traded
financial asset) to compute the expected wealth. Effectively, this removes, from the model’s
return function, any expected cash flow from trading financial asset, as well as the part of the
expected operational payoff that stems from speculating on the financial asset price move-
ment (via the correlation between the operational element and financial market). Refer to
Caldentey and Haugh (2009) and Chod et al. (2010). But for the risk constraint/objective,
the expectation should still be taken under physical/subjective probability measure, as the
frictions cannot be removed or mitigated by trading on financial markets. Refer to, for
instance, Caldentey and Valdés (2015).
Here we show that this line of argument is easily accommodated to our model. In our
setting, this risk-neutral constraint on return takes the following form:
EM [HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m0, (C.1)
where HT (Q) is the production payoff, χT (ϑ) is cumulative hedging payoff at time t = T ,
and m0 is a desired level of return. P
M is the equivalent martingale measure corresponding
to the traded financial asset; refer to (6.6) in Chapter 6 for the characterization of PM of a
general financial asset. Recognizing EM [χT (ϑ)] = 0, (C.1) reduces to:
V0(Q) := E
M [HT (Q)] = m0 ⇒ Q ∈ {Q1, Q2}, (C.2)
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where Q1 and Q2 are two roots to the equation above, and Q1 ≤ QNV(M) ≤ Q2. (Re-
call, QNV(M) = arg maxQ V0(Q); clearly, for the problem to be feasible, m0 cannot exceed
V0(Q
NV(M)).)
Essentially, (C.2) (hence also (C.1)) only constrains the production policy. For the
shortfall hedging setting, this can be immediately incorporated to the model, and choosing
between Q1 and Q2 in (C.2) amounts to comparing the minimum shortfalls associated with
each quantity; refer to §3 of Chapter 4.
For the mean-variance hedging setting, the problem formulation changes to
min
Q∈{Q1,Q2},ϑ∈AX
Var(HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)). (C.3)
Note (C.1) replaces the original constraint on mean return, which was under the physi-
cal/subjective probability measure. Clearly, fixing Q (at Q1 or Q2), (C.3) can be written











where B(m,Q) = C[m0 −m]2 + Ψ(Q) by Theorem 3.4, taking into account V0(Q) = m0.
Clearly, we should choose m = m0, and Q = Q1 (recall Ψ(Q) increases in Q). This indicates
that E[HT (Q) + χT (ϑ)] = m0: at optimality, the total return from production and hedging
computed under physical/subjective measure coincides with the economic value of the pro-
duction payoff. Note that, this indicates hedging is of pure risk mitigation purpose by mini-
mizing the variance, meanwhile rendering the total wealth computed in physical/subjective
measure coinciding with the desired economic value.
Last, we remark that the analysis above immediately applies to the models in Chapter
5 and 6 also, and the same conclusions hold.
Additional Constraints on Production Quantities
For both the mean-variance and shortfall hedging models, finding optimal production policy
is decoupled from the computation of hedging strategy. For mean-variance hedging model,
we directly minimize B(m,Q) over Q to solve for the optimal production, and the associated
optimal hedging strategy is available in explicit expression; refer to §4.2 of Chapter 3.
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Likewise, for the shortfall hedging, we minimize s(m,Q) to find optimal Q, and apply the
formula for optimal hedging strategy with this optimal production; see §3 of Chapter 4.
(The same holds for Chapter 5 and 6.)
Solving for optimal production is a static optimization problem. Moreover, adding ad-
ditional constraints on Q does not alter the functional form of the optimal hedging strategy
(which is the same for all values of Q). This suggests that the models have sufficient flexibil-
ity to accommodate more operational constraints without ruining the existing tractability.
Here we list a few examples of constraints on the production quantity:
• Service constraint. The following constraint stipulates a minimum filling rate, r:
P(DT ≤ Q) ≥ r.
And this translates to a lower bound on Q:
Q ≥ F−1(r).
(Recall, F is the distribution function of the demand DT .)
• Operational payoff. There might be minimum operational return required:
E[HT (Q)] ≥ mh.
Recall the production payoff function is concave, hence this constraint reduces to:
Q ∈ [Q1, Q2], with E[HT (Q1)] = E[HT (Q2)] = mh.
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